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Chapter 1 

"1 was the convict sent to hell, 
To make in the desert a living well: 

1 split the rock; 1 felled the tree - The Nation was Because of me." 
-Mary Gilmore 1918 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 THE PROBLEM 

Introduction 

The settlement of 'Terra Australis' as a place for penal servitude for thousands of 

British convicts and political prisoners, represented a distinct phase of international 

migration and colonial ideologies towards malefactor populations. During the 

seventeenth to nineteenth centuries the world experienced an unprecedented 

transportation of over 12 million convicted criminals and political prisoners, to 

numerous destinations throughout the world. Although the reason for this relocation of 

convicts varied between British, Russian, French, Spanish, Indian and American 

colonial nations, the prevailing labour systems was an additional benefit for the 

receiving countries. The inexpensive employment of convicts assisted III the 

development of industry and infrastructure in labour deficient places such as~~ 
Bermuda, Gibraltar, Sumatra, Andaman Islands, New Caledonia, Siberia and the Straits 

Settlements of Penang, Singapore, and Malacca, whilst also shaping and influencing the 

social forms of these nations (Pears on and Marshall1995). 

The settlement of Australia during the late eighteenth century added another port to the 

list of these many destinations, as an intended place of fear and imprisonment for 

Britain's prisoners and criminals. This penal colony provided the means to 

accomm~date a large number of the criminal class, whist relieving the undeveloped and 

overcrowded British prisons, and expanding colonial influence. However, as the only 

place throughout the transportation era founded with the 'intention of establishing a 

self-sustaining colonial presence' (Casella and Fredericksen 2004: 105) its transported 

inhabitants was significant in achiev;ng that goal. The formation of infrastructure and 

communications within early Australian settlements provided the backbone for Colonial 

expansion. The key to this development was convict labour in the form of gangs, a 

complex system within itself, which provided the large workforce necessary- to build 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

and support the colony. As the first colony within Australia in 1788, New South Wales 

contained the most extensive and widespread convict labour system, reliant on this 

inexpensive labour force for industry and public works (Karskens 1986; Thorp 1988: 

HRA, Hunter to Portland,A: 593; Macquarie to Castlereagh, 7: 275). 

Sites of convict accommodation throughout the Transportation era are the most 

significant sites for understanding the convict experience within the New South Wales 

system. Information from these sites has the potential to reveal the actual living 

conditions experienced by government convict labourers from 1788 to the end of the 

NSW convict system in 1857. This insight is needed to reconcile the opposing views of 

the system, represented by documents from convict labourers (Cook 1978), government 

officials (Bigge 1822: HRA) and travellers (Govett et al. 1977), which have survived to' 

this day. This issue is particularly relevant, with stockades and work camps representing 

approximately 77% of currently documented convict places within New South Wales 

(Pearscin and Marshall 1995). However, only six l stockade sites have undergone in

depth archaeological investigations. Moreover, limited information on the location of 

these places within the New South Wales landscape further hinders research of these 

sites and their role in shaping personal experiences of the convict system. 

1.2PAST UNDERSTANDINGS 

Investigations into convictism, both internationally and within Australian archaeolog)) 

have focused primarily on the specific systems which developed in each nation. Within 

Australia the convict gang system has been significantly explored by various historians 

and archaeologists (Karskens 1986; Nicholas 1988; Thorp 1988, 1987; Gojak 2001; 
-.:l... 

Gibbs 2001; Hughes 2003; Webb 2003), with a primary focus on the historical 

development of the work gangs, and the resulting structures? The architectural 

component of the system has also been of concern in light of the dominant penal 

ideologies of the era (Karskens 1984; Kerr 1984, 2000). Research into the convict 

systems which developed in Western Australia (Gibbs 2001; Trinca 1997) and 

1 Hyde Park, Wiseman's Ferry, Cox's River, Towrang, Newcastle, Castle Hill. References within 
Appendix 
2 i.e. The Great North Road 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

Tasmania (Brand et al. 1990; Kerr 1984) have also focused on this aspect, although the 

former has further engaged with the wider spatiality of the depot system within the local 

colony. However, within New South Wales, the interrelationship between the location 

of convict accommodation from each other and the developing settlements, has been 

overlooked. 

1.3 AIllfS AIvD RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

There are countless themes on the NSW' convict system which require further 

explanation, however due to limitations of the thesis,3 focus is centred on the primary 

support network of this system, the 'Convict Stockades.' These sites formed the central 

point of activity by government employed convicts from 1788 to 1857, as permanent, 

semi-permanent, and temporary sites of accommodation. As a considerable support 

system of sites for various industries within a developing colony, several issues need 

addressing to understand how these sites interrelated with each other and the NSV.Y 

colony. 

1.3.1 Aims 

The specific aims of this thesis are to: 

• Identify convict stockades within the wider context of New South Wales 

development as a colony 

• Identify the location and environmental setting of these sites within the 

landscape of the colony, as important sources of industry and public labour 

• Examine the importance of these sites in understanding the convict experience 

within government service. 

1.3.2 Research Question 

These aims and the desired' outcome of this thesis have been formulated into a main 

research design, in order to address the specific issues previously discussed; 

3 Chapter 3 
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Was the development and expansion of the Government Convict Labour 

System in direct response to the location of free settlements, within the 

twenty counties of New South Wales landscape, from 1788 to 1857? 

In light of this research question, a number of sub-aims were generated to specifically 

address the above aims to; 

• Identify what classifies as a 'stockade' within the historical records. 

• Identify the location and nature of convict stockades within New South Wales, 

• Determine if the types of lab()ur associated _ with each stockade influenced site 

placement. 

• Determine if there is evidence of any universal governing principles in the 

ordering of stockade sites across the New South Wales landscape, both between 

convict sites and colonial settler towns. 

• Identify the inter- and intra-site relationships of labour, and settlement patterns 

which shaped NSW convict stockades from 1788 to 1857. 

• Determine if these influencing factors of site location changed over time, or 

were period specific 

These will be examined through a number of methods, as outlined below. 

1.4 TERMINOLOGY AND METHOD 

In light of the overall study size and the nature of the sites concerned within this thesis, 

reference to the 'convict system' or 'period' solely represents the New South Wales 

system of government convict labour from 1788 to 1857, unless specified otherwise. 

The blase use of the term 'stockade' throughout NSW convict history has generated 

some confusion as to its appropriate application to convict places. Both the historical 

and current use of 'stockade' appears to have placed no restriction to palisaded or open, 

large or small encampments, or portable boxes. In order to clarify this confusion, this 

thesis restricts the term to those sites which housed convict workers engaged in 
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government directed labour. This classification applies individually to all convict places 

referred to within this thesis, including sites designated as convict work camps, mobile 

boxes, stations, barracks or government establishments. However, as a group, this study 

represents this assemblage as an interrelated 'stockade system'. Although significantly 

contributing to the convict system during early settlement apart from the main colony, 

the penal settlements of Norfolk Island and Moreton Bay are excluded from this 

analysis. Rather, focus is on sites within the the twenty counties of New South Wales, 

declared 'limits of location' for settlement in 1835, as illustrated in Figure 1.1 (Powell 

1975). This restriction seeks to confine the study to those sites which directly engaged 

with the development of the mainland settlement established within these boundaries. 

Furthermore, due to the temporary nature of sites constructed for the purpose of 

government contract clearing gangs, these are not included within the study scope. 

The issues addressed within the aims and research design will be approached in a 

number of ways. Information obtained from Thorp's (1987) Gazetteer of convict places 

is significantly expanded through additional documentary analysis, forming a new 

gazetteer of sites
4

• A survey is conducte~ to establish their spatial location within the 

initial twenty counties of New South Wales (Figure 1.1), the immediate environment 

and to early colonial settlements. The Stages of Development (Thorp 1988, 1987) 

provides a temporal framework for analysis of this environmental, settlement and labour 

survey data. Specific attention to the Cumberland Region stockades relationship with 

the location and establishment dates of free settlements, and other stockade sites is 

addressed, in order to simplify analysis in light of the thesis aims and research question. 

This study will primarily use a quantitative approach to the interpretation of site 

distributions, as the political and social ideologies which influenced the development 

and expansion of NSW convict stockades, has been extensively addressed in previous 

studies (Karskens 1986; Kerr 1984, 2000; Nicholas 1988; Robbins 2003; Robbins 

2004). 

4 Refer to Appendix for the full list of stockade sites obtained for the thesis. 
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1.5 THESIS STRUCTURE 

Chapter Two will review previous studies of convict archaeology. Particular attention . 
will be given to historical and archaeological approaches to the colonial convict era 

within Australia, with emphasis on the development of distinctive convict systems. This 

will also draw upon international investigations of the movement of unfree labour by 

colonial administrators during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. The significance 

of NSW convict stockades in understanding the convict experience within Australia and 

internationally is further considered. 

Chapter Three will convey a contextual history of the convict system and settlement of 

New South Wales. The post-settlement environmental conditions with each district, is 

also briefly explored. 

The methodological and theoretical approaches to the archaeology of the convict system 

within New South Wales will be examined within Chapter Four. The methods utilised 

for the survey of sites are reviewed, together with definitions applied within the study 

and the limitations of sources. Data correlation' and expression within a defined database 

and a Geographic Information System will also be explored. Theoretical approaches to , 

settlement patterning, through quantitative analyses are considered within this section. 

Chapter Five examines the results from the survey of all stockade sites within NSW. 

This is reviewed through the location of sites in each stage of the work gang systemS, 

with particular emphasis on the location of sites relative to their designated labour, 

environment and to other settlements. 

An analysis of the results presented in the proceeding chapter will be examined in 

Chapter Six, through Nearest Neighbour and Gentral Place theories. Emphasis is placed 

on how these patterns inform the ,dispersal of the NSW convict system in relation to 

colonial settlements. 

5 Thorp's (1987), Stages of Development 
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Finally, Chapter Seven will provide an overall analysis of stockade patterns in light of 

the theoretical approaches and previous perceptions of the convict experience and 

settlement will be discussed. This summary will also draw in issues presented by the 

data and provide recommendations for future analyses of Convict Stockades within 

New South Wales. 
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THE WORLD PHENOMENA 

CONVICT ARCHAEOLOGY 

Convictism as a universally significant theme, represented a complex process of forced 

migration that affected over 12 million people during the early seventeenth and into the 

late nineteenth century, and shaped the development and expansion of colonial 

settlements throughout the world. The mass migration of such a large number of people 

into numerous alien environments, significantly affected the physical and social aspects 

of not only their destination but also their homeland. Its legacy has been of significant 

focus for archaeological investigations into early colonial ideologies, penology, convict 

life ways and their labour ,contribution to colo~ial and settler expansion, both at a local 

and international setting (Pearson and Marshall 1995). As a distinct place of prisoner 

exile, Australian approaches to .this system have further added to this understanding 

through analysis of local convict systems, penal initialisation and ideologies, and site 

specific archaeological investigations. This section will explore current interpretations 

of the convict system or network, both as an international and a distinctly Australian 

phenomenon. 

2.1 NEW SOUTH WALES CONVICTISM AND AUSTRALIAN ARCHAEOLOGY 

The new penal colony of New South Wales from 1788 sought to produce the only self

supporting settlement that would accommodate a large number of the criminal class to 

relieve the undeveloped and overcrowded British prisons, whilst expanding colonial 

influences (Casella and Fredericksen 2004). Thus as the first Australian convict colony, 

convictism. within NSW was an ephemeral system which was shaped by numerous 

\. colonial ideologies throughout the Transportation period. The three main topics which 

have been the main focus of investigation include convict life ways and experiences, 

forms of institutionalisation and punishment, and the overriding 'nature of convict 

-' society.' The first has mainly received extensive documentary investigation of past 

experiences (Hughes 2003; Casella 2000; Karskens 1999; Shaw 1981). As a result of 
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the overall penal nature of initial settlement, site development and penologica~ 

ideologies of this nature has also been broadly explored through the specific structural 

developments of sites (Karskens 1984; Kerr 1984, 2000; O'Brian 1950). Finally, the 

overall contribution and interrelationship of convict society to the development of the 

colony both economically and socially, have received limited archaeological 

consideration (Gojak 2001:73). This work emphasise the international as well as local 

setting of the convict phenomena, as an integrated process of colonial development and 

change. Investigations which have touched upon such considerations, have concentrated 

on convict labour processes and the overall landscapes of development (Nicholas 1988; 

Trinca 1997). The latter two processes each represent a specific context of 

archaeological investigations into the broader transformations of convict experiences 

within Australia. Approaches to the investigation of these aspects, as noted by Gojak 

have been limited, particularly -within New South Wales. These limitations in light of 

current knowledge of convict systems and past penology are significant in 

understanding the current context of knowledge of convictism. Special attention has 

been given to the New South Wales system, as the primary area of interest and early 

colonial development. 

2.1.1 Convict Systems 

The development of Australian infrastructure and communications during the period of 

early settlement provided the backbone for Colonial (British) expansion within the 

Australian environment. Key to this development was convict labour in the form of 

gangs, a complex system within itself, which provided the large workforce necessary to 

build and support the British Colony. The 'convict system' refers to the complete 

transportation and treatment of convicts, within each main penal colony throughout the 

Transportation era. This includes the transportation event itself, and the various 

subsystems of assignment, probation (Laugesen 2002:58) and secondary punishment. 
, 

However, reference to this term has typically focused on the organisation of convicts 

within a system specifically orientated for labour management. The three main penal 

destinations of New South Wales, Tasmania and Western Australia, each consisted of 

localised variations of convict labour systems as a result of the dynamic changes in 
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government policies within these colonies and Britain. Archaeological investigations 

into how these systems reflect these changes and their subsequent contributions to the 

economic development of each colony, have concentrated on both a physical ana 

documentary analysis. Within NSW in particular there has been extensive investigation 

into the changes undergone by the convict system due to the changing ideologies of 

each successive governor (Thorp 1988, 1987). 

2.2.1.1 New South Wales Stages of Development 

There have been numerous historical accounts of the convict system within New South 

Wales (Hughes 2003; Jeans 1975; Nicholas 1988; Robbins 2003; Robbins 2004; 

Shaw 1973, 1981), with little acknowledgement of physical representation and 

progression of these changes. However, Kerr's (1984 and 2000) and Thorp's (1987 and 

1988) analyses have provided architectural and periodical approaches to the changes 

experienced by the New South Wales convict system. 

The allocation of convicts during Transportation was a progressive process that, during 

the peak of its organisation in the late 1820's, resulted in a complex system of 

consignment. The steps within this system are illustrated by Kerr (1984) in Figure 2.1. 

..Lfl7pr;fOnn7enC- 6g4:>re 
Svrnn7Qry s~nTenGc:. 01"'" 
-Z:<r/~ . 

.L'7?P/Y~n-"~nZ:-fol7d/~ 
cV,se;./,butron . 

Figure 2.1: Steps of the Convict System and the associated accommodation/ equipment 
for operation (Kerr 1984:61). 

As movement within this system was primarily based on individual conduct, the 

associated accommodation types were considered a necessary supporting aspect of this 
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system. The underlying hierarchical nature of the steps, reflects the division of 

structures into three distinct forms of punishment. Firstly, those allocated to government 

service were typically housed in convict barracks and was the initial step for newly 

transported convicts. For 'secondary offenders' their further misconduct, resulted in a 

movement into the more temporary structures of huts, stockades or mobile boxes, with 

the addition of chains for harsher punishment. The lowest form of accommodation, 

although more substantial in structure then the latter, was the penal settlements 

specifically designed for harsher punishlJlents for re-offenders within the colony, sucr 

as at Newcastle and Port Macquarie. Structurally, this indicates that overall site 

permanency was not a key feature in the movement of convicts within this hierarchy) 

with the more developed sites established at the beginning and end. As the semi

permanent gang sites were a feature of the two middle rungs, they formed an important 

aspect in convict encounters with different forms of secondary punishment. However, 

while providing a practical and simplified study of the hierarchical development of the 

convict system, 'Kerr (1984) fails to situate the associated sites within a diachronic 

development and spatial context relative to labour and settlements, due to the statk 

nature of the analysis. Thorp's investigation into the Stages of Development (SOD), 

addresses the former issue within a temporal analysis of the work gang system. 

Thorp's (1987, 1988) investigation into the evolution of the convict system within New 

South Wales provides the only temporally structured analysis specifically addressing 

the government work gang system. The general purpose of the study was to determine a 

relationship between the changes of the system and government policies towards 

punishment (Thorp 1988: 109). The four distinct time phases of development identifieo. 

by Thorp, emphasise the historical development of the convict labour system and its 

associated forms of accommodation in light of the dominant political ideologies of each 

period, as briefly summarised in Figure 2.2. Only a general outline of each stage will be 

addressed, as the historical development of New South Wales will be further explored 

in Chapter 3. 
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Phase Title Period General Political Policies 

I Formative Years 1788 -1822 
Initial Settlement based on survival, with later 
emphasis on development by Governor 
Macquarie 

11 Intermediate Years 1822 -1826 Recall of government convicts to Clearing 
Gangs 

III Developed System 1826 -1836 Emphasis on public road works 

IV Decline of the System 1836 - 1855 Recall and decline of convict sites, end of 
NSW transportation 

Figure 2.2: Stages of Development for the New South Wales convict system, with 
particular focus on government work gangs, and a summery of the overriding political 
trends and/or policies within each stage CThorp 1988, 1987). 

Stage I represents the beginning of the convict and work gang system from initial 

settlement in 1788, whereby development of primary resources and public works was 

dependent on convict labour. In light of this dependence, the conflict between the 

direction of the colony towards either a penal or free settlement is highlighted within 

this phase, with emphasis on Governor Macquarie's changes of the convict system 

towards the latter goal. Early labour was directed into agriculture and providing shelter 

for the inhabitants, in order to establish a self supporting colony. The employment of 

convicts' in government farms received fluctuating support from the British colonifu 

government, who promoted privatised industry CThorp 1988, 1987). 

"Macquarie's vision and his use of convicts both the role of convict 

labour and attitudes towards it. This labour became a means to a definite 

end .... convicts were now able to become an integral part of Sydney 

society although the stigma of a convict origin remained" CThorp 

1988:112). 

Consequently, the new direction of the colony was considered to have the opposite 

effect as a deterrent for crime within Britain, resulting in the Bigge reports on the State 

of the Colony of New South Wales CBigge 1822, 1823). 
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Stage II signalled the end of Macquarie's Governorship and saw the implementation of 

the findings of the Bigge report, which emphasised a stronger penal ideology. Convicts 

were organised into clearing gangs contracted to cut and grub trees from settler lands. 

However, the extensive clearing resulted in the need for a road network to reach the 

newly opened areas. 

Stage In met this need, with a transfer of control of the gangs to the Surveyor General's 

Department of Roads and Bridges. There was greater emphasis on labour as being a 

form of punishment, particularly with the establishment of the 'ironed' road parties. 

Movement towards formalisation of the labour systems was emphasised through greater 

security at camp sites, through specific layout designs.6 Although this stage represents 

the most researched aspect of the convict system of work gang sites, limited excavation 

and comparison of all available site layouts, has yet to substantiate the implementatior. 

of these changes. The increased number of convicts spread over the colony raised 

concerns of the free settlers, and there was a greater push to end Transportation to New 

South Wales (Thorp 1988, 1987). This resulted in the formation of the Molesworth 

Committee which rejected transportation as an effective means of deterrence to crime in 

Britain, and its continuance would be a hindrance to free migration within the 

developing colony (Fletcher 1976:90). 

The shipment of convicts to New South Wales ceased in 1840, and in Stage IV there 

was a gradual decrease in government labour as convict's terms expired or pardon's 

were granted. Thus 1836 to 1855 marked the end of the convict work gang system 

within New South Wales (Thorp 1988, 1987). 

Overall, Thorp's analysis provides an excellent overview of the changes experienced 

within the convict system, although distinctively focused on government work gangs. 

However, similar to Kerr the overall picture of how the sites were involved with and 

related to this process has been overlooked. Investigations which have considered the 

involvement of convict labour sites as a system include the Tasmanian Probation 

Stations and the Convict Depots within Western Australia. 

6 Discussed in greater detail in Chapter 4. 
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2.1.1.2 External Systems and Places 

The two main convict systems which developed in other Australian colonies were the 

Tasmanian Probation system and the Western Australian Convict Depots. These 

systems represent different approaches to convicts which developed after the height of 

the New South Wales system, and the findings ,of the Molesworth Committee which 

condemned the latter system (Shaw 1981). 

Probation System, Tasmania 

The Probation system within Tasmania was similar in overall structure as shown in 

Figure 2.1. However, in this network of public and private contracted labour (Fletcher 

1976:92) sites were more formalised, with a number of Probation stations being 

established across the landscape. Investigation into these sites reveals a complex 

hierarchy of convicts which were allocated different levels of accommodation based on 

time served. Analysis of the overall designs of the sites supported notions of 

surveillance and control, and tended to be temporary wooden structures which were 
J later rebuilt with stone or bricks if occupation continued over a long period. The system 

itself however only lasted from 1838 to 1843, and has received limited attention as an 

integrated system of sites, with focus drawn to individual sites and experiences (Kerr 

1984). 

Convict Depots, Western Australia 

Investigation into the Western Australian convict system as the last remaining, being. 

established from 1850 to 1868 (Gibbs 2001), revealed some considerable differences to 

previous systems in the form and interrelationship of sites. As the last region to receive 

convicts, it has been suggested that its associated convict system, represented 'the final 

evolution of the philosophies, practices and the kinds of buildings and works associated 

with British Transportation' (Gibbs 2001:60). Trinca's (1997) inves.tigation into site 

relationships focused on the spatial relationship of convict depots as a reflection of 

overriding colonial and local perceptions of landscape. This analysis of these sites 

indicates the sites within the system were structured within basic disciplinary hierarchy, 
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with the main Fremantle establishment as the central node to the satellite depots (Trinca 
1997:33). 

The system encouraged segregation of the convict from the free 'class' by their location 

and the structures' implied nature as a segregated holding depot. "The describing of 

these boundaries were 'cultural acts', and the Fremantle prison and rural depots should 

be seen as facets of a spatial system that sought to bolster and maintain ordered social 

relations in the colony" (Trinca 1997:33-34). It was through this that notions of 

criminology and freedom were redefined within the Western Australian landscape to 

meet the needs of the settlers, whilst maintaining the original ideals of a 'free colony' 

which the settlement was founded on. This was, however, problematic as sites were 

located within or next to significant population centres, as administrative and labour 

supportive sites for local public works. Although, additional sites were established in 

more isolated regional areas, to provide semi-permanent work sites for road and quarry 

works (Gibbs 2001). Overall, the study reveals that the convict depots within Western 

Australia were an integral part in shaping early society both economically and socially. 

Interpretation of the systems explored within this section has focused on the larger 

interaction of sites with the dominant political and social ideologies over the 

transportation era. However, specific archaeological investigations of these systems 

have mainly focused on individual site development in order to understand the more 

refined aspects of the convict experience. 

2.1.2 Archa.eoiogicai Investigations 

Archaeological investigations into the Australian convict system has allowed for a 

greater understanding of convict experiences beyond the documented government 

processes and policies. Studies have focused on the form and nature of transportation 

(Casella 2005; Pears on and Marsha1l1995), past convict life ways (Karskens 1999) and 

the impact of the convict labour to Australian growth and development (Karskens 1985; 

Nicholas 1988; Shaw 1973). Denis Gojak's (2001) analysis provides a succinct outline 

of the direction convict archaeology in NSW has taken and can take to better understand 
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the convict experience. However, the feature which has received the most attention is 
the penal institutional systems and the ideological changes in control and reform. 
Particularly, how these changes shaped the convict system throughout Australia and the 
main penal colonies of New South Wales, Tasmania, and Western Australia (Casella 
2001; Gibbs 2001; Kerr 1984, 2000; Pearson and Marshall 1995; Thorp 1988~ 
Trinca 1997), as discussed in the previous section. Although the various analyses of 
New South Wales sites have not addressed this wider interaction of sites and their links 
with the international convict system, evidence of these changing attitudes has been a 
notable feature within archaeological investigations of individual NSW stockade sites. 

Although there have been a limited number of individual stockade sites within New 
South Wales which have received specific attention, they have provided greater insight 
into the development of these specific sites and their inhabitants. These sites include the": 
Towrang Stockade (Banksia 2006; Winston-Gregson 1987), Wiseman's Ferry and 
Devine's Hill (Karskens 1984, 1985), Cox's River (Rosen and Pears on 1997; 
Leckbandt 1995, 1998), Blackheath (Lavelle 1993a, 1994b), Pennant Hills Sawing 
Establishment (Hawkins and Hornsby Shire Historical Society. 1994), and Newcastle 
(Lavelle 1993b, 1994a), as well as an overall analysis of the Great North Road which 
provides a brief section on stockades (Griffin 2004; Karskens 1985). Excavation of 
these sites has revealed the presence of structural remains and personal items which are 
gradually adding to our knowledge of regional convict sites. In particular the 
Wiseman's Ferry sites have questioned the implementation of standardised site layouts 
(Austral 2000), whilst Cox's River more than likely conformed to the palisaded design 
(Rosen and Pears on 1997) issued in the Stage Ill. Overall, these sites add to a wider 
network of universally and locally significant" places, which provide a human element 
not represented within the documentary record. 

2.2 INTERNATIONAL SETTING 

There has been significant discussion of the historical variances between the different 
labour types, especially between the conditions experienced by slaves and convicts. 
This was evident in the Transportation of Indian convicts revealed similar situations to 
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that of slaves, then with the British convicts in the same region being physically and 

socially segregated. Investigations into the Indian experiences of the convict system 

highlighted a complex interrelationship of labour, development and social relations. 

These studies reveal the underlying religious and political issues which influenced and 

shaped British colonial policies on convicted and political prisoners (Anderson 2000; 

Yang 2003). Parallels can be drawn between aspects of the Indian and Australian 

systems, whereby convict labour was a valued commodity and the life styles of convicts 

was influenced by this demand. 

"Both because of the kinds of tasks Indian convicts undertook, ranging 

from 'public works' to private employment, and because of the virtual 

absence of a local labour market, their working and living conditions 

were apparently better then what Indial1 authorities had expected them to 

endure during their terms of transportation" (Yang 2003 :202). 

This was similar within the first Stage of Development, in which convict labour was a 

necessity for the Australian colony's survival, and later due to Governor Macquarie's 

lenience towards the convict population (Shaw 1981; Thorp 1988). However, further 

archaeological investigations into these areas would be required to better compare the 

convict experiences within a system dependant on convict labour, and influenced by 

local colonial decisions. 

2.2.1 Stockades and Significance 

Pears on and Marshall's (1995) report on "Convict Places" within Australia has been the 

primary study in placing these sites within a world context. In particular they had 

focused on specific sites which represent unique forms of universally significant 

themes. Three main Stockade sites at Wiseman's Ferry, Divines Hill and the main 

barrack site at Hyde Park, characterise a particular convict experience of the New South 

Wales system, focused on their relationship with public works. The themes which are 

considered to be represented within these sites include two of the three main themes 

discussed in the report; 
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1. 'Transportation of un-free labour to overseas or otherwise-distant places for the 

immediate or long-term economic benefit of the home state' (Pears on and 

Marshall 1995: 17). 

2. 'Transportation of civil and military criminals, political exiles and 'vagabonds' 

to overseas or otherwise-distant places as a mechanism for the control of law 

and order in the home state' (Pears on and Marshall1995:18). 

The first of these emphasise the contribution of the two road sites of Wiseman's Ferry 

and Divines Hill to the development of communication infrastructure. However, the 

living and working conditions of convict labourers within these sites and at Hyde Park 

is representative of the second theme (Pearson and Marshall 1995). Whilst the former 

two road sites have received minimal archaeological excavation and analysis, the 

inherent nature of these places as determined by existing analysis (Karskens 1984), 

indicate a unique form of convict control through labour utilization within an extensive 

and diverse landscape, which will be addressed in the following Chapters. 
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THE WORLD WE LIVED IN 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

In 1788 the first landing of convicts at Port J ackson marked the beginning of British 

colonial settlement within Australia. This initial act of transportation also symbolized 

the start of the organization of convicts into a discernable system of government and 

private labour. Whilst both significantly contributed to the development of the early 

colony, convicts retained as 'government men' were more extensively regulated by 

colonial policies, which changed with each successive governor (Thorp 1988; Laugesen 

2002). Also subject to although not constrained by these policies, was the expansion of 

free settlement within the nineteen counties? of New South Wales. As the expansion of 

settlement and the convict system into the wider landscape was significant in shaping 

the New South Wales colony and the convict experience from 1788 to 1857, both of 

these aspects are reviewed within this section. 

3.1 SETTLEMENT EXPANSION AND THE ENVIRONMENT 

Settlement within colonial New South Wales was dependant on the granting or leasing 

or" lands to prospective free settlers or emancipists, by policies set by both the Imperial 

Government and the presiding Governor. These polices were directed by the 

instructions were sent out with, which before 1821 emphasised a mercantilist trade 

system. The findings of the Bigge reports, however, influenced a change in these 

policies, with newly revised instructions issued in 1825. Emphasis was placed on a 

more closed settlement and promoting free trade. Due to the absence of maps during 

this time, the extents of settlement were limited to those areas which could be easily 

mapped (Perry 1963:45). 

7 The twentieth county discussed in Chapter 1, primarily consisted of the penal establishment of Port 
Macquarie. 
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Figure 3.1: Expansion of Settlements within the nineteen counties of NSW from 1817 
to 1835, The twentieth county of Macquarie which was later added is also included. 
(Roberts 1986:29) 
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This was known as the 'Limits of Location' in 1826 (Jeans 1975:8), which was 

subsequently revised in 1829 due to expansion of settlements beyond the predefined 

area (Perry 1963:45): The region was then divided into the nineteen counties of New 

South Wales (Powell 1975:31). Instructions also changed in 1831, with land grants 

superseded by auction of available lands upon a minimum amount, and no credit issued. 

Lands purchased within this area was freehold, conforming to specific planning 

principles issued by the government (Jeans 1975:9,14). However, in general these 

extents were mainly ignored by graziers and squatters, driving their stock andlor sheep 

into pastoral lands to increase numbers and avoid the depleted and drought stricken 

lands of the counties (Perry 1963:46). In light of these changes in settlement policies 

and the extent they were enforced by the Governors, expansion beyond the first county 

of the Cumberland, was a haphazard event, as shown in Figure 3.1. Perry's (1963) 

investigation into Australia's frontier is the main source of this background review, as it 

forms the most comprehensive analysis of settlement and environment within all of 

these districts, over the study period. 

New South Wales is comprised of a diverse and dynamic environment covering an area 

of 809,444 km2 of assorted vegetation, alluvial plains, unique topography and coastal 

hydrology systems.
8 

These environmental conditions formed the landscape in which the 

penal servitude of British prisoners, and the colonial development of New South Wales, 

was to take place. In order to provide a more complete understanding of the ecological 

issues faced by the expanding settlement and the decisions required for site placement, 

regional variations must be considered. The study area is divided into five main regions 

corresponding with the early division of the state into nineteen counties. Although the 

extent of these areas was originally based on the political decisions of the presiding 

Governor, different environmental zones bounded by prominent mountain formations 

are discernable. As such, not all nineteen counties are included within the analysis, 

within the region of colonial expansion at the time of the termination of convict 

transportation to New South Wales. Specific information on the environmental 

conditions of each region is provided in Figure 3.2. 

8 Water covers 8,802 km2 (1.09%) of the total 809,444 km2 area of NSW (Wikipedia 2006) 
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District 
Study Boundary 

Elevation Vegetation - Initial 
Hydrology 

North South East West Settlement 
Intersection Limited water access, 
of Nepean Generally Flat, bordered Mainly comprised of open with high occurrence of 

Cumber/and Hawkesbury River and Tasman Nepean 
by higher regions in the 

eucalypt woodland, Rum brackish creeks, 
River Nattai, to Sea River 

north, south and west. 
Gums, Banksias and 'oat' exposure of sporadic 

Coral Cliff on grasses inundation of the 
the coast Hawkesbury River 

North - close woodland Well supplied from the 

Generally Flat, bordered forest, mixed forests, Goulburn River tributary 
Hunter 

Hunter River Colo River to Tasman Goulburn 
by gentle hills in the cypress pines; South - to the Hunter River, 

Valley the coast Sea River numerous tributaries off south and west denser eucalypt forest, 
the Hunter, Nepean River rainforest 

in the west. 

Cox's River as the main 

Western Wellington, Georgiana Blue Bathurst, High rocky topography in 
Subtropical vegetation, Source of water to the 

District Roxburgh 
(county) Mountains Wellington the east, and hilly plains extensive grasslands region, with Fish River 

(counties) (counties) in the west. and swampland in the 
south 

Plateau supporting open Extensive supply from 

Georgiana, Wollondilly Raised plateau, with woodland, shrub and mountains; Wollondilly' 

South West Cumberland Goulburn 
King River to sections of low ravines, eucalypt forest, with low River, tributary to Cox's 

(county) Plains 
(counties) Goulburn extending to the regions containing poor River via Warragamba 

Goulburn Plains quality vegetation and Reservoir, which drains 
stunted trees. into Lake Burr~gorang 

Hawkesbury Plateau 
covers entire region, 

Generally well supplied 
Camden, except for a number of Low regions - Mangroves, 

except during summer, 
South Coast Cumberland St Vincent Tasman 

Argyle flat inlets and the melaleuca shrubs; High 
mainly supplied by the (county) (county) Sea IIlawarra and Shoal haven regions - extensive 

(counties) 
plains which run into the grasslands Nepean, and Shoalhaven 

Nowra plateau in the 
Rivers 

south. 
Figure 3.2: Environmental features of each district within the study area, including boundary, elevation, vegetation and hydrology CBigge 
1823; Cunningham 1999; Perry 1963). Refer to Appendix for more detail. 
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3.1.1 Cumberland Region 

Settlement of the Cumberland area can be divided into three stages of expansion. The 

first stage begins with the landing of convicts at Port lackson in 1788. However, the 

poor soils of the Sydney area resulted in the establishment of a secondary settlement site 

at Parramatta
9 

in the same year. Successful cultivation of the soil in the new settlement 

within the following year provided limited yields due to the lack of manure. Despite 

this, Governor Phillip in 1791 only granted land adjacent to Parramatta to prevent wider 

dispersal of the population (Perry 1963: 17 -20). Land grants were clustered in si)', 

different areas at, "Parramatta, Prospect Hill, Kissing Point, the Northern Boundary, the 

Ponds, and the Field of Mars" (Perry 1963:20) as shown in Figure 3.3. 

NEW SOU TH WALES 
THE SETTLED AREAS 1796 

o 2 3 ... , 

Miles (ApprOlimate) 

"tlapletll'roR1 a 'Plan 01' 1/" SI!IIII!R1ents in Nl!w Sav/II Wales 
fly C, Grimes, Depv(y SvrYl!yar General 1796' as pllb/ls/lt1t1 
III /lolllme 3 of'tlle Hls/orical Records 01' N. S, W. 
n" HawkestJllr,}' sel/lement is no/ shown. BULANAMING 

Farm/and ~ 

~rl Groontls_ 

Figure 3.3: Extent of Settlement in the Cumberland Region from 1788 to 1796, with 
private and government lands. The Hawkesbury area is not included. (Perry 1963:21) 

The second stage was marked by the arrival of Lieutenant-Governor Grose, and the 

establishment of farms on the Hawkesbury River in 1794. Farmers within this area 

found the soil favourable, and despite hazardous flooding became the primary source of 

grain within the colony. Expansion was also extended to George's River in Banks 

9 Previously known as Rose Hill 
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Town, and the convict establishment of Toongabbie was cultivated. 1809 marked the 

third stage of expansion with land grants issued for the 'forest lands' to reduce the 

colony's reliance on the farms of the Hawkesbury. Areas in the north and west were 

included in this extension, to the Nepean River and the areas of Appin, Bringelly, 

Cooke and Evan (Perry 1963:17-24). Upon the arrival of Governor Macquarie occupied 

areas of the colony included the aforementioned areas, and a small coastal area of the 

Hunter Valley and Illawarra (Roberts 1986:28). Expansion into the Cumberland region 

continued until it was completely occupied by the end of Macquarie's Governorship, 

except for the 'Cowpastures' region (Perry 1963:24). 

The region is mostly flat particularly around the main settlements of Sydney, Parramatta 

and Windsor, although the terrain does increas~ in the northern extent of the region. The 

Nepean and Hawkesbury Rivers and Open Eucalypt Woodlands, formed the main 

resources of the area throughout early British settlement (Perry 1963:17-28). 

3.1.2 Hunter Valley 

The Hunter region was the second area of expansion, being occupied initially as a penal 

settlement at Newcastle10 in 1804, after an initial attempt failed in 1801. During this 

resettlement, the site was given its current name, and designated as the county of 

Northumberland (King to Hobart, HRA, 1804,4: 612). Free settlers began occupation of 

the region in 1813, at Patrick's Plains. This later extended into Wallis Plains in 1818. 

The first grazing hold was granted at St Patrick's Plains, in the same year that an 

overland route was discovered from Windsor to Wallis Plains in 1820. Grants to the 

region remained contained within these two areas, until the opening of a road to the 

region on 5th March 1823 increased the number of settlers to the region. Settlement 

extended into Nelson's Plains, Wollombi Brook, to Lake Macquarie, and into Newcastle 

which became a civil town in 1827. Additional urban centres were also established at 

Wallis and Patrick's Plains, with the j~ormer being changed to Maitland, and the latter to 

Singleton, during this year. The region gradually became the secondary region of choic(' 

for settlement, when the Cumberland was no longer available. However, the Hunter 

10 Previously known as Coal River 
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Valley region was not completely occupied by the end of the study period in 1857 

(Perry 1963:61-78). 

Similar to the Cumberland, the Western District is predominately flat with savannah 

woodland, although hills of mixed eucalypt forests border the region in the south and 

west. Tributaries of the Hunter River supply the majority of the region with water in the 

north, with the Nepean providing for the southern extents (Perry 1963:52-55). 

3.1.3 Western Districts 

Although the Western Districts was the third area to be occupied, it was the first region 

beyond the Cumberland to construct a road, and be opened to free colonists. Similar to 

the Hunter Valley, this district was first settled as a convict establishment, in January 

1815. Initially the area was used by settlers to graze cattle, with unspecified land grants 

issued. This changed in 1818, with the establishment of ten settler farms near Bathurst. 

Expansion of the area was contained within the Bathurst county, until the Fish and 

Macquarie Rivers were opened in 1822 and occupied in 1826. Additional grants were 

issued along the road to Wellington Valley, although only a limited number were 

settled. Tickets for cattle runs were also issued in 1822, and became the dominant form 

of land use within the region (Perry 1963:83-88). 

The Western District comprises of extensive area low valleys and a distinct 

mountainous range known as the. Blue Mountains. This extensive geological formation 

of the Great Dividing Range provided a continuous boundary from the east coast of 

New South Wales and the interior plains. Subtropical forests dominated this area, with 

extensive grassland covering the interior near Bathurst. The region supports a number of 

water sources (Perry 1963:8-9, 79-80). 

3.1.4 South West Districts 

This region was the first to begin road construction before land was officially opened 

and granted. Initial settlements in 1819 were established, however these sites were 
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abandoned quickly without a local market which typically accompanied a convict 

establishment. Due to mixed reports on the fertility of the local soil, the region was 

mainly used for cattle grazing with permits issued from 1820. The main areas used were 

Sutton Forest, south from Eden Forest to Bungonia and Inverary, and finally the 

Goulburn Plains in the south-west. Although some land was granted, limited 

information on the region fails to situate these holdings (Perry 1963:100-105). 

This region is situated on a raised Plateau with dispersed ravines and valleys, which 

respectively supported scrub and eucalypt forest and poorer woodlands of stunted trees. 

The region is mainly supplied from Warragamba Reservoir within the Blue Mountains, 

via Lake Burragorang (Perry 1963:96-105). 

3.1.5 South Coast Districts 

The beginning of occupation within this district is known to have commenced in 

Illawarra after the droughts of the Hawkesbury River in 1812. Land grants of a 

considerable size were issued to gentlemen settlers in 1817. All grants and subsequent 

settlement concentrated near Lake Illawarra, however these were occupied by labourers 

of the grant holders. Additional grants to surrounding areas, particularly in the adjoining 

plateau, were recorded before and after 1826. This region was the slowest to develop, in 

light of its distance to Sydney and the surrounding plateau which limited access to other 

local areas (Perry 1963:113-116). 

The South Coast is also positioned on a Plateau which covers the entire extent of the 

region, except for a number of flat inlets along the coast which supported the majority 

of the population within this district. These inlets were mostly swamp lands, with the 

more extensive grasslands situated on the Hawkesbury Plateau (Perry 1963:113-116). 

The general topc;>graphy of the area maintained an adequate supply of water from the 

south, although summer months create a shortage in the upper reaches of the area 

(Bigge 1823:6) 
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3.2 THE NSW CONVICT SYSTEM 

A general archaeological and historical understanding of the New South Wales convict 

system has been explored within Chapter 2, through the Stages of Development. This 

will be explored in greater detail here, with focus on specific aspects of the system 

throughout the study period. These include the forms and structures of the stockade sites 

for government convicts; their living conditions within these places; the forms of 

associative secondary punishment to these accommodation places; and the dominan~ 

forms of labour performed at these sites. 

3.2.1 Forms and Structures of Accommodation 

Since settlement in 1788 to the end of the stockade system in 1857, government convict 

accommodation within NSW was predominantly temporary wooden or bark sites. In the 

first stages of settlement, convicts were housed in tents of canvas and/or sailcloth. Later 

convicts were allowed time to establish their own accommodation, which were ofteri 

constructed of cabbage tree slabs or clay bricks (Nicholas 1988:189; Kerr 1984:1-5), 

particularly within the main towns of Sydney and Parramatta (Thorp 1987:161). As 

convict numbers increased within these areas, they were required to pay for their own 

accommodation by providing labour during designated free time (Parliamentary 

1968:1(9); Thorp 1988:112). These were typically privately owned structures within 

the main towns (Nicholas 1988: 189), or of their own construction. Sites within the main 

towns also become progressively more permeant structures with continued maintenance 

(Kerr 1984:10; Thorp 1987:160-61). Isolated sites away from the main areas of 

occupation were more temporary in nature, typically located in open areas under 

military guard. This included Toongabbie (Kerr 1984:10), Emu Plains (Backhouse 

1967:305), and Bathurst as shown in Figures 3.4, and 3.5. However, fencing of sites was 

necessary when livestock was a feature of the site, such as at Grose Farm (Figure 3.6), 

which acquired cattle in 180311 (Thorp 1987:64). Governor Macquarie issued official 

instructions for the layout of stock stations in 1813 stating that 

11 Grose Farm was acquired by the government in 1819, as the site was originally granted to a Lieutenant 
Governor Grose in 1792, and later the Orphan School in 1803 (Thorp 1987:64). 
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"at each of the stock-yards there must be a Hut built for the 

accommodation of the Stockmen. There must likewise be two Hutts12, of 

a larger and Superior Quality, built for the residence and 

Accommodation of the two Principle Overseers of Government Stock at 

their respective Stock-Yards, it being intended that their Stations shall be 

centrally fixed, with the View of giving the greater facility to their 

Seeing and examining frequently their respective Divisions of 

Government Stock" (Macquarie to Liverpool, HRA, 1813, 7: 745). 

However, it is unclear if this was ever implemented at these sites. 

After 1819, with the influx of new convicts following the Napoleonic War, more 

substantial structures were developed to house the increasing numbers within the towns. 

These sites were constructed of stone or brick, with large structures to accommodate 

over 100 convicts at one time, including Hyde Park Barracks (Backhouse 1967:454), 

two at Parramatta for each sex (Backhouse 1967:300-301), Carters Barracks for boys, 

Windsor Barracks (Bigge 1822:21-22), Newcastle and Port Macquarie (Parliamentary 

1968:7(31)). Bedding was simple, with Hyde Park using hammocks to increase carrying 

capacity, with an area designated for 400 men (Nicholas 1988:189-190). 

However, sites established in the latter years _ of the convict system during the 

development of the Great Roads, were simpler in construction. The road and iron gangs 

were housed in temporary huts with on-hand local materials (Parliamentary 

1968:19(210)), which were then either sold or abandoned when the labour was complete 

(Karskens 1984:19). These sites were referred to as stockades despite the absence of a 

palisade, with military guards as a substitute. 

Originally, there were no specifications for these sites; generally as it was assumed they 

would not be in operation to warrant substantial buildings. Thus, as noted by a traveller 

of a site near Emu Plains that, 

12 Spelling is as original text. 
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Figure 3.4: Artists recreation of a 1798 published eastern view sketch of Toongabbie. 
Note, the structure in the foreground was possibly a communal kitchen, and not the 
superintendent's house. (Kerr 1984: 10). 

Figure 3.5: The Plains of Batlzurst, depicting the station at Bathurst and the surrounding 
landscape. Note the openness of the site. (Lewin c. 1815-1816:courtesy of the Mitchell 
Library, NSW). 
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Figure 3.6: Survey of Grose Farm of unknown date, the darker lines represents the 
fence line within the site. (AONSW, map 2841). 
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" ... the prisoners were lodged in huts, upon large, open areas, by the 

road-side, without any stockade. When' not at work, they are kept on the 

spot, by a guard of soldiers, who are ordered to fire upon any that may 

attempt to escape, and who will not stop when called to" (Backhouse 

1967:305). 

There was a similar situation at the Wollongong Stockade, with the restriction of 

\ convict movement by the presence of military guards, as the area was not walled 

(Backhouse 1967:423). 

However, with the wider dispersal of road construction into the mountainous regions, 

more permanent building was required in more labour demanding areas. "In light of this, 

and the increased numbers of escapees from the gangs, in 1832Governor Bourke issued 

specific regulations for the layout of stockades. As Figure 3.7 of the plan of Cox's River 

illustrates, this included a walled area to confine the gangs and the hospital, and the 

placement of th~ superintendent's and constable's houses outside and facing the 

structure. However, the aforementioned site is the only known occurrence of this 

regulation put into action, although further application seems .unlikely with the 

modification of these regulations in 1834. 

The new 1834 design reverted back to open sites, under close supervision of overseers 

with the placement of military buildings at both sides of a row of convict huts. The 

design also included two strategically placed, lamps and sentry boxes, covering each 

corner of the convict row, as shown in Figure 3.8. Also, eight months earlier, specific 

instructions for the superintendents of iron gang stockades were issued, indicating the 

new location of the sites and the running thereof13 (Bourke to Stanley, HRA, 1834, 17: 

336-341; Parliamentary, 1968:82). 

Another form .of temporary accommodation introduced by Bourke, was portable or 

permanent wooden boxes which housed approximately 20 to 28 men, depending on size 

(Figure 3.9). Convicts within the boxes had little room to move, with the Maitland 

stockade only allowing about 0.5m per person, whilst still chained at night. 

13 Refer to Appendix for the Regulations. 
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Figure 3.7: Sketch of Cox's River whilst under construction, indicating buildings under 
way (black), and finished (clear). Plan was completed on 1st September 1832. 
(AONSW, SG Sketch Book 67, V.2)14 

14 This plan has been slighted modified, with the outlines of structures darkened. 
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Figure 3.8: Ske~ch of stockade plans accompanied by Governor's Instructions of iron 
gang accommodation sites, and stationed troops, 25th September 1834. (AONSW, SG 
Sketch Book f57, v2). 

These structures provided a means of confinement, which could be relocated by 

bullocks upon completion of labour. Not all were moveable, twelve of the boxes were 

established on Goat Island by the time James Backhouse visited on 1ih November 1836 

(Backhouse 1967:457). 



------------------------------------.., 

Figure 3.9: Sketch of a portable wooden box to house twenty iron gang convicts. from 
the office of the NSW colonial architect (courtesy of the Mitchell Library, NSW). 

Overall, these types of convict accommodation were the dominant forms of 

accommodation for government work gangs throughout the convict period in New 

South Wales. With the decline of the system, the remaining convict labourers returned 

to the barracks and to Cockatoo Island, as previous sites were either sold or left to 

disrepair (Thorp 1987: 189). 

3.2.2 Types of Labour Preformed by Government Convict Labours 

There were numerous categories of labour performed by convicts under government 

service, although the most notable can be divided into two categories, industry focused 

and public works. Although, the specific types of labour performed in association with 

the different forms of accommodation previously discussed, were in some cases 

interchangeable with sites providing a number of labour services. This was particularly 
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evident in the early stages of settlement whereby there were a limited number of 

convicts held in government service, and· convicts employed in cultivation of 

government farms were also required to provide labour for public works (King to 

Portland, HRA, 1801, 3: 120; King to Camden, HRA, 1805, 5: 496-497). In contrast to 

this, Macquarie (Bigge 1822: 19) and proceeding governors retained a significant 

number of skilled labourers within government control ensuring a continuous supply of 

labour for public works and industries. 

. 3.2.2.1 IndustJy 

Industry related labour and sites, include those aspects which involved convict 

procurement or management of primary resources. The primary types were compriseG 

of agriculture, cattle, timber getting, and quarry works, with secondary forms involving, 

fishing, sea shell collecting (Pearson and Marshall 1995:21), and woollen 

manufacturing (Parliamentary 1968:1(15)). "By that statement it appears that (except at 

seed-time and harvest, when almost every other description are put to that necessary 

labour) two hundred are now employed in cultivation and preparing ground. The care of 

Government stock requires the constant attendance of fifty-one men, which are all 

classed under the head of agriculture" (King to Portland, HRA, 1802, 3: 423). The 

continuation of government operated agricultural sites after survival was no longer an 

issue, became a necessity with the unpredictable flooding of the Hawkesbury River, and 

the destruction of settler crops (Hunter to King, HRA, 1800, 2:481). Before the end of 

Macquarie's Governorship, there were three main sites which supported agricultural 

activities at Emu Plains, Grose Farm and Longbottom (Bigge 1822:24), with the closure 

of Castle Hill in 1811 and Toongabbie in 1803. Wellington Valley was established a 

year after his departure in 1823, as a place to house 'special' or gentlemen convicts. 

This extremely isolated site north-west of Bathurst was considered a place suited to the 

punishment of this class of convicts, being detached from communications and society 

as a whole (Parliamentary 1968:4-6(74)). This association of sites to punishment was a 

distinct feature in public labour, and will be discussed further in the following section. 
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Government pastoral stations were also created as testing grounds and an additional 

means to restock supplies to the store and provide cattle to settlers. As with Toongabbie, 

this was also seen as an alternative measure for farmlands under government control 

that had been overworked and would be a more productive use of the land (Hobart to 

King, HRA, 1803, 4: 74). Quarry work was also a significant form of industry labour, 

particularly at Coal River15 during the early stages of settlement whereby; "coal being 

used for all public purposes greatly assists the public labour" (King to Portland, HRA, 

1801, 3: 326). These forms of convict labour were an important step toward self

sufficiency for the colony and for external trade. However, the use of available cheap 

labour was also an important aspect in the development of infrastructure and 

communication networks within the colony, through extensive public works. 

3.2.2.2 Public Works 

The erection of public structures was a necessary aspect with the expansion and growth 

of the colony. These tasks included, the construction of public buildings, harbour works 

and buildings, grass cutting, domestic and clerical services (Pears on and Marshall 

1995:21), as well as military works (Backhouse 1967:457). These were mainly 

performed within the main towns of Sydney and Parramatta (Parliamentary 1968:4-

6(71)), with some breakwater work at Newcastle (Backhouse 1967:404). Although there 

were a number of pubic services which were provided by the colonial government 

through convict labour, the most substantial was the construction of the Great Roads, 

and associated turnpike roads (Macquarie to Castlereagh, HRA, 1810, 7:275). Typically 

all government convict labour was performed in gangs, and in the more developed 

stages of the system road work was divided into two groups, those in and those out of 

irons as a form of secondary punishment (Parliamentary 1968:19(73-73)). The notion of 

using labour as an alternative punishment to corporal punishment within NSW was first 

mentioned in 1797 where, " ... we frequently substitute for corporal punishment a certain 

time to labour for the public, according to the degree of the crime committed, and this is 

more felt by the criminal than any other punishment, for it is those only who are upon 

their own hands that we punish in this way" (Hunter to King, HRA, 1797, 2:20). 

15 Newcastle 
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However, with the increase in the number of transportees a more formalised form of 

ironed punishment was employed on road construction. Along with the road parties and 

road gangs, ironed groups were scattered across the landscape (Parliamentary 

1968:19(203)), with the latter two symbolising-two levels of punishment. Those that had 

completed 3 months to 2 or 3 years in chains, worked in an unironed party for six 

months before being reassigned to a free settler (Parliamentary 1968:4-6(61-60)). The 

types of work performed by these gangs appeared rather to be dictated by the overall 

e~perience of the group, andlor the quality of work produced (Karskens 1986), this is 

likely to have influenced the formation of Bridge iron gangs, which required specialised 

skills. However, iron gangs were not exclusive to roads, with groups also located at the 

penal settlements; and on Goat Island for the erection of a sandstone powder magazine 

(Backhouse 1967:457; Parliamentary 1968:19(134)). However, convicts under 

employment of the government still hired out their services to free settlers in the vicinity 

of the work site, or provided hand made goods such as straw hats, for extra money. This 

included blacksmithing, coppering, or carpentry, which occurred throughout the entire 

period of the convict system (Parliamentary 1968: 19(204); O'Brian 1950: 181). In 

general, the use of convict labour in providing the colony with roads, buildings, and 

specialised services, was important in tne development of infrastructure over time for 

the widely dispersed colony of NSW. 

3.3 CONCLUSION 

Expansion of the New South Wales colony from 1788 to 1857 was a dynamic process 

of change, experienced by both the convict system and settler commu~ities. The gradual 

movement of townships away from the main Cumberland Region lead to an increased 

need for specific services over time, particularly infrastructure. In association, changes 

experienced within the convict system reflected and assisted this interaction with the 

Australian landscape, both structurally and socially. This interaction which further 

shaped the convict experience of the government system, are explored through a survey 

of NSW convict stockades, with emphasis on the relationship of site's locations to 

specific forms of labour, to the Australian environment, and to free settlements. 
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THESE WOODEN WALLS 

CONVICT STOCKADES WITHIN NEW SOUTH WALES 

4.1 INTRODUCTIo.N" 

Convict stockades have received limited archaeological attention in recent years, with 

investigations centralising either on individual sites, or as a passing mention within CL 

wider management study such as of a National Park. This is mainly due to the 

perception that these sites were only temporary wood and bark huts, randomly scattered 

across the landscape and providing little indication of their location today. The 

ephemerality of these sites and the inhabiting convict class also fuelled the notion of 

limited capacity for any significant structural remains or artefact deposits. The main 

investigation has been by Wendy Thorp, for the New South Wales National Parks and 

Wildlife Service (NPWS) in 1987, investigating the convict stockade phenomenon by 

locating sites and placing them within a broader historical context. The study was 

accompanied by a gazetteer which contained basic information on 64 sites and the 

source of information for most. The report generally was more of a historical review of 

the non-institutional sites of the convict system than an archaeological study. However, 

Thorp (1987) does develop a unique framework of the dynamic changes of the 

government labour system, providing a methodological structure of development of 

which stockades form an essential part. These 'Stages of Development' assisted in 

situating identified archival and archaeological sites within a historical framework. 

Although placing sites within their historical context, the reliability of these stages was 

not tested with located sites, and the significance of the environment and location was 

not considered. Moreover, despite the significant contribution which this research has 

made as the largest study into convict accommodation sites within NSW, it neglects to 

place stockades within a wider archaeological context of theoretical issues and 

understanding of convict places. 
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Other NSW studies have also been restrictive, focusing on either a particular site or as a 

section within an associated analysis. Sargent's (2004) review of stockade sites is an 

example of this, providing a limited overview of sites and their location, principally 

along the great roads. Although providing the first map of sites, his analysis is primarily 

focused on military regiments which were assigned to convicts gangs, as guards or 

overseers. This significantly limited the number of sites represented within the study, 

which provided a general location of ten sites and a brief review of twelve; only 1 % of 

those represented by Thorp (1987). 

Micro-analysis of specific sites has been the dominant form of investigation, the 

majority contracted by government agencies or private developers, to determine site 

significance (Karskens 1984; Lavelle 1993a, b, 1994a, b; Rosen and Pears on 1997; 

Winston-Gregson 1987). Although archaeological significance and potential is still 

considered within these analyses, it is typically aimed more towards understanding the 

complete.site through excavation, rather then external linkages with other convict sites. 

This in part, is a result of the lack of previous studies into the government convict 

accommodation and the interrelationsnips between each site, with those inhabited by 

them, and with the dominating British and colonial government systems. 

4.2 METHOD 

The reconstruction of New South Wales' colonial past into workable and realistic 

models facilitates a better understanding of past behaviours. The following section 

explores the methods used in this thesis to locate and analyse convict stockades within 

the NSW landscape. 

4.2.1 Historical Documentary Research 

Documentary sources formed the main component of the current research into the 

existence and location of convict stockades, and their relationship to the general state of 

the New South Wales environment and colony from 1788 to 1857. The 1987 National 

Parks and Wildlife report into non-institutional convict sites by Wendy Thorp was the 
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foundation of this research, providing not only a gazetteer of 64 sites, but also a 

comprehensive historical account of the NSW convict system. However, as the report 

provided only a representative sample of the total body of sites, further research was 

required. An in-depth investigation of primary and secondary sources within the time 

limit of the thesis, revealed an additional 74 sites. However, due to possible overlap in 

site names, and the illegibility of select sources and unknown site locations, this number 

was reduced to an additional 46 sites within the survey16. Reference was also made to 

archaeological consultant reports, site reports, published loca117 and general histories, 

Australian gazetteers of place names and unpublished theses. Due to the substantial 

study area, local research of sites was restricted to those neglected in the general 

accounts of the convict system. Additional information was provided in early accounts 

of the colony by travellers18 and explorers in which brief mentions of sites were given. 

Primary archival documentation housed at the Mitchell Library and the State Archives 

of New South Wales, included several colonial department's co~espondence19, the 

Surveyor General (S.G), the Mulgoa Stock Station reports and the Road Gang Reports 

(RGR) of 1827 to 18302°. The latter source provided the most substantial information on 

existing and new sites through weekly and monthly reports on the activities and 

locations of road gangs within NSW, especially within the more complete 1830 

documents. The information from the RGR, presented a unique dataset of transitory 

sites which would not have otherwise known. As such, the 1830 reports were isolated as 

a representative sample of the many short-lived stockades that could never be located. 

4.2.1.1 Historical Site Plans, and Map Examination 

Early maps and sketches of sites provided a comparative tool of analysis for verification 

of site location. As an overall map of NSW, the 1834 colonial map developed by 

Surveyor General Major Thomas L. Mitchell proved most useful providing information 

on road and settlement positions and early place names. However, the main source of 

cartographic material was obtained from the Surveyors Sketch Books (AONSW, MF 

16 Refer to Appendix for the full list of stockade sites obtained for the thesis. 
17 Some Online sources from Councils were also co~sulted 
18 In particular Govett and Blackhouse 
19 Colonial Secretary, Colonial Engineer, Blue Books 
20 Surveyor General Department 
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2652) , which included general drawings of stockade site layouts, which in some cases 

included distances to available water, either rivers or wells. Artistic sketches of sites 

such as Cox's River stockade and the Illawarra offered a basic visual representation of 

site location within the NSW landscape. 

4.2.2 Division of the Convict System 

Division of the convict era into distinct phases allows for a more manageable and 

comparative stockade sample, over time. The stages of development established in 

Thorp'~ report, as discussed in Chapter 2, provided the main temporal division of the 

NSW convict system for the thesis. However, in order to apply these divisions to the 

current gazetteer of sites, some changes in the time divisions were made. As a 

significant number of sites either began or finished on the cusp of each Stage, there was 

an unnecessary duplication of sites in more then one Stage: In order to reduce overlap of 

site dates, Stage I end and Stage Il start remained 1822, similarly with Stages III and IV 

with the use of 1836. However, Stage III start date changed from 1826 to 1827, and the 

end date of Stage Four was changed from 1855 to the time of the closure of thE.; 

Cockatoo Island site in 1857. 

As a result the Stages of Development represented in the survey of sites, are; 

1. Stage I: 1788 to 1822 

2. Stage Il: 1822 to 1826 

3. Stage Ill: 1827 to 1836 

4. Stage IV: 1836 to 1857 

A final alteration was made to the data set, which took into consideration the type of 

information provided by the Road Gang Reports (AONSW, MF 590). Information on 

the weekly and monthly activities of road gangs from 1827 to 1831, and where the 

gangs were stationed, were included in these reports. Thus, the 1830 documents formed 

the most complete and legible set of information, provided invaluable insight into the 

possibility of a greater number of temporary sites which could have been in operation 
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throughout the convict system. In order to fully utilise this unique information, sites 

acquired from this source were analysed as a separate case study of Stage Ill. 

4.2.3 Definitions 

4.2.3.1 Study Area 

The study area of New South Wales can be divided into four main districts, based on the 

boundaries of the initial twenty counties of the region, as outlined in Perry 

(1963)(Figure 1.1). The restriction of the survey to these districts corresponds to the 

overall extent of expansion of the NSW convict system. Due to the greater 

concentration of sites within the Cumberland region, more emphasis has been given to 

this district. This emphasis does not, however, connote that this area is the 

representative sample for all districts, rather it is an area with the gl,"eater number of 

sites. 

4.2.3.2 Stockades and Labour 

Although the main focus for this thesis is convict stockades within New South Wales 

from 1788 to 1857, sites labelled as work camps, stations, barracks or government 

establishments are also included within the scope of this site analysis. This contrasts 

with the previous distinctions made by Kerr (1984: 65), with barracks considered morc:, 

permanent, and therefore separate from stockades. However, the thesis' general theme 

of convict labour sites allowed the combination of these terms under 'stockade.' 

These stockades each serviced specific forms of labour which defined the primary use 

of the surrounding landscape to the wider community. Site uses have been derived from 

early accounts of the sites, and from the general categories assigned to the labour 

(Figure 4.1). The sites have been divided into two groups; those sites that were utilised 

for resource procurement and commerce, have been grouped into Industry Sites, whilst 

sites which provided labour for communal purposes where placed into Public Work 

Sites. 
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Stockade Associated Labour Comments 
Industry Sites Farm Sites that were specifically designed to produce 

crops for government stores, with primary labour 
force being convicts retained in government 
service. (Castle Hill, Toongabbie). 

Stock Sites that contained cattle or sheep owned by the 
colonial government for the stores or to sell to free 
settlers, and tended by convict labours. (Bath1,lrst, 
Mulgoa). 

Quarry All sites associated with the mining and removal 
of minerals by the colonial government, for local 
use or export. Government convicts as labours. 
(Newcastle, George's River). 

Lime Shell collecting, and Lime burning sites for the 
production of mortar for ~oth government and 
private use. Government controlled site and 
convicts. (Iron Cove) 

Timber Timber getting and/or sawing establishments, 
under government control, for use in government 
works and private constructions. Government 
convicts formed the primary source of labour. 
(Pennant Hills, Lane Cove). 

Public Work Sites Government Sites that housed convicts retained in government 
serVIce, to construct public buildings and 
infrastructure (such as sewerage and pipes), or to 
provide specialist clerical or administrative 
services. Sites includes female factories, and town 
barracks (Hyde Park, Parramatta) 

Military Military related constructions, including a 
magazine and permanent military structures within 
Port Jackson (i.e. Cockatoo Is.) 

Wharf Sites associated with the construction and 
maintenance of wharfs and ships. Breakwater 
construction, and unloading of cargo, are included. 
All laborious work was conducted by government 
convicts. (Newcaslte) 

Bridge Sites which houses government convict work 
gangs employed III the construction or 
maintenance of bridges throughout the colony. 
(Cox' River, Cooks River). 

Road All sites associated with the construction and 
maintenance of the Great Roads and the 
Cumberland road system, conducted by convicts 
in government service. (Bulls Camp, Towrang). 

Unsure Identified sites with an unknown labour type 
Figure 4.1: Table of primary forms of labour conducted by government convicts in 
connection within NSW convict stockades from 1788-1857. 
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4.2.3.3 Environment 

Comparative analysis of Stockade sites within the NSW environment has been limited 

to topographical and hydrological information. The method used to analyse the latter 

relationship has been restricted to distance from open water sources. These include 

natural water formations such as rivers, creek~ and lakes, as the presence of wells and 

private contract water supplies is unknown for nearly all sites. 

4.2.3.4 Setdement 

The use of the term 'settlement' within the study focuses on those areas settled by either 

free colonists or emancipists and which grew into established central locations or towns. 

Furthermore, these sites are restricted within the NSW study districts, founded pre-

1857. 

4.2.4 Data Correlation and Map Production 

Pre-existing data sources used for the study are listed in Figure 4.2 and software listed 

in Figure 4.3. 

The development of a workable database of sites allowed for the integration of locations 

into a new gazetteer. This information was entered into a geographical information 

system (GIS) with site locations and settlements identified from a location database of 

places within Australia. Subsequently, the stockade and settlement coverages were used 

to map the four periods of the convict system, through their establishment and end 

dates. However, due to the lack of previous data, features related to these sites, such as 

minor roads and the Great Roads were digitized from the scanned Mitchell1834 map of 

the colony. The nineteen counties were also digitized and subsequently merged into the 

four study districts. It was thus necessary to georeference both the Mitchell and Perry 

maps to produce these datasets. Elevation and water layers were acquired for i~dividual 

regions across the study area. Throughout this process all data layers, including 

individual projected regions were converted into the same geographic coordinate system 

of the 1994 Geocentric Datum of Australia to minimise error. 
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Name Information Type Scale Date Source 

Template World Data Countries Shapefile 1 :15,000,000 ESRI ArcMap 9.1 

Sydney Contours, Water Shapefile 2001 Geoscience Australia 

Newcastle Contours, Water Shapefile 2001 Geoscience Australia 

Bathurst Contours, Water Shapefile 2001 Geoscience Australia 

Singleton Contours, Water Shapefile 2001 Geoscience Australia 

Goulburn Contours, Water Shapefile 2001 Geoscience Australia 

Wollongong Contours, Water Shapefile' 2001 Geoscience Australia 

Archaeological 

Gazetteer NSW Places Shapefile 2006 
Computer Laboratory 
(ACL), University of 
Sydney 

Scanned Image 
1834 Mitchell map NSW Colony (not 2006 ACL 

georeferenced) 

Scanned Image 
Nineteen Counties NSW Colony (not 2006 Perry 1963, pg 8 

georeferenced) 

Figure 4.2: Data used within the Geographical Information System for the survey of 
stockade sites, also includes creation/access date and sources. 

Software !\lame Pr9duced By Li~ence Holder 

ArcGIS 9.1 ESRI ACL, Universi!y of Sy_dney 

TimeMap ACL ACL, University of Sydney 
Figure 4.3: Software used for survey of NSW convict stockade sites. 

Proximity analysis of stockades to water sources and settlements, as well as relational 

information on labour distribution and elevation levels were conducted within ESRI 

ArcMap 9.1. The Measurement tool was, used for distance information for site to water 

sources, and site to site analysis to keep track of the analysis and reduce confusion in 
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output data.
21 

Euclidean22 distances were acquired from all sites. Additionally, all height 

levels were obtained from a dataset with only 50rn/asl contour intervals. Site to 

settlement analysis was conducted solely within the Cumberland region. However, this 

information was utilised to classify a pattern of site association and development, 

presented within Chapter 5. Finally, TimeMap was also used as a temporal tool for a 

visual examination of stockade location changes within the colony, throughout the study 

period.23 

4.3 CONSTRAINTS 

4.3.1 Time 

In light of the scope of the thesis, the issue of time places a significant limitation upon 

the depth of analysis achieved. Additional investigation would require extensive 

background analysis of all sites, with greater archival investigation of all colonial 

departments, as well as a wider survey of early traveller's accounts. In particular, 

extensive analysis of Major Thomas Mitchell's report into roads, despite being highly 

biased and written at the end of his career, would be expected to provide a significant 

number of new sites, similar to the Road Gang Reports. Furthermore, only a minor field 

visitation to two sites was achieved due to the constraints of time and in some cases 

access. Field analysis of the stockade sites would provide a considerable amount of 

information on present site conditions, and locality. 

4.3.2 Data Sources 

The use of documents as the main source of information cr~ated significant bias in the 

final database of sites. The inconsistency of information affected the overall accuracy of 

site information. Including, occupation dates, types of labour associated with the site, 

specific site locations and possible relocation, and overlap or variations of names 

resulting in doubling up of sites. Notably, in light of study scope and time, in-depth 

21 The use of the Near tool was not necessary due to the minor number of sites, and the nature of the data 
collected. 
22 Direct line between two points 
23 Appendix CD 
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examination of primary research required for accurate timelines, could not be achieved. 

Ambiguity of official documents terminology also created uncertainty, particularly 

within the case with RGR, whereby the term 'stationed' could indicate the presence of a 

stockade, or a general work area for the gang. As a main source for a number of 

stockades within the thesis, this does create some level of uncertainty into the nature of 

the RGR sites. Testing of the reliability of this source with more in-depth analysis 

would be required to verify the pre-existence, and the location, of these sites. 

4.3.3 Geographic Information Systems (GIS) 

The use of GIS as a representation of an actual landscape generates- a certain level of 

data accuracy in the overall results and in the precision of maps. This is dependant on 

the type of datasets used and the methods applied in the analysis and creation of new 

coverages. Overall, as the base environmental and gazetteer layers were developed by 

private bodies or government departments there is a greater reliability in the accuracy of 

these layers. The different projection also creates a slight variance of location within the 

layers, especially with the change from projected coordinate system to a geographic 

coordinate system. The former uses a more refined datum24 calculation of the local area, 

with the latter utilising a more general datum of the country. However, due to poor 

metadata with these layers, the statistical variance of this information is unknown. 

Further sources of data inaccuracy within this study include data conversion from one 

type to another, and the use of data management applications such as Merge. Data error 

also occurs with the manipulation of databases, and operator mistake. These issues are 

also confined by time and money, requiring extensive field data collection and data 

verification. 

The collection of data with the GIS program has created several issues which affect the 

overall results. Firstly, although an important aspect of stockade location and settlement, 

the use of vegetation data for the environmental analysis was unachievable. The current 

sources of data either post-date settlement clearing, or are too broad to warrant any 

useful analysis. Secondly, distances from sites to the features under analysis have been 

24 Hypothetical centre point of the earth 
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acquired through Euclidean methods, disregarding the natural obstacles of the area. The 

use of more precise methods with the construction of a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) 

was impractical within the timeframe and the number of sites, although possible for 

future analysis. Furthermore, lack of data resulted in the exclusion of Wellington and 

Macquarie counties, from any environmental analysis. The overall accuracy of the 

Euclidean method was tested with distances from water sources. Sites which included 

water information and were represented within the Surveyors Sketch Books, were 

compared with the distances acquired from the GIS analysis. Sites that appeared next to 

a water source in the sketches without scales or if a river passed through the town of the 

site, was assigned lOOm 'distance.25 The overall variance from the sample stockades 

totalled 4km with an average of 300m difference. Due to the large extent of the study 

area and the exactness of the data and time this is a tolerable accuracy variance. 

4.4 THEORETICAL APPROACHES AND ANALYSIS 

In light of the overall aim to determine any correlation in the dispersal of stockade and 

settlement sites, approaches to the data will be mostly qualitative. The theoretical 

analysis of settlement patteniing within a landscape can be addressed in a number of 

ways; however, there is an assumption that all patterns exhibit some level of ordering. 

This organization is regulated through six main assertions of settlement models, as 

outlined by Garner (1967: 304-5); 

1. The spatial distribution of human activity reflects an ordered adjustment of the 

factor of distance, 

2. Locational decisions are taken, in general, so as to minimise the frictional 

effects of distance, 

3. All locations are endowed with a degree of accessibility but some locations are 

more accessible than others, 

4. There is a tendency for human activities to agglomerate to take advantage of 

scale economies, 

5. The organisation of human activity is essentially hierarchical in character, 

25 Bathurst and Parramatta 
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6. Human occupance is focal in character. 

These hypothesised assertions have been further merged into a workable model to 

identify linear and horizontal relationships, based on marketing and transport principles 

to predict and explain settlement patterning. This includes Central Place Theory which 

recognises the interrelationship of site hierarchies to the spatial dispersal and 

associations of settlements. 

4.4.1 Convict Stockade Dispersal: A Quantitative Approach 

The notion of Central Places within the geographical distribution of towns and cities 

was developed by the geographer Christeller in 1933 (Hodder and Orton 1976; 

Christaller 1966). This theory assumes that the clustering of human populations into a 

specific spatial order within a landscape is 'inevitabl<tJ for greater organization of 

activities. There are several ways in which the pattern of settlement distribution can be 

examined; however, the most common form is through Central Places. The theory 

presumes that there is an underlying uniform patterning of site locations, "consisting of 

places whose prime function is the provision of a wide range of tertiary goods and 

services and for which location is related to a dispersed population" (Garner 1967:306). 

This is firstly tested with a Nearest Neighbour Analysis to determine statistically 

whether the study samples is random (1), clustered (-1) or dispersed (+1). The latter two 

indicating limited uniformity of locations, with a high likelihood of external control 

over site distribution, as shown in Figure 4.4. The closer the R value is to 1 there is a 

greater chance the sample was randomly determined. 

The Central Place model developed by Christeller to explain this process presupposed a 

relationship between the number, size and overall distribution of towns, which can 

explain settlement patterning within a study area. Information of this nature is integrated 

into a hypothesised lattice model of sites to provide a visual representation of location 

and possible extent of the area serviced by the eentral node (Garner 1967). 
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Figure 4.4: Range of distribution of site clustering, with Random Number (Rn) index 
and associated likelihood percentage of randomness (Significance Level) from an 
averagely determined sample. The Null Hypothesis variance of the Z statistic, is 
illustrated as critical value. (Image source: modified from ESRI (9.1) Neares'. 
Neighbour Graphical Output of survey results). 

ThSites are ranked into high to low order and are connected to form a network system 

of central markets. Thiessen polygons are typically used to determine the physical 

boundary of these sites (Hodder and Orton 1976), which can then be simplified into a 

diagrammatic hexagon lattice model. This method has been used extensively in the 

analysis of Romano-British settlements, with particular focus on distribution of sites 

relative to the walled towns which formed a service centre for a region. Figure'ft 4.5 and 

4.6 illustrate the use of the Central Place Theory to develop a network model of these 

walled sites. Due to the idealised nature of Central Place Theory, its application has 

typically been modified to accommodate various studies, particularly for Romano

British settlement patterns. The analysis of the distribution of these sites has been 

addressed by Bracey (1956), and particularly Hodder and Hassell (1971, 1972, and 

1976), from which early site placement was found to correspond to ancient laws of 

market distance allocation. Notably, Hodder and Hassell (1971) applied this theory, 

through three different procedures of a hierarchical, transportation, and real distance 

analyses, each producing an altered hypothesis of the growth of Romano-British towns. 

However, overall the use of this model appeared to provide a preliminary representation 

of site distribution, in this case due to the large extent of available information on each 

locality (Hodder and Hassell 1971). Although, Central Place does not completely 
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replicate the overriding human and environmental influences of site placement, it does 

produce a preliminary framework and explanation of settlement patterning. 

111) 

o 10 20 30 ",iles 
I I I I 
o 1632 48km 

Figure 4.5: Romano-British towns, divided by Thiessen Polygons with major centre's 
service area identified by doted lined circles, refer to source for name of towns (Hodder 
and HassellI971:398). 

Figure 4.6: Diagrammatic representation of Romano-British towns' settlement patterns, 
based on Central Place Theory and Figure 6.1 (Hodder and HassellI971:398). 
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The notion of centralised site interconnectivity has also been explored in the settlement 

patterns of the Canterbury region of New Zealand. The main study conducted by 

Jacomb (2000), provides an account of the Pukaki Inn excavation as well as an analysis 

of the settlement pattern of this type of site across the Canterbury Plains. Interpretation 

of the development of these accommodation sites highlights the services provided by 

the Inn's for Bullock Drivers, as well creating a public meeting space for local run 

holders (Jacomb 2000). Placement of these sites within a day's ride of each other, and 

the services provided, formed an interconnected network of activity within the region, 

around which townships grew. Although not directly referred to within Jacomb's 

analysis, an inherent theoretical basis of his interpretation utilises the principles of 

Central Places. 

In light of these studies, the use of Christeller's model does not conform to all 

settlement patterning, and as such has undergone various alterations, with Central Place 

forming the primary theoretical basis. Periodic Central Places forms one subset, which 

recognises the movement of mobile markets within a specific region, where services are 

provided at predetermined intervals. Investigation into the movement of markets within 

rural China (Skinner 1964), has revealed a pattern of central service nodes which are 

supplied from mobile rather than from pef)1lanent settlements. The movement of 

merchants within the Szechwan region is illustrated in Figure 4.7, whereby the coloured 

nodes form the traders base, and the open circles the pre-coordinated temporary market 

sites. As a result, the model produced from this analysis not only considers the central 

nature of market sites, but also their temporality and merchant behaviours. The 

underlying notion that site distribution and placement reflects an effort towards 

minimising distances, the need to determine any pattern of local service centres forms 

the overriding importance of this model within any settlement study; Overall, these 

models are important in understanding the flexibility and variability of the Central Place 

Theory in investigating settlement patterns, within various situations. 
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Figure 4.7: Market route within Szechwan, (Skinner 1964:22-23). 

Numerous procedures exist to integrate data into Central Place analysis, particularly in 

light of the diversity of settlement strategies over time. As a result, this thesis follows 

Hodder and Hassall (1971) who integrated principles from both Romano-British and 

Chinese Markets, as a framework of analysis. 
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INTO PERSPECTIVE 

SURVEY OF CONVICT STOCKADES IN NEW SOUTH WALES 

The purpose of this chapter is to examine the distribution of Convict Stockade sites as 

nodes of activity throughout the New South Wales colony from 1788 to 1857. The use 

of convicts in concentrated labour gangs, was developed in the first years of settlement 

(Phillip to Dundas, HRA, 1: 372). Accordingly, the development of stockades to . 
contain and house government convicts was important with the expansion of the colony 

over time. The placement and use of these sites represent a continuous and dynamic 

network of convict labour that interacted with developing settlement patterns and th(; 

Australian landscape. This interaction is explored and quantified within this section, 

through comparative analysis of environmental and social influences of stockade 

placement and distribution. In light of the study area and depth of analysis, 

environmental interaction will focus on five districts of the NSW colony, with particular 

emphasis on the Cumberland region for settlement relationships. The methodological 

process within the previous chapter is applied within this section, in light of the 

environmental and political issues of the convict period discussed in Chapter 3. 

However, in view of large extent of the region under investigation, only a summary of 

environmental results are presented within this section, with a more in-depth analysis 

included within the Appendix. 
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Figure 5.1: The Location of Convict Stockade sites throughout the study region, from 1788 to 1857. More detail in Figures 5.2 and 5.3. 
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Figure 5.2: The location and name of all stockade sites within the Hunter Valley and 
Western Districts from 1788 to 1857 
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Figure 5.3: The location and name of all stockade sites within the Southern Districts 
and the Cumberland Region, from 1788 to 1857. 
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5.1 DISPERSAL OF SPECIFIC LABOUR SITES THROUGHOUT NEW SOUTH 

WALES 

The NSW convict work gang system provided a framework by which to not only order 

the convicts into manageable groups, but also provide a workforce for government 

industry and public work projects. The presence of administered convict 

accommodation represents a transitory yet directionally focused form of resource 

exploitation and labour distribution. Due to the limitation of available documentary 

evidence, this study predominately centres on the formation of service sites for road 

gang labour
26

. As illustrated in Figure 5.4, road related places represented a total of 57% 

of all stockade sites, with the remainder divided into Bridge, Farm, Timber, Quarry, 

Stock, Government, Military and Wharf sites27
, each consisting of less than 10%. 
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Figure 5.4: Total Number of Sites for each specific form of labour in all Districts. 

This dominance of road construction sites is evident throughout all districts and is 

highlighted in Figure 5.5. The stockades on the Western road to Bathurst correspond tu 

a total of 73% of the overall number of sites within this district. Stockade sites 

associated with road construction within the Hunter Valley numbered 70% and the 

South 67%, of their respective regions. Although road sites within the Cumberland 

26 The Road Gang Reports of 1827 to 1830 forms 65% of the total number of Road Sites (discussed in 
later section). 

For more detail refer to Figure 3.1 
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region were a total 48% of all stockades within the district, there were a greater number 

of alternative labour sites within that region. This trend of the dominance of road sites 

reflected a considerable difference in the overall longevity and distribution of all labour 

sites within NSW, as shown in Figure 5.6. 28 
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Chapter 5 Survey of Convict Stockades in NSW 

The location, establishment dates and labour type for each stockade is outlined in Figure 

5.8. As seen in the table, the greater number of road stockades resulted in closer 

placement of sites, with an average distance of 7.3km and difference of 1.2 years 

between establishment.. Bridge sites, existing as a subset form of road construction 

labour, operated within a short period of time between each bridge site, averaging a 2 

months variance in establishment dates. However these sites were not close to one 

another, being rather more extensively spread throughout the colony. In contrast, timber 

sites, whilst widely dispersed, were also established over a longer period of time, being 

on average 6.7 years apart. This was also apparent in quarry and farm sites with a 

greater site distribution, whilst exhibiting a steady rate of new site development over the 

entire period. The remaining stock and government labour sites were, on average, 25km 

from their sister sites, with a variance of 1.2 to 2.5 years of development. On the whole, 

stockade sites associated with road construction dominated within the convict syste:rr. 

from 1788 to 1857, with other resource and government labour sites being generally 

more dispersed with a steadier development of new sites over time. 

5.2 STAGES OF THE NEW SOUTH WALES CONVICT SYSTEM 

The history of the New South Wales convict system, as outlined in Chapter 2, provides 

a series of analytical frameworks for the changes experienced by government convicts 

within stockades from 1788 to 1857. This includes the rise and fall of the systerr. 

through four distinct phases, from the initial growth of the system, intermedium, 

established control and decline of the work gang system. The intention of this section is 

to investigate the transformation of convict stockades throughout these stages of 

development. This will be firstly achieved through exploration of the external 

environmental influences and/or parameters of site selection throughout the colony, in 

light of the diverse environment of the study area explored in Chapter 3. These 

transformative courses of action are further explored in greater depth with the 

distribution of work gang sites to free settlements within the Cumberland Region. 

Additionally, an extracted section of stockade sites from the 1830 Road Gang Reports 

will be also explored to provide a more complete image of the convict system. 
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Figure 5.8: Stockade Sites within New South Wales 
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Division of the current gazetteer of sites into the four stages of development revealed 

the overall accuracy of these phases. Although extraction of the sites into the specific 

stages does not provide a definitive trend in site establishment and finish dates. there 

were spikes in site numbers in 1815,1818, and the significant jump in 1830 as shown iT. 

Figure 5.9. When isolated within the specific time frames, there is a gradual increase in 

site numbers within the first stage which lead into the following intermediate period. 

The majority of sites did fall within Stage III, a large number of which concluded in 

Stage IV. Consequently, based on the latter and previous stages, establishment dates 

merely provide a reasonable comparative tool for the development of the convict 

system, with political issues29 remaining the key component. 
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Figure 5.9: Stages of Development arid Occupation Dates of Sites within NSW 

5.2.1 Stage I: 1788 to 1822 

This era comprises the initial development of the sites of government convict labour, 

from first settlement to the end of Macquarie's Governorship. Although this stage spans 

34 years, representing the longest of the four periods, the establishment of convict 

labour sites within this era represented a total of 21 of the possible 108 sites in Figure 

]~ initial basis of the Stages of Development hy Thorp 
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5.10, the majority of which were established within the Cumberland Region. Despite the 

early beginning of the stage, the sites established within this period lasted significantly 

longer then any other sites, with the longest spanning approximately 34 to 45 years, 

including the well-established sites of Newcastle30
, Hyde Park Barracks (1818-1849) 

and the Parramatta Female Factory (1821-1855). 
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Figure 5.10: Distribution of Government Convict Accommodation Sites, all SOD, 
These sites are doubled up if appearing in more then one stage, except for specifically 
1830 sites 

5.2.1.1 Environment 

Elevation 

The relative elevation of each area is characteristic of the type of interaction engaged 

with in the development of the accommodation sites. As the first area settled, the 

Cumberland region experienced a longer period of occupation of the work sites, 

comprising 65% of all stockade sites. Despite this region being predominantly flat, the 

total number of sites was dispersed evenly across the flat plain and the higher regions ot 

the area. The main movement into the level regions did not occur until 1819, which 

ended the establishment of sites in the Cumberland Plain for another 9 years. 

:10 Although Newcastle experienced intermediate settlement, due to the inability of the Governor to locate 
a suitable superintendent. I 
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Figure 5.11: Elevation of stockade sites within each study district of the Hunter Valley 
(Top), and the Western Districts (Bottom), from 1788 to 1822. 
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Figure 5.12: Elevation of stockade sites within each study district of the Southern 
Districts (Top), and the Cumberland (Bottom), from 1788 to 1822. 
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Figure 5.13: Elevation heights of stockade sites from 1788 to 1822, SOD I. 

The Hunter Valley, comprising of only one site at Newcastle during this period, was 

predominantly on flat ground. However, due to the intermittence of this site's initial 

occupation, the relative placement on lower ground is inadequate to compare with the 

trend of 1801 as preferential toward higher ground. Overall, the movement of sites out 

of the lowland areas of the colony into higher regions, occurred between 1815 and 

1819, with an immediate return to flat regions within the Cumberland of more 

communally serviced work sites. 

Hydrology 

The placement of sites within the proximity of accessible and annual water resources is 

an important issue within the Australian environment, for not only nutritional but in 

some cases for industrial uses. Although the use of wells was a viable option or 

alternative for water procurement, the intended temporary nature of the convict work 

sites limited its implementation in the wider majority of sites. However, despite water 

being a necessary resource for all sites for human and bullock consumption, the 

establishment of sites near open water supplies varied within the early years of the 

convict system. Within the Cumberland area, Toongabbie, as the initial established site, 

was situated next to an accessible open water source; however sites after 1801 were 

placed increasingly further away. Hunter Valley site at Newcastle was located next to a 

viable water resource. 
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Figure 5.14: Location of stockade sites to closest open water sources within each study 
district of the Hunter Valley (Top), and the Western Districts (Bottom), from 1788 to 
1822. 
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Figure 5.15: Location of stockade sites to closest open water sources within each study 
district of the Southern Districts (Top), and the Cumberland (Bottom), from 1788 to 
1822. 
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The Western district although predominantly mountainous, the majority of site 

placement to water resources was 700 to 800m, with Bathurst Stock Station being 700m 

from the closest local water resource. Typically the establisbment of sites within the 

colony from 1788 to 1822, was at a significant distance from open water resources, with 

closer proximities occurring in the initial year of 1791, and later after 1819. 

Distance from Convict Accommodation Sites to Open Water Sources in 
New South Wales 1788 - 1822, SOD I 
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Figure 5.16: Distance of Stockade sites from the closest open water sources 111 all 
districts from 1788 to 1822, SOD I 

5.2.1.2 Relationship to Setdement in the Cumber land Region 

The placement of sites relative to free settlement was a progressive process of political 

change in policy and of the independent growth of individual settlements within the 

New South Wales landscape. As discussed in Chapter 4, due to the large extent of the 

study area, and the general clustering of sites within the Cumberland, this region formed 

the representative sample of the settlement analysis. 

Initial development of sites within the Cumberland was within the same location of 

developing free settlements, namely Sydney, Rose Hill and near Castle Hill. The 

granting of land to emancipists and military personnel began within the former two 

settlements before the development of Toongabbie and Castle Hill Government Farm. 

Despite the main settlement supporting the majority of early convict arrivals, the first 

established accommodation site for government works in north Sydney was Lane Cove 

Sawing Establishment (1809-1818), 15 years after the first land occupation within the 

immediate area. The first site not developed within the immediate vicinity of a 
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settlement was Pennant Hills, situated 5.9km away from the town of Castle Hill which 

was occupied 14 years earlier by free settlers. Thornleigh (1819-1832) was also 

constructed a significant distance from free settlements, the closest being Castle Hill 

established 17 years prior. Rooty Hill also followed this trend 2 years later. with 5.45km 

between the site and Quakers Hill, whereby the latter was occupied by settlers 7 years 

earlier. The key sites which were established in the main towns of Sydney, Rose Hill 

and later Windsor developed within close proximity approximately 25 to 33 years after 

occupied land grants. 3l The remainder of sites were specific use sites such as timber 

getting, sawing, lime, etc., established on average 2km and 17 years after the closest 

settlement. Overall, from 1788 to 1822 sites that were established in areas of larger 

numbers of settlers and emancipists were constructed a significant time after initial 

occupation. Earlier in the period, sites with specific uses were still constructed close to 

settler holdings and within a few years of each other. However, in contrast, during this 

era, sites which comprised of specific uses such as timber were placed further from 

main settlements typically 15 years after free occupation. 

Distribution Dates of Convict Accommodation Sites to Free Settlement in the 
Cumberland Region 1788 to 1822, SOD I 
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Figure 5.18: Distribution of Convict Stockade Sites to Free Settlements in the 
Cumberland Region 1788 to 1822, SOD I. The difference in establishment dates 
indicates the number of years between the foundation of the settlement and the initial 
occupation of the stockade. Negative results indicate the stockade was established 
before the closest settlement. 

31 These include Hyde Park BalTacks 0818-1849), Windsor Barracks (1819-1827). and Parramatta 
Female Factory (1821-1855) 
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I< igure 5.17: Location of stockade sites and free settlements, from 1788 to 1822. The specific types of stockades will be discussed further 
in the following Chapter. 
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5.2.2 Stage II: 1822 to 1826 

This stage covers the shortest period of analysis spanning only 4 years, representing a 

period of political change and use of convict labour within New South Wales. The 

phase includes the time where convict work was channelled towards clearing vast 

amounts of land for settlers, and accommodation was very temporary. Typically the 

bark huts constructed were rough and lasted only a few months, or less when left to 

disrepair. The type of labour performed allowed for greater growth in free and 

emancipated occupation of land beyond the Cumberland extent. Moreover, the era also 

saw the continuation and end of sites established within the first stage of the convict 

system. However, although there was one new site developed within the New South 

Wales landscape (Figure 5.19), it is not within the scope of the thesis. 32 

5.2.2.1 Environment 

Elevation 

As the sites within the second stage represent a continuation from the first stage, the site 

elevation is predominantly the same. On the whole, despite this period only seeing the 

construction of one new site at Wellington Valley, those which were closed tended to be 

within higher areas. However, as the sites which were present within the second stage 

were a continuation from Stage I the interaction of stockade placement within the New 

South Wales landscape was normally minimal. 
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Figure 5.19: Elevation heights of stockade sites from 1822 to 1826, SOD H. 

32 Wellington Valley ([823-1830), lack of environmental data warranted exclusion. 
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Figure 5.20: Elevation of stockade sites within each study district which acquired 
additional sites or closed sites within the second stage of development from 1822 to 
1826, which included the Cumberland (Bottom), and the Southern Districts (Top). 
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Hydrology 

As with elevation, this stage was characterised by the closure of sites, rather then 

development of new sites. The sites closed were characteristically 500m away from an 

open water source, except Toongabbie which was relatively close to water at less than 

200m. During this period the site with the greatest distance from these sources were all 

within the Cumberland region, which includes the same timber sites of Pennant Hills, 

Epping and Thomleigh, also prevalent within the higher elevation of the area. 
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Figure 5.21: Location of stockade sites to closest open water sources within each study 
district which acquired additional sites within the second stage of development from 
1822 to 1826, which included the Cumberland Region. 
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Distance from Convict Accommodation Sites to Open Water Sources in 
New South Wales 1822 - 1826 SOD 11 
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Figure 5.22: Distance of Stockade sites from the closest open water sources In all 
districts from 1822 to 1826, SOD II 

5.2.2.2 Relationship to Settlement in the Cumber land Region 

As a result of the limited time frame there were no new settlements established within 

the Cumberland region that were within close proximity to stockade sites during this 

period. The nearest neighbour to the sites which were in continued operation remained 

the same settlements within the first stage. As this era was a time of land clearance anc' 

settlement expansion it is likely that this trend would not have been present within other 

districts where convict accommodation was close to the land they were contracted to 

clear, and stockade sites were established closer to developing transportation routes. 

Despite the closure of Castle Hill Government Farm, the town closest to the most 

number of sites was the municipality of Castle Hill. These included Pennant Hills and 

Thornleigh, with Sydney serviced by Hyde Park Barracks and Grose Farm (1819-1826). 

Overall most sites continued an association with the three main settled areas of the 

Cumberland; Sydney, Parramatta and a barracks at Windsor. 
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Distribution Dates of Convict Accommodation Sites to Free Settlement in the 
Cumberland Region 1822 to 1826, SOD 11 
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Figure 5.24: Distribution of Convict Stockade Sites to Free Settlements in the 
Cumberland Region 1822 to 1826, SOD IL The difference in establishment dates 
indicates the number of years between the foundation of the settlement and the initial 
occupation of the stockade. Negative results indicate the stockade was established 
before the closest settlement. 

5.2.3 Stage Ill: 1827 to 1836 

The development of substantial infrastructure and settlement expansIon was a key 

feature of this time period. This stage represented a total of 45% of all known stockade 

sites within the New South Wales Transportation period. An extra 34% are found withirl 

the Road Gang Reports to be discussed in the next section. The building of the 

extensive transport systems across the New South Wales landscape required a 

significant number of convict labourers to be housed and monitored within a 

significantly large area. Moreover this increased access to the wider areas of the colony 

allowed for the establishment of a number of specific resource procurement stockade 

sites. Of those sites which featured in the second stage only five sites continue operation 

into Stage Ill, with the remaining 14 gradually closing from 1827 to 1832, the majority 

heing closed by 1831. 
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Figure 5.23: Location of stockade sites and free settlements, from 1 h22 to 1826. The specific types of stockades will be discussed further 
in the following Chapter. 
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Chapter 5 Survey of Convict Stockades in NSW 

The general accounts of the time reveal a. push to remove government employed 

convicts from places of concentrated free settlement and into the rural areas, despite the 

need for communal labour to construct town infrastructure. It was also preferable that 

stockade sites were placed out of view from the roads, to ensure a more pleasant view 

for travellers. However it is unclear if the concern about the proximity of convict 

accommodation to towns and places of labour was even taken into consideration by the 

work gang superintendents and/or overseers. 

5.2.3.1 Environment 

Elevation 

The Cumberland sites remained relatively the same from Stage I. However, new sites 

with specific resource or industry focused labour were placed within the lowland 

Cumberland Plain, whilst specific forms of infrastructure development sites expandec. 

into the higher ground of the north. In light of this trend the Hunter Valley also shared 

similar characteristics of accommodation placement. Sites associated with resource 

procurement were situated within flatter areas of Newcastle and Maitland, although 

there was some road construction from these sites it did not occur until after initial 

construction and was not their primary function. The placement of road gang sites on 

high ground relative to the road was also prominent within the Western districts. These 

sites, whilst bound by the general altitude of the Great Western Road and its off roads, 

formed the main sources of convict accommodation within this region, as the general 

topography inhibited other sites. The establishment of these sites before and near the 

end of this period represent a progression from the eastern to western lowlands of 

Wellington, within Stage nI. 
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Figure 5.25: Elevation heights of stockade sites from 1827 to 1826, SOD III 

The movement into the southern regions of the colony was however more similar to the 

progression into the Hunter Valley. The south east sites of Wollongong, Dapto and 

Flagstaff Hill were located similar to Newcastle, on flat costal areas. As with the 

Northern and Western roads these sites were also restricted by the placement of the 

Southern road across the landscape. 

Overall, as a result of the general topography of all districts, the placement of industry 

specific sites from 1827 to 1836 were in lower regions than they had been earlier. 

Moreover, the location of accommodation sites in the service of road construction, 

although restricted by road placement, was typically located in higher regions. Although 

the flatter regions of the Sandstone plateau could allow for greater viewing of convict 

accommodation and easier site access. 
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Figure 5.26: Elevation of stockade sites within each study district of the Hunter Valley 
(Top), and the Western Districts (Bottom), from 1827 to 1836. 
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Figure 5.27: Elevation of stockade sites within each study district of the Southern 
Districts (Top), and the Cumberland Region (Bottom), from 1827 to 1836. 
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Hydrology 

Overall the general distance from water sources was 500m, although sites which were 

placed near previously established stockades were typically 700m to 1.6km. This is 

particularly notable for sites developed later within the Cumberland area which were 

less than lOOm. 
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Figure 5.28: Distance of Stockade sites from the closest open water sources In all 
districts from 1827 to 1826, SOD III 
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Figure 5.29: Location of stockade sites to closest open water sources within each study 
district of the Hunter Valley (Top), and the Western Districts (Bottom), from 1827 to 
1836. 
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Chapter 5 Survey of Convict Stockades in NSW 

5.2.3.2 Relationship to Setdement in the Cumber land Region 

As previously mentioned, of the sites which feature in the Cumberland region from 

1827 to 1836, nine stockades had been established in Stage I of the convict system. 

These sites were further away from free towns than those constructed within Stage Ill. 

The majority of the new sites were in or near settlements that had been established 

roughly 16 to 46 years prior. This concentration towards settlements follows the earlier 

trend of establishing new sites relatively close to granted areas, whilst those which had 

continued from the first to the third stage were more isolated. Moreover, sites which 

were established within the current time splice and within the same location of a 

previous stockade area also took on this attribute. However, these sites represent only 

two of the overall twelve sites, as the third site was the location of Lansdowne Bridge, 

which was at this time 5.9km from the closest town. The placement of sites within an 

isolated environment, although not as prevalent within this period, did occur to a certain 

degree with the establishment of sites on two islands within Port J ackson. Although 

close to Sydney and the mainland, Cockatoo Island (1830-1857) and Goat Island (1833-

1839) were 1.2km apart, bordered by Port Jackson. Despite there being a military 

presence on these islands they were not granted to free settlers for personal use and thus 

were restrictive of convict interaction with the public. Overall during this period 

stockade sites were on average 2km away from the closest settlement, which had been 

established on average about 20 years earlier. This trend of relative site location and 

difference of settlement establishment dates was typical of the earlier two periods of the 

convict system, central to the Cumberland region. 

5.2.4 Stage IV: 1836 to 1857 

Stage IV marked the conclusion of the use of stockades as convict accommodation, with 

the cessation of transportation to New South Wales in 1840 However, the use of stations 

surpassed this end date as the last or the convicts were serving the remainder of their 

sentences. The use of convicts on road works also slowly declined, with Governor 

Bourke eventually withdrawing convicts into 'previously established penal settlements 

and the main settlements for better supervision. 
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Distribution Dates of Convict Accommodation Sites to Free Settlement in 
Cumberland Region 1827 to 1836, SOD III 
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Figure 5.31: Distribution of Convict Stockade Sites to Free Settlements in the 
Cumberland Region 1827 to 1836, SOD Ill. The difference in establishment dates 
indicates the number of years between the foundation of the settlement and the initial 
occupation of the stockade. Negative results indicate the stockade was established 
before the closest settlement. The line divides earlier sites from those newly established. 

Despite this decline, four new sites were established in this period, although each 

stockade was only in operation for a year. One was created in the Hunter Valley at 

Harper's Hill (1840) for road works, and three within the Cumberland region, close tl" 

Sydney. The remaining 30 sites were progressively closed in every year from 1836 to 

1849, with the last site at Cockatoo Island closed in 1857. The majority of sites which 

remained after the end of Transportation were those which had provided continued 

maintenance to sections of the great roads, particularly the Great Western Road at 

B1ackheath, and those providing specific services, such as Hyde Park Barracks and the 

Parramatta Female Factory. 

5.2.4.1 Environment 

Elevation 

The elevation of the remaining sites within this time, represents the slow decline of sites 

from the overall convict system. Stockades within the Cumberland, including those 

established during this era were all within the lower reaches of the plain, except the sites 

of Pennant Hills Stone Quan'y, Mulgoa Stock Station, and Campbelltown. Sites of the 
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Hunter Valley also exhibited this trend with all pre-existing sites being on the low lying 

ground of the northern extent of the district. This reduction of sites to the western line 

from Newcastle to Maitland further substantiates this trend for the Hunter. The decline 

of stockade sites within these districts marked the final stages of sites within the low 

lying regions of the Colony. Sites that were still in operation in the Western district 

were all confined within the Blue Mountains, most closing early in the stage. In the 

Southern district, sites which remained during this period were typically associated witt 

road/bridge construction and repair. The closure of sites represents an opposite 

movement from the other districts with sites within the mid high range Sandstone 

Plateau closing before the two remaining sites at either ends of the Great South Road. 

The site on the lower ground closer to the Cumberland Plain at Razorback was 

subsequently closed before the higher ground site at Towrang. However, due to the 

general uniformity of this higher region, the general termination of sites within this 

region was similar to the general trend of all districts for the primary closure of higher 

altitude sites before those within low lying areas. 
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Figure 5.33: Elevation heights of stockade sites from 1836 to 1857, SOD IV 

Hydrology 

From 1836 to 1857 the three new sites established in the Cumberland region were all 

approximately 10m away from the closest open water source. The development of sites 

close to water sources follows on from the previous stage whereby new sites not 

constructed in pre-existing stockade locations were all less than 100m from the supplies. 
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Figure 5.34: Elevation of stockade sites within each study district of the Hunter Valley 
(Top), and [he Western Districts (Bottom), from 1836 to 1857. 
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Figure 5.35: Elevation of stockade sites within each study district of the Southern 
Districts (Top), and the CumberIand Region (Bottom), from 1836 to 1857. 
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Figure 5.36: Distance of Stockade sites from the closest open water sources III all 
districts from 1836 to 1857, SOD IV 

Typically those sites that remained within this stage and between 800m to 1.6km from 

the closest source, were all located within the main towns of Sydney, Parramatta and 

Campbelltown. This tendency was somewhat present for a site in the Hunter Valley at 

Green Hills with open water being 500m away. However, generally within this area, 

sites closer to a main settlement were also near or next to water at 10 to 70m. Taken as a 

whole, new sites during this time were within the vicinity of open water sources, whilst 

predominantly older sites averaged at 400m. 
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Figure 5.37: Location of stockade sites to closest open water sources within each study 
district of the Hunter Valley (Top), and the Western Districts (Bottom). from 1836 to 
1857. 
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Figure 5.38: Location of stockade sites to closest open water sources within each stud) 
district of the Southern Districts (Top), and the Cumberland Region (Bottom), from 
1836 to 1857. 
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5.2.4.2 Relationship to Settlement in the ClImberland Region 

The development of new sites within the Cumberland during the closing stages of the 

convict system, were all within the vicinity of Sydney. These sites were located in close 

proximity to the main settlements of central Sydney, Auburn and Millers Point 

established 43 to 50 years earlier. Within this stage all sites were less than 3km from the 

closest main settlements, with the majority within or next to their associative towns. 
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Figure 5.39: Distribution of Convict Stockade Sites to Free Settlements in the 
Cumberland Region 1836 to 1857, SOD IV. The difference in establishment dates 
indicates the number of years between the foundation of the settlement and the initial 
occupation of the stockade. Negative results indicate the stockade was established 
before the closest settlement. 

However, on average settlements was I km from stockades, resulting in the closest 

concentration of stockade sites to towns than in any other period. These stockades were 

also established on average 30 years after the local town was settled. Moreover, other 

than Pennant Hill Stone Quarry, Mulgoa Stock Station, and Campbelltowtl. all sites 

were situated in Sydney and Parramatta. 
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Figure 5.40: Location of stockade sites and free settlements, from 1836 to 1857. The specific types of stockades will be discussed further 
in the following Chapter. 
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Chapter 5 Survey of Convict Stockades in NSW 

Whilst the aforementioned sites were established either two years before or 6 to 20 

years after the closest town was settled. Although these sites form some of the earliest 

in the region, the stockades that had been established in the first stage included Hyde 

Park, Longbottom and Parramatta Female Factory. These sites which were constructed 

in 1818, 1819 and 1821 respectively, lasted until the final fifteen years of this period. 

Overall sites that were still in operation from 1836 to 1857 were closer to main 

settlements which had been established typically 30 years before the stockades. 

5.2.5 Case Study Subsection of Stage Ill: the 1830 Road Gang Reports 

The Road Gang Reports from 1827 to 1832 provide detailed records of the number of 

men assigned to specific roads and stations, particularly during 1830. The formalisation 

of records into weekly and monthly reports within this particular year adequately 

accounted the movement of convict gangs and their accommodation, whilst providing 

labour for the development of road networks across the New SO\lth Wales landscape. 

Consequently, the Road Gang Reports for this year allow for a more accurate account of 

stockade sites and their relationship to the colony. Alone, the existence of these records 

revealed an additional 38 of the total 108 sites of known locations, and an extra 10 sites 

of an unknown position. Overall this vital source of information provided 44% of 

additional stockade sites to those previously recorded. As a result, an analysis of a time 

and labour specific group has provided a unique representative sample of NSW 

stockade sites in 1830. 

5.2.5.1 Environment 

Elevation 

The establishment of stockade sites across the landscape is distinctly apparent within 

the specific time interim of 1830. Stockades established within the Cumberland Plain 

for the beginning sections of the great roads and connected to local towns included 9 

sites concentrated within the flat areas. The remaining five sites were concentrated on 

the rising north and south regions, at Baulkham Hills leading to Dural in the north, and 

Campbelltown with Bringelly in the south. These sites began in the north, with 

additional sites moving into the lower north-west, back into the mid western area and 

finally returning into the higher regions of the south. 
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Figure 5.41: Elevation of stockade sites within each study district of the Hunter Valley 
(Top), and the Western Districts (Bottom), from the 1830 Road Gang Reports. 
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Figure 5.42: Elevation of stockade sites within each study district of the South (Top), 
and the Cumberland Region (Bottom), from the 1830 Road Gang Reports. 
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Elevation of Sites from the 1830 Road Gang Reports 

Figure 5.43: Elevation heights of 1830 Road Gang Report Stockade sites stockade 
sites. 

This general anticlockwise movement demonstrates the full use of the surrounding 

landscape of the Cumberland during this time, as stockades were integrated into various 

settings and conditions. Stockades were also developed temporarily within the Hunter 

Valley, making up 63% of all sites throughout the convict system within this region. 

Despite these sites being developed only months apart, they were initially constructed in 

the low areas of the north, close to regional roads. Movement into the high southern 

region began at Wollombi and Laguna33 in the north and Mount Baxter in the south, 

altogether servicing construction of the Great North Road. Overall, movement of sites 

within the Hunter Valley region in 1830 represented a bell curve movement with the 

majority of sites established in the mid ranges of the southern mountains. The Western 

regions of the colony only established two additional sites during this time, at O'Connell 

Plains and Pulpit Hill, with the former at 600mlasl and lasting six months. The 1830 

Reports also exposed additional sites within the South Western region of the colony, 

forming 50% of all sites of the district. Stockade sites began halfway on the Great South 

Road at Midway Creek, then moving progressively from the lower northern region at 

Stonequarry Creek (l50mlasl) across the higher southern Plateau to the Goulburn Plains 

site (600m/asl). Ultimately, in light of the information from these reports, the general 

placement of sites within 1830 for rohd construction was in general concentrated within 

higher altitudes for all regions, with an average of 200mlasl. 

B as discussed in Stage III 
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Hydrology 

The placement of sites relative to open water sources was considerably closer than 

before, with all sites within this period averaging at 270m in distance. The Hunter 

Valley also exhibited this trend towards closer water sources to sites with all new 

stockades situated under 400m. The two sites established in the western district also 

exhibited this wholesale placement of sites closer to water sources despite overall site 

topography with both located 250m from the closest sources. In contrast, the 1830 

stockades within the South western region steadily moved further from open water 

sources as they progressed along the road to Goulburn. Overall, the standard distance of 

sites to open water within the Hunter, was 200m, half that of those within the 

Cumberland, and 70m less than the study area average. 
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Figure 5.44: Distance of 1830 Road Gang Report Stockade sites from the closest open 
water sources in all districts. 
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Figure 5.45: Location of stockade sites to closest open water sources within each study 
district of the Hunter Valley (Top), and the Western Districts (Bottom), from the 1830 
Road Gang Reports. 
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Figure 5.46: Location of stockade sites to closest open water sources within each study 
district of the Southern Districts (Top), Cumberland Region (Bottom), from the 1830 
Road Gang Reports. 
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5.2..'.2 Rei:uionship to Settlement in the Cumber/and Region 

Typically the majority of sites established during this time, as also over the entire periotJ 

of the convict system, were contained within the Cumberland region. Throughout 1830. 

these sites were concentrated closely around Parramatta on roads which linked the 

various towns of the area, despite not being the closest settlement to any stockade. In 

particular were roads from Parramatta to Liverpool, Dural,34 Windsor and Richmond, as 

well as on Bringelly road past Liverpool. All of these sites were less than Skm from the 

closest settlement with 57% of sites under lkm. Notably, sites close to settlements also 

established in this year were a difference of 3.2, 1.8 and 1.4 kilometres. The former two 

distances were. respectively, Prospect Creek and the Orphan School Bridge sites both in 

proximity to Smithfield. The latter site of Iron Cove which was bordered by the coast 

was situated near Rodd Point, approximately Skm from central Sydney. 

6 

4 

2 

o 

Distribution Dates of 1830 Road Gang Report Convict Accommodation Sites to Free Settlements in 
the Cumberland Region 

-34 

• 13 

- 4 

Cumberland 

~ Closest Settlement (km) • Difference in Est, Dates 

:Figure 5.47: Distribution of Convict Stockade Sites to Free Settlements in the 
Cumberland Region 1830. The difference in establishment dates indicates the number 
of years between the foundation of the settlement and the initial occupation of the 
stockade. Negative results indicate the stockade was established before the closest 
settlement. 

}4 This section was also in part a section of the Great North Road 
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Figure 5.48: Location or' stockade sites and free settlements, from the 1830 Road Gang keports. The specific types of stockades will be 
discussed further in the following Chapter. 
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Chapter 5 Survey of Convict Stockades in NSW 

However, in light of this the two sites furthest from settlements, were the significant 

sites of Auburn and Sydney, established 37 to 42 year prior. Overall, the standard 

period of occupation between settlements and the closest stockade sites was 18 years, 

with an average distance of 1.5km .. As a result the placement of sites within this period 

formed the second closest concentration of sites to settlements within the Cumberland 

District, throughout the convict phase. 

5.3 OVERALL DISCUSSION 

The realisation of the individual dynamic processes undertaken to establish stockade 

sites within each specific stage has revealed seyeral distinct trends of the convict system 

by means of their connection with the New South Wales environment, and early 

settlement. This chapter has demonstrated these changes through each stage of the 

convict system from 1788 to 1857, and how this interaction has developed and changed. 

The next Chapter will explain how these stockades were integral in shaping the convict 

experience in the New South Wales colonial landscape. 
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SUM OF ITS PARTS 

THEORETICAL ALTERNATIVE 

The results conveyed in the preceding chapter illustrate the significant interrelationship 

of convict stockades within the New South Wales colonial landscape and early 

settlement, particularly as nodes of convict distribution and labour. In order to 

determine whether there was any distinct patteming of stockades, the modes of analysis 

of Nearest Neighbour (NNA) and Central Place Theory are applied. The former model 

provides initial clarification that the sample data is not random and therefore open for 

distributional analysis. As discussed in Chapter 4, Central Place applies the results of 

the NNA to identify hypothesised connections between sites in light of their localised 

functions. This chapter will explore this through the types of labour and settlements 

associated with the overall stockade locations, within the sample Cumberland District. 

However, firstly a brief discussion of the environmental analysis will be addressed. 

6.1 STOCKADES IN THE NEW SOUTH WALES ENVIRONMENT 

The New South Wales landscape was a significant influencing factor of site placement, 

throughout space and time. An environmental analysis of sites was attempted within the 

thesis to identify site interactions within the wider Australian topographic and 

hydrologic landscape. However, due to lack of precise site locations and inadequate 

datasets, analysis of hydrology proved to be inconclusive, with only minor correlations 

between sites. Elevation also reflected this, however there was an overall trend evident 

in site placement over time. 

Overall, throughout the colony stockade sites were generally further from open water 

sources in the first two stages of the system ranging from 600m to 350m in all districts. 

In Stage III and Stage IV, sites were gradually developed closer to these water sources, 

possibly due to expansion of sites into the wider New South Wales landscape, away 

from main supply centres. However, further ground truthing of sites and additional data 

is required to provide a more concise analysis. 
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Elevation of sites within all regions tended to begin in the low plains of the 

Cumberland, Newcastle, with resource specific sites established in higher altitudes of . 
the former region and Bathurst. Preferential treatment of higher ground earlier periods, 

the placement of Newcastle not in line with this, it is likely that the relative distance 

from settlement provided better grounds, and isolation from the needs of the local 

residents. Typically, after this period all road and resource sites progressively moving 

into the higher regions, as sites remaining in the final period clustered before they were 

closed. Although, after the middle period the districts divide, as sites within the 

Cumberland and Hunter Valley return to the low lying regions, whilst those in the West 

and South remain on higher ground. This relocation of stockades away from the main 

settlements into the higher reaches of the landscape resulted in a more arduous 

movement of convicts into regions that were more work intensive and more difficult to 

travel through. However, in light of the techniques and datasets used to determine 

distances within the analysis, linear distances become less valid because individual 

effort is likely to double once you factor in topography. Consequently, further analysis 

into site distributions have focused on the flat plains of the Cumberland region. 

6.2 CENTRAL PLACES AND THE CONVICT STOCKADE SYSTEM 

In light of the theoretical concepts underpinning Central Place Models within the 

Hodder and Hassell (1971) procedures, three main approaches have been utilised for the 

results in Chapter 5 to reveal any governing principles in the ordering of Stockade sites 

across the New South Wales landscape. The first approach is to statistically analyse site 

clustering within the study area, through a Nearest Neighbour Analysis (NNA), to 

determine the viability for a Central Place Analysis, and overriding trends of stockade 

dispersal. The last two approaches investigate the general uniformity and 

interrelationships of sites within the Cumberland region, through Central Place 

Theoretical Modelling. Two approaches will be used for this latter process, in order to 

investigate stockade to stockade, and stockade to free settlement interactions. These will 

specifically address the aims of the thesis, by identifying those labour, site and 
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settlement patterns that would have influenced the development and expansion of the 

NSW convict system. 

The first model analyses sites within a limited and simplified hierarchical division into 

representative structural and labour groups, from which stockades form the central node 

of activity. The second avenue, addresses the distribution of these sites relative to settler 

towns within the Cumberland region. Both of these approaches take into consideration 

the changes inherent within each Stage of Development, in order to identify if thE' 

overall character and distribution of the NSW stockade system was in direct repose to 

the placement of free settlements, specifically within the Cumberland Region. The use 

of Hodder and Hassell's (1971) investigation into Romano-British settlements, forms 

only the framework of this analysis, rather than a comparative study of site patterning. 

6.2.1 Nearest Neighbour Analysis (NNA) 

This analysis focuses on the dispersal of all sites within the study area, in order to 

determine whether there were any distinct trends in stockade placement through time, 

by establishing a Null Hypothesis for the Central Place model. Evidently within the 

convict stockade system there was some form of cogitative intent and control in site 

placement, particularly with road construction sites. However, it is unclear as to how 

these decisions were physically manifested and if there was a universal ordering of this 

distribution of sites within the New South Wales landscape as a stockade system, rather 

then individual sites. In order to determine regularity of site placement through time and 

space, a preliminary analysis of a Nearest Neighbour model was applied to the survey 

data. Nearest Neighbour Analysis (NNA) as' a statistical approach incorporates site 

dispersal and clustering to produce a hypothesised probability that settlement patterning 

within a region which was either random or influenced by cogitated order (Ellis and 

Waters 1991; Garner 1967; Hodder and Has s ell 1971; Shiffer et al. 1978; Hodder and 

Orton 1976).35 

35 Refer to Appendix for a brief overview of how this analysis was applied to the data set. 
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The general changes experienced both within the Cumberland region and all districts are 

illustrated in Figure 6.4. The progressive transition experienced by convict stockades in 

each Stage, reveals a trend within both general and specific regional analyses. This 

trend of site consistency throughout each stage and the 1830 time splice, highlights 

movement from general randomness, to increased dispersal, to clustering and back to 

arbitrary localities. The section representing the Road Gang Report sites of 1830 and the 

remaining sites, reveals an opposite dispersal of sites, whereby the former appeared to 

have affected the overall trend of stage three towards greater clustering. 

General Trend of All Districts and the Cumberland Region from Figure 6.5 

Period 
All 

Cumberland General Political Policies 
Districts 

Initial Settlement based on survival, with 
SOD I Clustered Random later emphasis on development by 

Governor Macquarie 
Recall of government convicts to Clearing 

SOD 11 Random Dispersed Gangs 

Emphasis on public road works 
SOD III Clustered Clustered 

Road Gang Report Sites 
in1830 Clustered Random 

Pre-established road and industry sites 
non1830 Clustered Clustered 

SOD IV Clustered Random 
Recall and decline of convict sites, end of 
NSW transportation 

Figure 6.1: Broad Summary of Political Policies towards convict and their associated 
sites during each stage of development, within' all districts and the Cumberland Region. 
These illustrate the general historical and archaeological understandings of this time, as 
derived from Thorp (1987), and Figure 2.3. 

The dispersal of sites in an ordered or random manner throughout each stage and district 

verifies the relationship of cognitive intent of colonial policies towards the NSW 

convict system. Also, that these policies (Figure 6.2) reflect a more refined level of 

ordering of government policies which directly affected the system within the 

Cumberland region (Figure 6.1). 
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Figure 6.2: Changes in Stockade dispersal over time, and in light of Road Gang Report 
(RGR) sites, in all districts and the Cumberland Region from 1788 to 1857. 

Overall, whilst this analysis reiterates past understandings of a government controlled 

system upon a landscape, it also highlights that the placement of sites did in fact 

physically reflect tb,ese trends. Although, Nearest Neighbour "tests demonstrate only 

synchronic patterns, and do not address diachronic relationships between settlement" 

(Ellis and Waters 1991:130). Thus as NNA fails to incorporate variances in size or the 

hierarchical value of sites, the next approach applies Central Place theoretical models of 

settlement patterning. 

6.2.2 Central Place ModeJIing 

This section employs the tools for modelling and analysis of settlement dispersion in 

light of the locality of sites to each other. Focus is placed on stockade to stockade and 

stockade to settlement relationships, as key indicators of the expected pattern of 

interaction experienced within the convict system. The former will also consider the 
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types of labour associated with the sites as a possible influencing factor to site 
'. 

placement. In light of the larger number o~ sites within a smaller area, the Cumberland 

region is used as the demonstrative, but not representative, sample of the stockade 

system. There are numerous principles/assumptions of Central Place theory including, 

• a general flat state of the study area as it does not consider topographic 

inhibitors; 

•. that there is a general hierarchical division of sites which affect site placement 

due to marketing principles on service centres; 

• that there is always some level of interaction with neighbouring sites in light of 

travel times (the latter not considered within the s~ope of the thesis) which is 

uniformly represented in primary analyses; 

• interrelationship of settlements is not always physical, but can also be 

administrative; 

• that areas of activity and exchange form central service nodes for a given area, 

the latter varying in all situations, and. is considered the most profitable before 

moving into a new area. 

All of these factors have been taken into consideration, to varying degrees. 

6.2.2.1 Hierarchy 

Similar to Hodder and Hassall's investigation into Romano-British walled towns, this 

analysis takes into consideration the hierarchical parameters of Central Place 

Modelling,36 by establishing a comparative rank of stockade sites. Based on Kerr's steps 

of assignment discussed in Chapter 2,37 stockade sites were divided into five categories 

based on form of accommodation and site temporality, illustrated in Figure 6.3. 

Due to limited availability of information on sites, this hierarchical division is limited to 

general observations derived from various sources. Additional research would be 

required into carrying capacities, structures, etc., to produce a more detailed and 

accurate stockade hierarchy. 

36 Refer to Chapter 3.4 
37 Figure 2.1 
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Category Label Description Example Source 
Located within a main town Hyde Park Kert 

1 
Stockade/Barracks comprised of permeant and Barracks, (1984), 
within Main Town semi-permeant structures, Windsor Barracks Archival 

may have wall Research 
Located on outskirts rather 

Stockade/Barracks 
then within main Kerr 

2 on the outskirts of 
settlements, also comprised Woolloomooloo 

(1984), 

a Main Town 
of.permeant and semi- Archival 

permeant structures, may Research 
be walled or palisaded 
Non specific locations, 
mostly semi-permeant 

Kerr 
timber structures with Cox's River, 

(1984), 
3 Stockade/Station limited permeant structures Mulgoa Stock 

Archival 
for specific uses or Station 

Research 
personnel, may be 

palisaded 
Non specific locations, 

Kerr 
Road or Work 

mostly comprised of 
Bringelly, Dennis (1984), 

4 
Camp 

temporary wooden huts 
Dog Kennel Archival 

and/or structures, or 
Research 

movable wooden boxes. 
Specifically located away Kerr 

5 
Penal from main towns, comprised Newcastle, Port (1984), 

Establishment of permeant and semi- Macquarie Archival 
permeant structures Research 

Perry 
Main centre of activity for (1963); 

6 Main Town / City 
settlement providing Newcastle, Port Kerr 

specialist and administrative Macquarie (1984), 
services Reed 

(1988) 
Perry 

Specifically located away 
Leichhardt, 

(1963), 

7 Town 
from main towns, comprised Annandale, Kerr 

of permeant and semi- Waverley (1984), 
permeant structures Reed 

(1988) 
Figure 6.3: Categorical Ranking of sites within Central Place Analysis derived from 
various sources 

However, in light of Kerr's stages of assignment, these categories amply portray the 

various forms of stockade within the NSW convict system. The division of settler towns 

into two set categories further provided a simplistic hierarchy of sites, by isolating those 

sites that were more permanent and provided a specific service to the colonial body, as 

'Main Towns/Cities.' 
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Figure 6.4: Location of all Stockades sites from survey in hierarchical levels, within each district. The Cumberland Region is shown in 
greater detail. 
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6.2.2.2 Tributary Areas and Borders 

The extent of the area serviced by both the stockade sites and free settlements is 

important in identifying the boundary of contact to the neighbouring site. As a field 

survey of all sites was not possible, 'Dirichlet regions' or 'Thiessen polygons' were 

used to establish the tributary extent of all sites (Haggett 1967:658). The boundary is 

calculated through perpendicular bisections of the area between neighbouring sites 

(More 1967), illustrated in Figure 6.5. The area within these polygons, is typically 

considered in marketing principles as the area of least effort for a specialized service, in 

light of equivalent service nodes within a specific region. 

+ .................................. .... 
• • 
• • 

• • ~ ................................. + 
Input point coverage 

Thiessen polygon 
coverage 

~ .... '.:' .:' ': .•.. : :: : :. : . .' .... ::~ 

-. ". ' . 
...... : .•.. 
. .. .,. ... .:.:"" '. 

,.:":'.: 

~ TIN 

Bisected TIN 

Figure 6.5: Modelling of service or tributary areas of settlement through Dirichlet 
regions/Thiessen polygons principles. (ESRI 2006: ArcGIS Desktop Help) 

As central nodes of activity, this model represents a theoretical area of confinement 

where activities are closer to one site before movement into a neighbouring service area. 

Approach 1: The Stockade System, Site to Site Relationships 
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The first approach in analysing the relationship of stockade sites within the Cumberland 

region focused on the stockade system itself and their labour classifications. Stockade 

sites were divided into four hierarchical categories and Thiessen polygons established 

around each site. Assumed lines of connection to the neighbouring stockade wa~ 

included, with an additional boundary added to distinguish the extent of Barrack sites to 

each other over the entire Cumberland area. This was done to determine whether these 

sites formed an associative central role to those in outlying areas. The complex 

arrangement of sites was then placed within a hexagon lattice to provide a clearer and 

more concise model (Figure 6.6). Sites that adjoined each other were connected within 

the lattice, and the main labour preformed at the sites included. 

The model highlights a complex structure of sites that maintained a relatively consistent 

network, with more permanent sites located at the eastern, southern and western 

extremities, and one in the middle of the region. This reflects the importance of 

Parramatta (8) as focal point for sites within the Cumberland and other regions, for 

administration of the road network and for a number of labour activities. There is also 

evidence that there was a general grouping of labour types for particular areas, with 

public work sites maintaining a close relationship with Sydney (l2). Although 

concentrated in the north, timber sites serviced both Sydney (12) and Parramatta (8), 

particularly within the latter which had its own sawing establishment site. Farm site5 

also exhibited a similar pattern, with sites either adjoining or a site between the main 

barracks sites. In contrast the only stock (S) site within the region was mostly in 

isolation surrounded by road sites. These road sites were widely dispersed throughout 

the region, in light of the main road network from Mitchell's 1845 map of the colony. 

The location of sites in relation to these main thoroughfares, indicates that there are 

possible missing sites from Bringelly (36) to Emu Plains (la, Western District); and 

from Lansdowne Bridge (34) through to Cooks River (35). 

A minor note can also be made on the temporal relationship of sites in light of each 

stage of development. Figure 6.14, indicates the stage in which the sites within the 

model were established, with the second stage establishing no additional sites. 
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Figure 6.6: Stockade to Stockade relationship within the Cumberland Region, the small thin (red) line represents the main road network 
from Mitchell's 1845 map of the colony. Refer to the Appendix for the entire list of names and connecting number. 
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Period Dates Stockade Site Numbers 

SOD I 1788 - 1822 1 - 16 
, 

SOD 11 1822 - 1826 1 - 16 

SOD III 1827 - 1836 1 - 37 

SOD IV 1836 - 1857 1 - 41 

Figure 6.7: Stage of Development and the associated site numbers displayed in Central 
Place Models of the Cumberland Region, 1788 to 1857. SOD n, had no adpitional sites. 
Note: This only applied to the main settler towns in the next section and does not apply 
to lower level town sites. 

All sites under 15 were industry sites typically clustered close to a main stockade site or 

to each other, indicating a pre-intended clustering of early sites. The additional sites 

within stage three (16 to 37), filled in the gaps between the main settlements with 

additional expansion into the other districts of the colony. In the last stage, only three 

additional sites were established, next to the main settlements of Sydney (12) and 

Liverpool (14). Overall, this movement and changing nature of sites represents a 

physical response to the changes in colonial policies as outlined previously in Figure 

6.6. Although there are indications that this was not the only determining factor to the 

placement of stockades, with an apparent association of higher order site localities as 

central points of activity within the system. As the main staging point for convict 

dispersal to other sites, these central locations formed a focal point for stockade labour 

and administrative activities. This further helped to develop and expand the colony, both 

with the distribution of government labour and the establishment of towns. This 

interaction extended to form a system of sites which serviced the needs of the colony as 

a whole. However, the stockade system within the Cumberland region does not indicate 

any specific placement of sites relative to minor camps or the more permanent 

stockadelbarracks. Rather it reflects the types of labour performed in association with 

the sites. 
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Figure 6.8: Location of Stockades and Settlements and their assigned number within 
the Cumberland Region from 1788 to 1857. Note: those numbers above 41 as shown in 
Figure 6.11, are randomly placed for each town. Refer to the Appendix for the entire list 
of names and connecting number. 
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Approach 2: The Penal Colony, Settler Towns and Convict Stockade Relationships 

The second approach takes the analysis a step further, to consider the larger picture of 

stockade to settlement relationships. The processes used within Approach 1 to form a 

Central Place Model within the Cumberland Region were also applied within this 

section, with the addition of settler towns. In order to identify whether the placement of 

stockade sites was also governed by the locality of settler towns, a temporal and static 

analyses was required. The former focuses on the placement of stockade sites relative to 

the main settler towns throughout each stage of development,38 while the latter is 

concerned with the overall system. In order to keep in line with the previous approach, 

towns which resided with the stockade was assigned that same number. 

Stages of Development 

Figure 6.10 provides a synthesised model of the progressive changes of the stockade 

system relative to the central towns within the Cumberland. Stage I stockade sites were 

mostly confined within the area supported by Sydney (12) and Parramatta (8), with a 

minor site situated on the western road (Rooty Hill, 16). Typically, convict sites within 

this period were semi permanent stations likely to have been fenced, especially farm 

sites, and the more permanent sites within the aforementioned towns. There was at most 

one stockade site between each town, with most between Sydney (12), Parramatta (8) 

and slightly to the north east. There was however no sites south of the western road, 

especially near the main towns of Liverpool (14) and Campbelltown (15). This trend 

remained the same in Stage n, with the reduction of stockades resulting in a closer 

concentration of sites. The model revealed that although dispersed across the landscape, 

sites remained near the main settlements, with no other stockades restricting access. 

Moreover, the dominance of semi permanent stockades was further maintained within 

this stage. Typically, this stage reflects the redistribution of government convicts into 

clearing gangs in response to Brigg Reports, to move away from town centres. Although 

the spatial distribution of sites in light of the NNA and Cen~al Place modelling, indicate 

that this was not a complete process, with the predominantly pre-established industrial 

sites continuing operation within close proximity to main settlements. 

38 For more detail, refer to Chapter 2 and 5. 
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Stage III revealed a dramatic change in site patterning with an increase in site numbers, 

largely due to the availability of the weekly and monthly Road Gang Reports. Analysis 

of the network indicated a focus away from the previously dominant settlements 

towards the Hunter Valley, Western and Southern Districts. This movement was 

concentrated between Parramatta (8), Liverpool (14) and Windsor (1), and towards 

Wiseman's Ferry (17) in the north. Moreover,. there was a movement of sites to lower 

order settler towns, particularly in the north where there were greater distances between 

each site. Although the interrelated connections between nearest sites, place all sites 

either within or immediately adjoining a settler town. Thus overall, the model indicates 

an even dispersion of sites within and away from settler towns or cities. Finally, sites 

within Stage IV of the convict stockade system, revert to a more displaced network, 

with the addition of three more located between Sydney and Parramatta. In addition, 

those sites not within this confined area included Mulgoa Stock Station, George River 

Quarry (37) and the Campbelltown site, with the latter also located within a settler town. 

The random locality of sites and the greater connecting links between stockades and 

settler towns, point towards the general retention of specific sites which serviced either 

towns or industry39 within the fading convict system. 

Overall, stockade to settlement patterning throughout each stage of the convict system 

illustrate an interconnected relationship of sites, rather then an independent network of 

malefactor sites. Although, there is indication of a gradual isolation of sites within Stage 

III away from the main centres, Central Place models cannot entirely determine whether 

the location of the main towns either directly governed or merely influenced the 

changes within the network of stockade distribution. Moreover, the main centres of 

towns were not necessarily the closest free settlement to stockades, with local townships 

also significantly influencing the government convict experience. 

The Colony 

The final Central Place analysis of stockade and settlement sites, takes into 

consideration the system in its entirety. Figures 6.11 and 6.12 models this 

interrelationship of sites within the Cumberland Region from 1788 to 1857. Generally 

39 Figure 6.12 
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sites within the region were confined to the main settlements, with peripheral sites 

located north east from Parramatta and north from Windsor. Moreover, this clustering 

coincided with the larger tributary area of the main settlements, which was also 

traversed by lower order settler towns. As a result, all stockade sites neighboured at 

least one town, presenting no isolated cluster of convict sites. However, there was 

groupings of convict station sites within specific areas near Pennant Hills and in the 

region of Port J ackson, rather than around individual or main settlement. However, the 

model did indicate that within the Cumberland, spatiality was not an overriding factor to 

the permanency of stockade sites further they appeared from main centres. As such 

stations these did not appear to be the central service node for small camps, rather both 

being closely related to the inner main town sites. This relationship may have been 

purely administrative as stockades were typically supplied by a town store or by 

contract with a free settler (Karskens 1986). This may further account for the close 

proximity of stockades to any settler town, to reduce supply costs, whilst still providing 

adequate labour. Stockade sites which did not share the same locality as settler towns, 

clustered near Sydney, and between Parramatta and Liverpool, except for the peripheral 

Mulgoa Stock Station. However, all main towns were bordered by at least one or two 

stockade sites, except for Penrith, with two townships between its closest sites at Rooty 

Hill (6). In light of this, the model indicates that there could be additional sites within 

this western region of the Cumberland, which are not currently known. 
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Figure 6.12: Stockade to Settlement relationships over the entire study period from 1788 to 1857, within the Cumberland Region. Main 
cities or large towns are in the off grey, with Sydney (12), Parramatta (8), Windsor (1), Penrith (2), Liverpool (14) and Campbelltown (15). 
Those sites not within a town are white. Refer to Figure 6.14 for Legend. Refer to the Appendix for the entire list of names and connecting 
number. 
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Overall, these trends of stockade placement in light of colonial settlement distribution 

exhibit some ordering in principles of stockade to settlement relationships. Moreover, 

Central Place analysis revealed that convict stockades were closely related within the 

main colony, as is to be expected with the wide dispersion of Cumberland townships 

throughout the study period. In light of this analysis, as a supporting mechanism to the 

New South Wales convict system, stockades were not an isolated phenomenon with 

evidence revealing that they were part of a wider organization of service node and areas, 

generously spread across the landscape. 

6.2.2.3 Limitation in the analysis of the Convict System within Central Place Theory 

In light of the theoretical nature of Central Place Modelling, there a number of 

limitations in the analysis of intersite relationships within the study area. As previously 

mentioned the lack of available data on sites, restricts a more complete and refined 

hierarchical and settlement analysis. In order to formulate a better hierarchical division 

of sites information on carrying capacity of sites would have placed the analysis more in 

line with the base assumptions of the theory. Furthermore, greater analysis of the main 

road network established in line with the stockade system,40 would have also expanded 

the analysis from simple marketing principles into transportation analysis. The latter 

also being enhanced through information on the movement of goods and labour 

throughout the stockade system. Also, Central Place theories have not as yet been 

modified to account for the effect coastlines have on study samples, a feature present i~ 

the Sydney tributary area. Moreover, the analysis applied to the stockade system was 

based on Romano-British Central Place study (Hodder and Hassell 1971), which only 

provides a framework for the analysis of site distribution, not a point of analysis in light 

of the nature of temporary stockade sites to permanent British walled settlements. The 

use of Central places to moveable Chinese markets (Skinner 1964), is unreliable with an 

underlying assumption of circular travel around a central market to provide specialised 

services. Excluding the mobile com ict boxes, the structural makeup of the stockade 

sites did not appear to have been transported from one location to another. However, ill 

light of these limitations, the use of Cental Place for settlement patteming provides a 

40 Especially with the work done on the Great North Road, (Karskens 1985) 
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dynamic theoretical model which can be applied to any study consistent with the 

overriding principles, previously discussed in Central Place Modelling41 

6.3 CONCLUSIONS 

Overall this analysis lacks a strong environmental analysis, in light of data and location 

limitations. Movement of convicts and stockades sites throughout the landscape would 

provide an additional context for the influencing factors of stockade distributions. 

Although, despite the limitations of the analysis of stockade distributions through 

Central Place and Nearest Neighbour principles, the model indicates several 

associations in site placement. The latter analysis illustrated the physical clustering of 

sites over time, reflecting the variations in the dominant political policies. Both the 

stockade to stockade and stockade to settlement approaches represent a sequential 

change in the placement of site"s, and a certain centrality of main towns and barrack sites 

relative to other minor sites. Thus, indicating that stockades typically maintained a 

constant connection with the main towns and the intercity sites, whilst being in close 

proximity to lower order townships, hence being a significant link in the colonial 

landscape ofthe Cumberland region of.New South Wales. 

41 Section 6.1.1.2 
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FILLING IN THE GAPS 

OVERALL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, Transportation was an 

internationally important process which impacted numerous lives, colonies and nations. 

As a colony which was specifically selected to "establish a self-sustaining penal 

settlement, New South Wales formed the first destination for Britain's convicted and 

political prisoners within Australia. It was through the use of this cheap labour source 

that this intent and eventually a shift to a free settlement was to be realised. As a 

physical manifestation of the dispersal of this labour system throughout the colony, 

stockades formed central places of activity for government convicts and works. Current 

research into Australian convict archaeology has primarily focused on how this process 

was practiced at a site-based level. However, the analysis conducted within this thesis 

has taken this further to provide a broader context of site interrelationships which 

shaped the experiences of the New South Wales convict system, particularly within the 

Cumberland region from 1788 to 1857. This was done with the specific aim to address 

the research question presented in Chapter 1; 

Was the development and expansion of the Government Convict Labour 

System, a direct response to the location of free settlements within the 

twenty counties of the New South Wales landscape, from 1788 to 1857. 

Throughout the analysis of the data collected, several trends became apparent that 

indicated free settlements were an important feature in the distribution of stockades. 

However, in light of the quantitative focus of analysis, it must be acknowledged that 

placement was not exclusively dictated by the location of free settlements. Modelling of 

stockade to stockade and stockade to settlements relationship did reveal an ephemeral 

correlation in the overall patterning of sites during the study period. 
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As central nodes of activity, the majority of stockade sites within the Cumberland 

Region were distributed based on the type of labour performed at each site. Road sites 

were widely and evenly dispersed along the road network, particularly in other study 

districts, whereby sites were typically 7 kilometres apart. Timber and Government sites 

within the Cumberland formed around central areas of activity. This stockade to 

stockade relationship underlined the overall trend of these places to either adjoin, or a 

site distance away from the main town barracks. 

The centrality of these sites around these main townships was a feature which 

dominated all stages of the work gang system. Stage I, n42 and Stage IV43 saw an 

Cumberland stockades situated next to a main city or town, except for Lane Cove 

Sawing Establishment in Stage 1. However, during the height of road construction from 

1827 to 1836, there was a greater dispersal of sites away from the main centres. Each of 

these stages represented distinct phases in the political policies and uses of the NSW 

convict system, which sufficiently corresponds with these changes. The early desire for 

the survival of the colony maintained stockade sites close to the main areas of 

occupation and agriculture. Near the end of Stage I, Governor Macquarie's push for 

better public infrastructure, resulted in a greater movement of sites to the main western 

towns. Stage n clearing gangs reduced the number of stockades to those which lay 

between or within main centres. As mentioned Stage In had a greater emphasis on road 

construction, and movement of convicts away from the main townships into essential 

rural works. Finally, the end of transportation and the gradual closure of the system, 

reduced the number of sites in operation, until the final closure of Cockatoo Island in 

1857. 

As an entire system, stockades were always within proximity of a local township with a 

limited number of isolated sites within the Cumberland. This is due to the region being 

the first occupied and established as a British settlement. As such, sites and towns were 

established in and around each other to best utilise the landscape for their specific 

needs. Although there was not distinct placement of camp sites, convict stations tended 

to form their own cluster of sites next to the main centres of Sydney and Parramatta, in 

42 1788 to 1822, and 1822 to 1826 
43 1836 to 1857 
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the same form as the specific labour sites mentioned previously. This interaction and 

segregation of sites with the wider body of the settler community, reveals distinct 

changes that would have significantly influenced the prevailing and individual 

experiences of the convict system within New South Wales. 

7.1 FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

This investigation of the convict system and its relationship with wider colonial 

settlement has raised a number of issues and directions for future archaeological 

research into convict experiences of the government system. First and foremost, ground 

truthing and surveying of sites is extremely important and necessary to establish the 

current status of these sites, and to determine the archaeological potential of those not 

yet exposed to excavation. In light of the short duration of the majority of these sites, 

and their dispersal within a hazardous Australian environment, this must be urgently 

addressed before remaining stockade sites are destroyed or lost. Once the locations of 

sites are known, additional information into the convict experiences and interaction with 

the New South Wales system can be explored. Foremost, an analysis of site interaction 

with the Australian landscape, in relation to' the specific site locations to open water 

sources, vegetation and elevation. This could augment the environmental investigation 

conducted within this thesis which was hindered by incomplete and incompatible 

datasets. Examination of these environmental influences to site placement, should not 

only assist it locating sites, but also provide an additional dimension to factors 

influencing the development of stockade sites. 

However, in order to gain a more complete understanding of the stockade system ir< 

light of site layouts, building materials, and daily life at these sites, excavation is 

essential. Materials uncovered from these sites while still in its original context, is 

necessary to ensure a complete reconstruction of these processes. Information which can 

be derived from this includes insight into class structure and access to goods and 

speciality items, which are typically represented in a biased form within current 

documentary evidence. Moreover, a comparative analysis with materials uncovered at 

previous excavations, such as the Cox's River site (Rosen and Pearson 1997), would 
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highlight similarities and differences in experiences of this wide-reaching system of 

convict orientated sites. 

7.2 CONCLUSION 

In light of the future possibilities of research into New South Wales government 

convictism, this thesis provides only limited analysis in a wider system of convict 

relations and experiences. However, this investigation has revealed a significant aspect 

to a large body of sites either previously unidentified or only moderately explored. 

Overail, the placement of convict stockade sites within the Cumberland region although 

not distinctly controlled by the location of free settlements indicate, the development 

and expansion of the system did interrelate with the wider free settler group, despite 

being a malefactor population. However, this process was more so a reflection of the 

dominant ideals of each period which either supported or discouraged convict 

interaction with the main centres of free settler occupation and thus the open economic 

development of New South Wales, ideals which replicated eighteenth and nineteenth 

century British colonial attitudes towards malefactor populations, both with Australia 

and throughout the world. 
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Chapter 9 Appendix 

APPENDICES 

ApPENDIX 9.1: 
Gazetteer Database of Convict Stockade Sites 

within New South Wales 

Abbreviations 

cs: Clem Sargent, [2004] 
Kerr: J ames Kerr, [1984, 2000] 
wr: Wendy Thorp, [1987, 1988]. 
Bigge: Bigge Reports, [1822, 1823] 
HRA: Historical Records of Australia 
Backhouse: James Backhouse, [1967 reprint] 
GK: Grace Karskens, [1984, 1985, 1986, 1999] 
RGR: Road Gang Reports, [AONSW, 1827-1830] 
AONSW: State Archives Office of New South Wales 
SR: Sue Rosen, [ROSEN, S. & PEARS ON, M. (1997)] 
Muloga Report: Muloga Station Stock Reports [AONSW] 
PM: Pearson and Marshall, [PEARS ON, M. & MARSHALL, D. (1995)] 
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# NAME START END DISTRICT COUNTY ACCOM_TYPE ALTERNATIVE LABOUR ROAD SOURCE DATE DATE NAMElS TYPE 
1 Barber's Creek 02/01/1830 10/12/1830 

South West 
Argyle Camp Bridge GSR RGR District 

South 
2 Bargo River 02/01/1830 13/08/1830 Coast Camden Camp Road Bargo RGR 

District 
AONSW, 

Bathurst Female Western 
Commissariat, 

3 
Station n/a n/a District 

Bathurst Town Stockade/ Government Stores issued 
Barracks for military and 

convict works 
1832-5, Box 
4/417 
WT; 
Bigge;AONSW, 

4 Bathurst Gov 
1815 1828 

Western 
Bathurst 

Town Stockade/ 
Stock Commissariat, 

Stock Station District Barracks Stores issued 
for military and 
convict works 
1832-5, Box 
4/4553 

5 Baulkham Hills 01/04/1827 10/12/1830 Cumberland Cumberland Camp Road Windsor RGR 

WT; CS; PM; 
AONSW, 

6 Berrima 1835 1837 
South West 

Camden Camp Road GSR 
Commissariat, 

District Stores issued 
for military and 
convict works 
1832-5, Box 
4/417, 

7 Bringelly 07/01/1830 10/12/1830 Cumberland Cumberland Camp Road Bringelly RGR 

8 
Black Bob's 

07/01/1830 1836 
South West 

Camden Camp Road GSR WT;CS, Creek District 

9 Blackheath 13/08/1830 1849 
Western 

Cook Stockade Road GWR 
WT; CS; SR; 

District Col. Architect, 
Box 2/635.2 
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# NAME START END DISTRICT COUNTY ACCOM_ TYPE· ALTERNATIVE LABOUR ROAD SOURCE DATE DATE NAME/S TYPE 
WT; RGR; 
AONSW, 

10 Bong Bong 1827 01/09/1830 
South West 

Camden Camp Berrima Road GWR 
Commissariat, 

District Stores issued 
for military and 
convict works 
1832-5, Box 
4/417 

11 Bowen's Hollow 1836 1838 
Western 

Cook Camp Bowenfels Road GWR WT;SR 
District 

12 Box Hill 02/01/1830 12/10/1830 Cumberland Cumberland Camp Road Windsor RGR 
13 Bradley's Head 1840 ·1841 Cumberland Cumberland Stockade Military CS 
14 Breakfast Creek 02/1/1830 12/10/1830 Cumberlqnd Cumberland Camp Road Richmond RGR 

1--' 
Brownlow Gov South West 

15 Cattle Station 1815 1815 District 
Camden Stockade Stock WT;PM 

WT; CS; SR; 
SLavelle; 
AONSW, Rds 

16 Bull's Camp 1833 1848 
Western Cook Stockade 20 Mile Hollow, Road GWR Dept 
District 18 Mile Camp 

Parramatta, 
Simpson to 
S.G, 
23/01/1836, 
Letter No. 36/9. 
Box 211948. 

17 Campbelltown 01/02/1830 1840 Cumberland Cumberland Stockade Appin Road Road GSR WT;CS; PM 

18 
Castle Hill Gov 

1801 1811 Cumberland Cumberland Stockade Farm Road GNR 
WT; GK; HRA, 

Farm Bligh to 
Windham, 
v6:27; HRA, 
King to Hobart, 
v4:36 

19 
Cawdor Gov 

18150101 18260101 South West 
Camden Stockade Stock WT 

Stock Station District 
20 Cockatoo Island 1830 1857 Cumberland Cumberland Stockade Military WT;PM 
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# NAME START END DISTRICT COUNTY ACCOM_TYPE AL TERNATIVE LABOUR ROAD SOURCE DATE DATE NAMElS TYPE 
21 

Cockfighters 
09/07/1830 01/08/1835 

Hunter 
Northumberland Camp Road GNR RGR 

Creek Valley 
WT;PM; 

22 Cooks River 1832 1835 Cumberland Cumberland Camp Bridge Backhouse, 
9/6/1835: 288, 
SR; CS; PM; 
Backhouse, 
11/9/1835: 

Western 
No. 2 Stockade, 

Bridge 
307 -8; Govett; 

23 Cox's River 1830 1839 Cook Stockade MtWalker, GWR AONSW, 
District Junction 

Road 
Commissariat, 

Stockade Stores issued 
for military and 
convict works 
1832-5, Box 
4/417, Box 
4/4553 

South 
24 Dapto 1835 1835 Coast Camden Camp CS 

District 

25 
Dennis Dog 

07/01/1830 20/10/1830 
Hunter 

Northumberland Camp Road GNR RGR 
Kennel Valley 

26 Devine's Hill 1827 1834 
Hunter 

Northumberland Stockade 
Hangman's Cave 

Road GNR SR;GK 
Valley (on ascent to 

site) 

27 Diamond Swamp 1833 1839 
Western 

Cook Camp Road GWR WT;SR 
Distr 

28 Dog Trap Road 02/01/1830 10/12/1830 Cumberland Cumberland Camp Road 
Dog Trap 

RGR Rd 

29 Duck River 1838 1839 Cumberland Cumberland Camp Road GWR WT 

30 Dural 09/01/1830 08/05/1830 Cumberland Cumberland Camp Road 
KissingPoint 

RGR Rd 
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# NAME START END DISTRICT COUNTY ACCOM_TYPE 
AL TERNATIVE LABOUR 

ROAD SOURCE 
DATE DATE NAMElS TYPE 

WT; Bigge; 
Backhouse, 

Western 
8/9/1835: 305; 

31 Emu Plains 1814 1831 
District 

Cook Stockade Farm Road GWR AONSW, 
Commissariat, 
Stores issued 
for military and 
convict works 
1832-5, Box 
4/4553 

32 
Epping Sawing 

1819 1831 Cumberland Cumberland Stockade 
Barren Hills 

Timber WT;GK 
Est Sawing Est. 

South 
33 Flagstaff Hill 1835 1835 Coast Cam den Camp CS 

District 
WT; SR; HRA; 
HRA, King to 
Hobart, v4:107; 

George's River 
HRA, King to 

34 1834 1838 Cumberland Cumberland Stockade Quarry Portland, 
Quarry v3:14; 

AONSW, 
Commissariat, 
Stores issued 
for military and 
convict works 
1832-5, Box 
4/417 
WT;PM; 
AONSW, 

35 George's River 1832 1837 Cumberland Cumberland Camp Road 
Commissariat, 
Stores issued 

Road Gang for military and 
convict works 
1832-5, Box 
4/417; 
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# NAME START END DISTRICT COUNTY ACCOM_TYPE AL TERNATIVE LABOUR ROAD SOURCE DATE DATE NAMElS TYPE 
WT; RGR; 
AONSW, 

36 Gibraltar 07/01/1830 10/12/1830 
South West 

Camden Camp Road GSR 
Commissariat, 

District Stores issued 
for military and 
convict works 
1832-5, Box 
4/417 

37 Glenroy 1815 1837 
Western Cook Stockade Stock GWR WT;SR 
District 

WT; SR; PM; 
Backhouse, 
12/11/1836: 

38 Goat Island 1833 1839 Cumberland Cumberland Stockade Military 454; AONSW, 
Commissariat, 
Stores issued 
for military and 
convict works 
1832-5, Box 
4/417 

39 Goulburn Plains 02/01/1830 02/01/1830 
South West Argyle Camp Bridge GSR RGR 
District 

RGR;WT; 
AONSW, 

40 Green Hills 1832 1837 
Hunter Northumberland Camp Road 

Com m issariat, 
Valley Stores issued 

for military and 
convict works 
1832-5, Box 
4/417 

41 Green Swamp 01/01/1835 01/08/1835 
Western Bathurst Camp Bridge Wellinington 

AONSW, 
District Muloga Report 

42 Grose Farm 1819 1826 Cumberland Cumberland Stockade , Farm WT; Bigge:24; 
Curtis 1981, 
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# NAME 
START END 

DISTRICT COUNTY ACCOM_TYPE ALTERNATIVE LABOUR ROAD SOURCE 
DATE DATE NAMElS TYPE 

Hunter 
WT; CS; PM; 

43 Harper's Hill 1840 1840 
Valley 

Northumberland Camp Greta Road Backhouse, 
21/6/1836: 
391, 

44 Hassan's Wall 1832 1839 
Western 

Cook Stockade No. 3 Stockade Road GWR WT; CS; SR 
District 

45 Honeysuckle Hill 1832 1839 
Western 

Cook Camp Road GWR WT;SR 
District 

46 Hungery Flat 01/09/1830 10/12/1830 
Hunter 

Northumberland Camp Road GNR RGR 
Valley 

Kerr; Bigge:21; 
AONSW, 

47 Hyde Park 
05/01/1818 1849 Cumberland Cumberland Town Stockade/ Government 

Commissariat, 
Barracks 

Barracks 
Stores issued 
for military and 
convict works 
1832-5, Box 
4/417 

48 Iron Cove 10/02/1830 10/12/1830 Cumberland Cumberland Stockade Lime Road WT; SR; Bigge 

Hunter ~ 

49 Jump Up Creek 09/07/1830 17/09/1830 
Valley 

Northumberland Camp Road GNR RGR 

50 
Kissing Point 

02/01/1830 05/01/1830 Cumberland Cumberland Camp Road 
KissingPoint 

RGR 
Road Rd 

51 Laguna 1830 1831 
Hunter 

Northumberland Stockade Finch's Station Road GNR GK 
Valley 

52 
Lane Cove 

1809 1818 Cumberlar.d Cumberland Stockade Timber WT 
Sawing Est 
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# NAME START END DISTRICT COUNTY ACCOM_TYPE AL TERNATIVE LABOUR ROAD SOURCE DATE DATE NAMElS TYPE 

Muloga Report; 
AONSW, Rds 
Dept 
Parramatta, 
Simpson to 

Lansdowne 
S.G, 

53 
Bridge 

1834 1836 Cumberland Cumberland Camp Bridge GSR 1/06/1835, 
Letter No. 
35/90. Box 
211948.; 
AONSW, 
Commissariat, 
Stores issued 
for military and 
convict works 
1832-5, Box . 
4/417 

Muloga Report; 
AONSW, 

54 Little Forest 1834 1836 
South West 

Argyle Stockade Timber 
Commissariat, 

District Stores issued 
for military and 
convict works 
1832-5, Box 
4/417 

55 
Liverpool 

1822 1822 Cumberland Cumberland Town Stockadel Gov, Road Kerr 
Barracks Barracks 
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# NAME START END 
DISTRICT COUNTY ACCOM_TYPE 

ALTERNATIVE LABOUR ROAD SOURCE 
DATE DATE NAMElS TYPE 

WT; SR; Bigge; 
AONSW, Rds 
Dept 

56 Longbottom 1819 1842 Cumberland Cumberland Stockade 
Hen and Chicken Quarry Parramatta, 
Bay Road Simpson to 

S.G, 
11/05/1835, 
Letter No. 
35/76. Box 
2/1948. 

57 Maria River 1820 1820 
Port Port Macquaire Camp WT;PM 
Macquari 

58 Maroota Forest 1829 1832 Cumberland Cumberland Camp Road GNR GK 

59 Meadow Flat 1855 1855 
Western Roxbough Camp Road GWR 
District 

60 Menangle 01/03/1830 01/03/1830 
South West Cam den Camp Road Menang RGR 
District 

61 Midway Creek 1830 1830 
South West 

Cam den Camp Bridge GSR RGR 
District 

62 Molong 1820 1820 
Western Wellington Camp Stock WT 
District 

63 Mount Baxter 1830 1830 
Hunter 

Northumberland Camp Giber Gunha Road GNR GK 
Valley 

64 Mount Crarence n/a n/a 
Western Cook Camp Road GWR WT;SR 
District 

65 Mount Manning 1830 1832 Hunter Northumberland Camp Road GNR GK 
Valley 

66 Mount McQuiod 1830 1830 
Hunter Northumberland Camp Road GNR RGR 
Valley 

67 Mount Simpson 07/01/1830 07/01/1830 
Hunter Northumberland Camp Road GNR RGR 
Valley 
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.lL NAME 
START END 

DISTRICT COUNTY ACCOM_TYPE ALTERNATIVE LABOUR ROAD SOURCE 1t DATE DATE NAMElS TYPE 

WT; CS; SR; 
WRG; GK; 
Backhouse, 

Western 
10/9/1835: 

68 Mount Victoria 07/01/1830 1836 
District 

Cook Stockade Mt Vittoria Road GWR 307; Govett; 
AONSW, 
Commissariat, 
Stores issued 
for m,ilitary and 
convict works 
1832-5, Box 
4/4553 

, 

69 Mount York 1815 17/09/1830 
Western 

Cook Camp Road GWR WT;PM 
District 

Muloga Report; 
AONSW, Rds 
Dept 

70 Mulgoa Stock 1834 1837 Cumberland Cumberland Stockade Stock 
Parramatta, 
Simpson to 

Station S.G, 
8/04/1835, 
Letter No. 
35/40. Box 

\ 
2/1948 
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# NAME 
START END DISTRICT COUNTY ACCOM_TYPE 

AL TERNATIVE LABOUR 
ROAD SOURCE DATE DATE NAME/S TYPE 

WT; SR; PM; 
HRA; 
Higginbottom; 
Bigge; 
AONSW, Col. 

Hunter Timber Architect, Box 
71 Newcastle 01/08/1801 1846 Valley 

Northumberland Penal Breakwater, Coal 
Quarry 

2/6131\. Part1, 
River (orginal) Bundle1.; King Wharf 

to Hobart, 
HRA, v5:1; 
AONSW, 
Commissariat, 
Stores issued 
for military and 
convict works 
1832-5, Box 
4/417, Box 
4/4553 

72 O'Connell Plains 1830 30/06/1830 
Western Bathurst Camp Road GWR RGR 
District 

73 
Orphan School 

02/01/1830 06/03/1830 Cumberland Cumberland Camp Bridge Orphan RGR 
Bridge 

WT;SR; PM; 
Bigge: 21-23; 
HRA, King to 
Hobart, v3:120; 

74 Parramatta 1834 1842 Cumberland Cumberland Stockade Farm Road GNR 
HRA, Phillip to 
Dundas, 
v1 :308-9; 
AONSW, 
Commissariat, 
Stores issued 
for military and 
convict works 
1832-5, Box 
4/417 
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# NAME 
START END 

DISTRICT COUNTY ACCOM_TYPE 
ALTERNATIVE LABOUR . ROAD SOURCE DATE DATE NAMElS TYPE 

Backhouse, 

1857 
3/9/1835: 300; 

(official 
AONSW, 

75 Parramatta 1821 Cumberland Cumberland Town Stockadel Government Commissariat, 
Female Factory 

closure 
Barracks Stores issued 

date - n/a) 
for military and 
convict works 
1832-5, Box 
4/417 

76 Parsons Hill 1829 01/03/1830 
Hunter 

Northumberland Camp Road GNR RGR 
Valle~ 

77 Patrick's Plains 1827 19/12/1830 
Hunter 

Northumberland Camp Road GWR RGR 
Valley 

GK; Muloga 
Report; 
AONSW, Rds 
Dept 
Parramatta, 
Simpson to 

78 
Pennant Hill 

1828 1835 Cumberland Cumberland Stockade Road GNR 
S.G, 

Junction 11/04/1835, 
Letter No. 
35/45. Box 
211948; 
AONSW, 
Commissariat, 
Stores issued 
for military and 
convict works 
1832-5, Box 
4/417 

79 Pennant Hill 1816 1831 Cumberland Cumberland Stockade Parish of South Timber WT; GK; Bigge 
Sawing Est - Coiah 

80 
Pennant Hill 1832 1840 Cumberland I Cumberland Stockade Quarry WT; CS; Bigge 
Stone Quarry 
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# NAME 
START END 

DISTRICT COUNTY ACCOM_TYPE 
AL TERNATIVE LABOUR 

ROAD SOURCE DATE DATE NAMElS TYPE 

81 
Pipers Creek 

1820 1820 Port Port Macquarie Camp WT;PM 
Kilns Macquarie 

82 Pitt Town 02/01/1830 01/05/1830 Cumberland Cumberland Camp Road Windsor RGR 

Timber Kerr; 
83 Port Macquarie 1821 1840 Macquarie Port Macquarie Penal Quarry Higginbottom; 

Backhouse, 
1/8/1836: 406, 

84 Prospect Creek 02/01/1830 12/10/1830 Cumberland Cumberland Camp 
Bridge 

Liverpool RGR Road 

85 Pulpit Hil 02/01/1830 10/12/1830 
Western 

Cook Camp Road GWR WT; RGR 
District 

SR;CS; 
AONSW, Rds 
Dept 

86 
Razorback 

1830 1844 
South West 

Cam den Camp Road GSR 
Parramatta, 

Range District Simpson to 
S.G, 
18/04/1835, 
Letter No. 
35/54. Box 
2/1948 

87 Rooty Hill 1821 1828 Cumberland Cumberland Camp Road GWR WT 

88 Sampson's Pass 02/07/1830 02/07/1830 
Hunter 

Northumberland Camp Road GNR RGR 
Valley 

89 Seven Hills 20/01/1830 23/07/1830 Cumberland Cumberland Camp Road Windsor RGR 
--

90 South Head 02/01/1830 1836 Cumberland Cumberland Camp Road South RGR; Muloga 
Report 
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# NAME START END DISTRICT COUNTY ACCOM_TYPE 
AL TERNATIVE LABOUR 

ROAD SOURCE 
DATE DATE NAMElS TYPE 

Muloga Report; 
AONSW, Rds 
Dept 

Western 
Parramatta, 

91 Springwood 01/04/1836 01/12/1836 
District 

Cook Camp 17 Mile Hollow, Road Simpson to 
17 Mile Pinch Office 

commanding 
the troops, 
20/10/1835, 
Letter No. 
33/145. Box 
2/1948 

92 Stoney Creek 1829 02/07/1830 
Hunter 

Northumberland Camp Road GNR RGR 
Valley 

93 
Stoneyquarry 

02/01/1830 02/07/1830 
South West 

Camden Camp Road GSR" WT; RGR 
Creek District 

Hunter 
Twelve Mile 

94 Ten Mile Hollow 01/04/1828 01/04/1828 
Valley 

Northumberland Stockade Valley, Road GNR GK;RGR 
Snodgrass 
Valley 

95 The Oaks n/a n/a 
South West 

Cam den Stockade SR; CS;WT 
District 

96 Thronleigh 1819 1832 Cumberland Cumberland Stockade Timber WT 

WT; HRA, King 
to Hobart, 

97 Toongabbie 1791 1803 Cumberland Cumberland Stockade Farm Road 
v4:307; HRA, 
King to Hobart, 
v3:120; HRA, 
Phillip to 
Dundas, 
v1:308-9 

98 Towrang 1833 1846 South West Argyle Stockade Road GSR WT; CS; SR 
District 

- -
99 Wall is Plains 1827 1845 

Hunter 
Northumberland Camp Road GNR RGR;WT 

Valley 
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# NAIVIE 
START END DISTRICT COUNTY ACCOM_TYPE ALTERNATIVE LABOUR 

ROAD SOURCE DATE DATE NAMElS TYPE 

100 Warkworth 1834 1836 
Hunter 

Northumberland Stockade Road GK Valley 
WT; 

101 Wellington Valley 1823 1830 
Western Wellington Stockade Farm Backhouse, 
District 20/9/1835: 

315, 

102 Wenthworth Falls n/a n/a 
Western 

Cook Stockade 
Weatherboard 

Road GWR WT;CS 
District (orginal) 

103 Windsor Barracks 1819 1827 Cumberland Cumberland Town Stockade/ Road Kerr; Bigge:24, 
Barracks 

WT; CS; SR; 
Backhouse, 

South West 13/10/1836: 
104 Wingello 1834 1843 

District 
Cam den Stockade Marulan Road GSR 443; AONSW, 

Commissariat, 
Stores issued 
for military and 
convict works 
1832-5, Box 
4/417 

105 Wiseman's Ferry 03/01/1827 07/01/1832 Cumberland Cumberland Stockade Road GNR 
WT; CS; SR; 
GK 

106 Wollombi 1829 1836 
Hunter 

Northumberland Stockade Road GNR GK; RGR 
Valley 

South 
WT;SR; 

107 Wollongong 1830 1830 Coast Camden Stockade 
Timber Backhouse, 
Road 21/9/1836: 

District 
422, 

108 Wombat Brush 13/01/1830 02/07/1830 
South West Camden Camp Road GSR RGR 
District 

109 Woodford Bay 1821 1830 Cumberland Cumberland Stockade 
Timber 
Road 

- Town Stockade/ . " 

110 Woolloomooloo 1836 1837 Cumberland Cumberland 
Barracks 

Government WT;PM 
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:It NAME START END DISTRICT COUNTY ACCOM_TYPE ALTERNATIVE LABOUR ROAD SOURCE DATE DATE NAMElS TYPE 

These remaining Sites were not included in the Survey, as there is either a lack of adequate information, particularly at the time of the surveyor the location of 
the sites are/were not known. 

111 12 Mile Stone 1830 1830 Cumberland Cumberland Camp Road Parramatta RGR 

112 13 Mile Stone 1830 1830 Cumberland Cumberland Camp Road Parramatta RGR 

113 Bargo Brush 1830 1830 
South West 

Argyle Camp Road Argyle RGR 
District 

114 Barren Hill 1830 1830 Cumberland Cumberland Camp Road Parramatta RGR 

115 Botany Bay Road 1830 1830 Cumberland Cumberland Camp Road Botany RGR 

116 Bowlers Bridge 1832 1836 Cumberland Cumberland Camp Bridge Liverpool WT; SR; RGR 

117 Brook Hill Cumberland Cumberland Camp Bridge Liverpool Mulgoa 

118 Canterbury Farm 1819 1/05/1821 WT; PM; Bigge 

119 Cater's Barracks n/a n/a Cumberland Cumberland 
Town Stockade/ Road Bigge; HRA 
Barracks 

120 
Cowpasture 1830 1830 Cumberland Cumberland Camp Road Cowpasture RGR 
bridge 

121 Darling Range 1830 1830 Road RGR 

122 
Dr Douglas Hill 

1830 1830 Camp Road RGR 
(?) 

123 Five Mile Station 1830 1830 Cumberland Cumberland Camp Road Sydney RGR 

124 
Hunter River n/a n/a WT 
Stockade 
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South 
125 IIIawarra 1826 1844 Coast WT;SR 

District 

126 Midway Creek 
South West 

Argyle Camp Road Argyle Mulgoa 
District 

127 Molles Main 2/1/1830 20110/1830 Cumberland Cumberland Camp Road Cowpasture RGR 

128 Myrtle Creek 1835 nla WT;PM 

129 Murray's Farm, 
near 

1830 1830 Cumberland Cumberland Camp Road Bringelly RGR 

130 Patty River 
South West 

Argyle Camp 
Road 

Argyle Mulgoa 
District Bridge 

Peudais (?) 
Hunter 

131 1830 1830 Valley Northumberland Camp Road Newcastle RGR Farm, near 
Region 

132 Portland Head 20/10/1830 1830 Road Newcastle RGR 

133 Red Point nla nla Pt Kembela WT;CS 

134 Walkers Creek 
Western 

Camp Road Bathurst Mulgoa 
District 

135 Western 
2/01/1830 1830 Western 

Camp Road Bathurst RGR 
Mountain District 

136 Windsor Bridge Cumberland Cumberland Camp Road Windsor Mulgoa 

Hunter 
137 Woodland Creek 2/01/1830 1830 Valley Northumberland Camp Road Newcastle RGR 

Region 

138 Victoria barracks nla nla WT 
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APPENDIX 9.2 

Instructions for the Superintendents of Iron Gang Stockades (Parliamentary 
1968:Appendix, page 81-83). 

Appendix 

INSTRUCTIONS for the l":;UPER1NT£NDENT5 of IRONED GANG STOCKADES. 
, 

1. THE sup(~l'intend~nt has the ~egal custody of the convi?ts c~IIlmit.ted to his charge 
and ,vith ]"f!IYard to theIr faou, clothmg and hours of labonr, will stnctly observe the regllla
tions prom~lgated in th?5f! respects by the Governor with the advicc of !.h~1 Executive 
Council. 

:!.. 'l'he !5uperintendent is further responsible to the Governor for the safe keeping of thp. 
con victs. U pOll any escape being reported, the conrlud of the superintendent will undergo 
the strictest scrutiny, and if there should be the smallest indictttion of negligence, inattention 
or other misconduct on the part of the supel'i~temleIlt, hy which such escape wn.s fa.voured, 
he will be immediately dism,issed from his employment. 

~{. Escapes being most commonly effected by convicts first. getting off their irons, the 
superintendent is personally to inspect and carefully to examine the irons OIl each rri£;oner 
lH~forr. !plitting the stockade in the lllorning t and on their return in the afternoon. He is 
either in person, or by his a::;sist.ant in his presence, to search the perSOllll of tIre prisonf!1'Rr 

rLlld 1.0 lake from them any instrument which might be used in getting off IIH~ irons. He is 
,also carefully to examine the strengt.h alld form of all irons either in use or sent to him to be 
used, and he will reject uU he fihall find insufficient, reporting all insufficient irons, and the 
cause of their immfficiency, in his weekly reLurn. 

~. A constable is placed with each gang, whom the superint.endent will ern ploy as his 
asslsL~llt in the dut.ies with which he is charged. One constable will also be allowed as the 
supermtendenfs immediate assistant jn the jnLernal duties of the stockade, who will likewise 
act. as clerk to the superintendent . 
. ? I,f a convict. ha.K made an attampt to escape, or tlJ(~ superintendent perceives any dispo

~lllOn m any convict to attempt an escape, he will provide for his safe keeping by additional 
.11'on5 ~t uight, <:r when at.-worl~, in such a way as may seem necp.ssary. . 

6. IilE' superIntr.ndent lS to l11spect the huts and stockade once each day at If'.ast, and If 
he :fill~IH any damage done to either, which renders the confinemcnt legs secure, he will 
for.t~wlth repair it} or if this cannot be immediately done he will request (by requisition in 
wntlllg t? the officer of the guard) that an adJitional sentry may be placed at. the insecure 
pl!\.ce untIl th(~ repair is completed. 

7. The superinl.t!ll!len1. will frecfuently muster the convicts on Sundays and during wet 
\~eaiher \~hen they cannot work. He will also occafiionally and at uncerlain t.imes muster 
t lem }.t llIght, :atld will make R llote of the same in his jOUl'llul. 
08: [he Con~lcts will rise every morning during the summer months at five o'c1oek, ami 
Tunng ,the "vmier months at day~bl'eak, whell ~l,ley wilt ?e regularly, mllstp.red by na1'1.1e. 

hey' \Vlll brP.akfasL beforc proceecl1l1O' to work. lhe supermtelldent. \\,lU take care that tllf:. 
~?nvlcts kcep themselves as clean at~:::lcircumstances will pf'.rmit, and that thclr hair is at all 
tJmcs .clo~ely cut, as the shortness of their hail' will not only contribute to c1en.nliness, but to 

le dh;eovery and apprellCllsioll of rnn.aways. 
D. Upon the convicts quitting the stockade to procp.ed to labour, the superintendent will 

COunt them over to ihe respective conslahles of etangs - 01'1 in the unavoidable absence of OIW 

Or ~lore.of them, to the non-commissi~ned officer ~f the military escort, who will give 
,re.~r)pts .1or the number delivered ove!' respectivehT• On their return, the superintendent 
b~t i~grun count a~1d mustcr them by na.I?e" and if. all forthcoming, l~e will cancel the receipt; 
~ al1J-: one or more be absent, he W1U lmmedIately report the Clrcumstance to the officer 
i~~nr:I1.n(bng the guard, to the assistant Burveyor on his 11ext visit, and to the principal supei'
a /1i :llt of conVicts, by the earliest opportunity. He will also enter on his journal fiuch 
ev u d~ccord of the escapt3 as shall enable him to give evidence of'the fact. at. any time, how-
~ k~iuni, at which the convict may be re-taken • 

. {l6. Iv. The 
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10. The superintendent will take care that the eOllst.fl,bles of the respecLivp. gangs rClIlain 
with their ,men. at lnbo~u, and ~y vigilance Qwl activity aid t~le militu.l:Y in preventi.ng escapes. 
The supermtcndflnt will also mstruct t.he constables to l'epo1't. to hlm any negligence they 
may perceive on the purt. of thp. military, which report the superintendent will immediately 
convey to thc officer commanding; the guard. He will also enter it on his journal, and stale 
it in his next wf!ekly report, 

11. The superintendent will occasionally visit the gangs while ttt work, that he Tnay be 
enabled to judge of the zeal and attention of the constables, awl general behaviour of the 
convit:l~, which -visits are to be ('llLereo on his journal; but neither the superilltenrlp,nt nor con
Rtables are to interfere in any manner \vith the direction of the work, which is confided t.o 
the assistant surveyoTs and their uversef!,rs alone. 

'12. The superintendent. will never allow the convicts to be out;;ide the st.oc.kade, except 
when at labour unuc1' thf! charge of the con~tahles and guard. They are to be locked into 
their huts at night, and upon 110 occ..'l.sion whatever arc t.he" to leave the stuekade without 
a 1'1'01)81' escort. A.. tub of water and a drinking vessel, together with OIl(~ or more tubs fot' 
urine, is, howcver, to be placed in each 1nl!. previous to the evening muster. 

13. When any convict is iu the hospital hut, the SUpel'illtendent win apply Lo ~he ofhce.
commanding the guard to place a sentry at the door, should it appear necessary for the sacu
rity of the pl'isoner, and the supcrintendent win take care Hmi. t.he medical practitioner 
appoill!.ed to the ganp; (beino' a prisoner of the Crown) i~ in constant attenuance in the hos
pit.al hut, and if he find hil~ negligent 01' disol'c1erly, will not fail to set forth every instance 
of such Ini~eollduct in. his weekly report, and bringing hjm before the magistrate if neces
sary. 
> Id. Whenever cOIlvi!!ls are ordered to a colunial hospi.tal, 01' before a bench ofmagistl'ates, 
the SUpel'iIltclldl:.·Jlt.. will send a. constnbJe in charge of them, if not more than three in number. 
VI/hen they exceed that number, he will apply to tl1e officer of the gUfll'd for an adequate 
eseOl't, and will~ in all cases, attach the haJHleufi's of the ]Jrisoner~ to a ma1'ching c1min before 
'they 9,uit the stockade, and for the safety of the handcutfs and' chain, the constahle or 11on-
c.'~mn1l7~ioned off;icer in charge will ,be J:1eld re.spoIlsible. . 

15. 1he supel'lulenr1ent Wlll reCelVc mtc) 111s charge such convIcts as shall be forwarded 
to 11.im hy the sheriff~ 01' by the warrant of any two or mOl'e justices of the peace, afl directed 
by the 3 ·Will.4, No, 3. He will, immediat.elyon receiving them, enter their names and 
descriptions ill the reg--isters with which he will be furnished, taking care that the. column}; of 
cach book are kept regularly fillerl as required. 

16. No gambling or trufficking in prOVIsions or clothing is to be permitted on any account; 
and the superintelldent will check and discountenance by every l11f!ans in his power all inoe
eeucies of manner and language among the convicts u~ldf!r his cha.l'ge. He will also take 
care that no spirits or ot.her liquors, or any ot.her provisions than those provided by Goverll
ment, are allowed to pass within the bounds of the stockarle or buildings attached, calltoll-
ID::HtS of the military excepted, with w~ich he has nothing whatever to do. " 
- 17. One wardsman to eVf!ry 70 men m the f;tockade WIll be allowed, whose duty It. wIn 
be to. keep the huts of the different gaugfl, and the utensils and bedding useu therein, as 
~1cun as possible; to supply them WIth water for dri1lking, and have the charge of and be 
accountable for the safet.y of the same. The '\-vardsmen generally will also provide ~vood 
and \vo.te1' for the eooking; and washing of all the convicts in the stockade, and be also aIding 
ulldlassi::;ting at all times ill the cllstody and lTlUnngement of the pl'i:.;oners under the direc
tion of the superintendent. 
:: 18. Oue eook and one messman will be allowed to each stockade, who will be assisted. 

by 71, c1elf!o-ate, chosen in mtn,t.ion dailv from. !LUlong the prisoners in irons. No cUllvict, 
ho.'i,vever, ~erving in t.hat office two consecutive days. The duty of the delegate. will be to 
see that no pilfering or misappropriation of the provisions take place frum the time they are 
issued from the store!:! to lheir final distribution among the con-vicl.s. The delegate's duty 
for the day ending with the dinner houl', he will pl'Ocef\d to work with his gaug upon the 
conclusioll uf L1lfl.t meal. 

10, One scourgeI' will be flllowed to each stor:kade, w\1ose duty it will be to inflict all 
corporal punishmenls leo-ally authorized and directed by competent authority. Re will ulKo 
perform the rl1lties of ~ol1sta)jle Ol' wardsman, during the una-voiclable ahsenee of ally con
stable 01' wardsman; awl be ,at all times aiding and assisting in lhe safe custody and contnll 
of convicts under the orders of the supel--intendent. 

20. Cook!';, wardsmen and scouq~ers will not be appointed fi'om the Ulen under sen,lence tu 
work in irons. They will be supplied from otller sources. The scourgeI', who w111 oeca

,sionally act as eUl1sl.il.ble, will be allower1 fl. gratuity of S3 d. per diem, in addition to tlIC l1su~l 
raLions; and each cook, me~~lllan and wal'dsman will, fur every nine 11lonths served ir~ thclr 
respective stations in t.1H! s!.ockade, be alluwed to reckon 12 months in their prob~tlOlIR1:Y 
te1'l11. fot' 11 tiekeL of l!.'!aYe, and receive two shirts and two pair of shoes per annum, 1U nddl
ti0\l to the ordinary allowance of clothing. tH)Y misconduct on their pal't will, however, be 
visited by immed.iule. p1111isilment, and a forfeiture of all previolUl claims, upon legal proof 
before aml und!.'!l' the award of any justice of the 'p'eaec 0)' aRsistant surveyor of rouds, as 
appoiIited by law. , 

21. The superintendent's hut will, when practicable, be plaeec1 outside the :';tockadc.' 1l1~
l11ediatflly in front of the gate, unc} looking towards it. A small store will form part of thlS 
buildinp;. The con!;tahle's hut should look at the opposite face {l[ the stockade- _ 

22. All beddin o', cooking utcnsils, and f!vel'y article which may be deuominated 1Jarr~c:k 
furniture, will be in chargfl and cu;;tocly ofthc supel'iniendent, who will be held rc.,;pons.'ble" 
that every l'(!usonable and practicable l)recalltion is taken to ensure their care and !;afety. , 

The' 
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'The superintendent will also he supplied with a large steelyard, and a set of weights :'tnd 
scales of modera.te size, to enable him to l'eeeive and issue the rations eorreetly. Proof 
!>ieves will also be ftHllishccl to each stockade fbr r.lle purpose of determining the quality of 
the meal supplied by the contracto!; and the superintflnrlent will take especial care that no 
.flour is received which will not pass fh~flly 1.l11·oughout. 

23. The superintewlellt it> empowered and enjoined to reject all inferior and unsound pro
vision;; supplied by any contractor; ttrld when any dispute ariHGs respecting the .quality ur 
tbfl pl'ovisio.hs, lw will call upon the officer cOlllIllUIH.ling· the guard, and the assistant sur
-veyoz' if present, for their opi.nio11, and will note the t.ransuetion in his journal. In like 
mann~r should the convicts object to any provisions received and issned by the superin
tendent: that officer will refer the questi(m to tbe assistant surveyor and the officer of the 
guard, :vho. will please td note thcir opinion in his journa.J, a copy of which will be tmns-
mitted m hls weekly report. . 

24, The maize meal fi)r the breakfast of the conviets will always be issued over night, that 
the conks may have time t.o prepare it. It will take five huurs to do this properly. The. 
other provisions may be issued every morning, immediately after breakfhst; (tlwuys, however, 
in the presence of one of the constables, the cook and delcgate. 

2fl. No plgs, poultry or Rtock of any description are to be kept by the superintendent, 
constables or 'overseers, at 01' near the station. . 

26. The afternoon, from three o'clock each Satorday, is to be appropriated by t.he convicts 
to washing their shirts and cleanillg t.heir persons, to which pnrpose Lhe superintendent. will 
see that tIle sonp allowed by Government is strictly appropriated. 

27. One knife and fork, onc spoon, one panakin and une mess-kid, will be al10wed to 
every six men, and it will be the duLy of the superintendent to see that each article is handed 
over to him (partieularly the knives and fi)rb) each day after dinner, befom the convicts 
quit the stockade. 

2H. 'The superintendent will mnst.Por every convict under his cllal'ge each Sunday, soon 
after breakfast; and after carefully examining thp.ir persons, will read prayers as directed 

\ by the regulations for ironefl gaug!:l, promulgated by his Ex,:ellency the Governor in Oouncil. 
fIc will lake care that due decorum is oL!:lcrved by the prisonp.l'::; dnring this proceedillu .. 
He will also take care t.lw.L such of the convicts as c.hoose to employ their time in rcudino' ~1 
the Sundays be not interrupted 01' annoyed in any way by their fellow-prisoners. 0 

2n. 'The superintendent wilt I,eep a jOllTl1al of his proceedin&,s, in which he will enter the 
visits made by him to the gang while working on.thp. marls; tlle behaviour and character of 
thf! f;f:\veral constables, overseers anrl guurds; the musters on wet duys und on Sundays; 
th.e duties on which the constables may have heen away fi'om the gangs; the visits of all 
mugistrates, assistant surveyors, and other authorized persons to the stockade, a~Jd every 
other partleulal' occurrence. This journal is to be presented by the superintendent to every 
justic~ of the peace who may come to the stat.ion, und to the assistant surveyor at every visit, 
who arc requested to sign the Look in proof of its having l)cen presented to them, and to 
insert such ohservatioIlS therein as t.l1ey !3ha!l think proper. 
:. 30. The supel'intendflllt ·will furnish the ret.nrns,. and keep the registers, diary, &c. spot. 
ifQrth in· the annexed Schedule, and any other l'etUl1lS or mpurLs caned for by thfl Govel'll
~lcn.t or other :1.uthol'ized person or per~UllS, He wi}l also pr?ciuce l.hese,instructions.to any 
JUl;t!C8 of the peace or any other authonzed person, If ut any tJme called for . 
. . 31. Any neglect ofthese instrncLioIH:; will subjec:t the superintendent to immediate dis
mlRsa1. 

SCHEDULE referred to in Section 30. 

1. Register of nll Convicts working in Irons at Stockade. 
2. Personal Description Buok of ditto. 
3. Reeord of Summary Trials and Punishments of ditto. 
4. Muster Roll. 
5. Weddy Retum for Principal Superintendent of Cunvicts. 
6. Return of Summary Trials and Punishments, weekly, for ditto. 
7. Return of Convict:o absconded and apprehcllUet1. 
8. J ounml. 

(Approved.) 
(signed) Richtl BOlll'ke. 
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APPENDIX 9.3 

Review of the New South Wales environment, during early settlement and the 
Transportation era. 

ENVIRONMENT 

New South Wales 

Appendix 

New South Wales is comprised of a diverse and dynamic environment covering an area 

of 809,444 km2 of assorted vegetation, alluvial plains, unique topography and coastal 

hydrology systems.44 The area is within a temperate climate, prone to extremes in 

weather with negative temperatures45 in the winter to summer highs of 50 degrees 

celsius (Wikipedia 2006), creating unpredictable climatic and environmental conditions 

on an annual basis. The state is also extremely susceptible to bush fires, prolonged 

droughts, sudden and annual floods, and severe easterly winds. The study area features 

five distinct vegetative categories, including 'rain-forest or brush, mixed eucalypt forest, 

eucalypt woodland, scrub, and grassland' (Perry 1963:12). The most dominant of these 

are the grassland and eucalypt zones, whereby tree density is determined by soil texture. 

Regions consisting of harder clay soils exhibit woodland density, whilst areas of granite 

rich soils and old river basins contain extensive grasslands (Perry 1963: 12). 

Cumberland 

The eastern boundary of the Cumberland county runs along the shoreline of the Tasman 

Sea within the South Pacific Ocean. From the entrance of Broken Bay, the Hawkesbury 

River leading into the Nepean forms the Northern and Western extent, ending at the 

rivers descent through Nattai, in what was formerly referred to as the Cowpastures. The 

southern boundary runs from this intersection along a bounded mountain region to the 

coast near Coral Cliff, enclosing the Cumberland area (Bigge 1822:4). The general 

extent of the area is greater in length then width, measuring from Windsor to Appin, 

approximately forty miles, and [twenty miles] from east to west (Perry 1963: 17). This 

44 Water covers 8,802 km2 (1.09%) of the total 809,444 km2 area of NSW (Wikipedia 2006) 
45 Around -20ce (ibid) 
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was due to the early restrictions on movement and limited access to greater areas of 

New South Wales. 

Topography 

The topography of the county is generally level with a gradual incline from the north to 

the south. This is evident from Windsor which is slightly over [25 feet] above sea level, 

which levels out near the Camden county to approximately [250 feet]. This southern 

extent supports high ridges of around [300 feet], forming gentle slopes covering wide 

valleys (Perry 1963:17). Cumberland Plain consists· of raised stratified ridges of 

sandstone running six miles from the coast until becoming indistinguishable from the 

soil by retreating into the earth (Bigge 1823:4). 

Vegetation 

Originally the plain comprised of open woodland of eucalypt vegetation, with isolated 

zones of grass undergrowth. This was identified by early settlers as 'forest' areas, and 

considered best for grazing (Perry 1963:19). Initially 'oat grass' was a favoured pastorai 

grass, however due to over grazing, by 1820 it failed to regenerate and was replaced by 

coarser grasses (Perry 1963:27-28). Rum Gums, featured along the coastal inlets with 

ridge lines supporting scattered areas of woodland forest (Perry 1963:19). It was noted 

by Bigge (1823: 4) that the area around Botany Bay and George's River, also held 

natural grasslands, flowering shrubs and Banksias. As with most vegetation along the 

New South Wales coastline, the area also contained native species of palms, ferns, fig

trees, gums and acacias (Taylor et al. 1918:25). 

Hydrology 

Water was a considerable problem for early settlers in this area due to the limited 

knowledge of the region and the lack of natural streams. The Nepean, which forms a 

significant water source inland of the Cumberland, traversed barren areas containing 

sections of rock which was considered useless for early pastoralism and agriculture. 

Moreover, the slight gradient of the region allows for considerable inflow of salt water 

into river inlets, rendering accessible creeks brackish. This was noted in 1823 to be a 

particular problem for Liverpool and Parramatta, also that the majority of these creeks 
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were the product of local drainage rather th'~.n from a consistent water source. As a 

result, water availability from these sources and associated ponds is limited, being 

mostly dry in summer. The north Cumberland boundary, also experienced sporadic and 

frequent inundation from the Hawkesbury River (J. King to Governor, HRA, 1800, 2: 

481). These inundations, 

'appear to be attributed to the great elevation of the sources of the rivers, 

whose streams are added to those of the Hawkesbury and Nepean, as 

well as to the impulse that they receive in the narrow and rocky channels 

through which they descend; and after rapidly filling the bed of the river 

Hawkesbury, discharge themselves over the flat lands in the 

neighbourhood of Windsor, Richmond and Wilberforce' (Bigge 

1823:11). 

Hunter Valley Region 

Within this study, the counties included within this region include the northern counties 

of Northumberland, Gloucester, Durham, Hunter and the immediate area of Pon 

Macquarie. The extent of the area under investigation covers the northern branch of the 

Hunter River near Newcastle, following the river west past Singleton to the Goulburn 

River. This is followed south to the Colo River, which forms the southern boundary of 

the Hunter county. The northern district periphery is traced back to Broken Bay, to 

enclose the study area. 

Topography 

The largest zone of coastal lowlands in NSW is within the Hunter Valley. The area is 

bounded in the south and west by gentle hills which in some parts restrict access to the 

region (Perry 1963:52). However on the whole, the region is principally flat. 

Vegetation 

The northern extent of the area supports a wide yariety of flora, as the valley 'slopes 

bear a fairly close woodland or a mixed forest of eucalypts, cypress pines, angopheras, 

. and kurrajongs' (Perry 1963:55). Particularly common is the cypress pines of the Hunter 
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Valley.46 The lo~er valley is made up of dispersed woodland, whilst the Hawkesbury 

and Upper Marine sandstone areas are dominated by denser eucalypt forest. Protected 

higher valleys in select areas in the east, and along the bank of the Hunter and Paterson, 

sustain rainforest dominant vegetation such as cedar. The savannah woodland which 

dominates the Cumberland plain, also covers the Upper reaches of the region, with 

lighter areas of extensive grassland in prominent flood zones (Perry 1963:52-55). 

Hydrology 

The main tributary to the Hunter River is the Goulburn, which drains from the western 

hills down into the junction of these two rivers. The water travels from here down the 

Hunter to the junction with the next largest tributary, Wollombi Brook, running from 

the north into the central Hunter district. To a lesser extent, this trend of north south 

offshoots from the Hunter with later south north flows, is maintained to the north and 

south Hunter River arms, and drained in the sea. Low lying flats of the Hunter River 

also experience inundation, particularly at each intersection with Williams River, Wallis 

Creek, and the current river near Singleton (Perry 1963:53-54). The Nepean also 

extends to the north, concluding in the central area of the Hunter, although it does not 

join with Wollombi Brook. 

Western Districts 

The counties of Cook, Westmoreland, Roxburgh, Georgiana, Bathurst and Wellington 

form the boundary of this region. This region is one of only two within the study area 

which is not adjoined with the Tasman Sea. Moreover, the only distinct division of this 

district from the coastal counties is the Blue Mountains, with the western extent being 

defined by early political decisions and settlement expansion. 

"The Blue Mountains can be defined as all land bounded on the east by 

the Nepean and Hawkesbury Rivers, on the north by the Broken Back 

Ranges south of Singleton, and on the [south] west by the Cox and 

Wollondilly Rivers" (Cunningham 1999:33). 

46 Callitris lanceolata (Perry: 13) 
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Topography 

The western extent from the Cumberland county is comprised of numerous landform 

areas, including extensive high and rocky areas, to regions of undisturbed plains. The 

latter forms the most extensive topological area comprised of low valleys and ridges, in 

the wider western counties of Bathurst and Wellington. The Blue Mountains form a 

small area within the extensive geological formation of the Great Dividing Range and 

provided a continuous boundary from the east coast of New South Wales and the 

interior plains. Difficultly of passage prevented access during the first 25 years of 

settlement. Extensive differences in landforrris of the mountain area are a result of 

varying geological compositions (Perry 1963:79). The mountainous regions of the area, 

although not distinctly 'mountains,' they are the formation of minor angular shift of 

underlying sedimentary rock (Cunningham 1999:33). 

Vegetation 

The subtropical climate of the area in conjunction with the protection from arid westerly 

winds provides the eastern gradients of the Blue Mountains with numerous rainforest 

genera's. Cedar was a dominant feature of these areas, until extensive forestation of the 

species significantly reduced numbers. Further west in the upland regions surrounding 

Bathurst, the vegetation comprises extensive grasslands of natural grasses with little or 

no trees (Perry 1963:12-14). 

Hydrology 

Although the Blue Mountains consist of numerous creeks which provide some areas 

with limited water, the main water source is the Cox's River. This north south river 

drains into two water catchments, Lake Lydell near Rydal and Lithgow, and into the 

larger reserve of Lake Burragorang in the south. Another important source on the 

western side of Mt Blaxland is Fish River which leads from the mountains to become 

the tributary inlet of the junction of the Campbell and Macquarie Rivers. The latter 

extends towards Bathurst, which along with various tributaries provides water to the 

north-western regions through to Wellington and Dubbo (Perry 1963:8-9, 79-80). 

Swamps are also prominent in the southern plains of Bathurst (Bigge 1823:8). 
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South West District 

This area mainly covers Argyle and the majority of inland Camden, where the Great 

South Road was constructed. The bulk of the previously mentioned Cow Pastures area, 

that bordered the Cumberland Plain, continues into this district forming the northern 

limit. The western boundary of the area of interest runs from the Wollondilly River 

down to Goulburn. The Goulburn plains of Argyle form the southern boundaries, 

cutting back across the middle section of Camden following the old Great South Road, 

ending at the Cumberland-Nepean River boundary. Although the area also extends 

further south and west, the area was not extensively settled by the conclusion of 

transportation. 

Topography 

The general topography of the area begins as a raised plateau above the neighbouring 

Cumberland Plain (Perry 1963:69). The -north-south limit of the district is bounded by 

the Blue Mountains, and runs along the hilly ranges of Nattai (Bigge 1823:6). The 

adjoining lowland area of the Sandstone Plateau known as Cow Pastures, continues 

south into Bargo Brush. This area contains valleys and ravines displacing the flat 

plateau of the north, whilst still bounded by hills in the west by Sutton Forest, as a basin 

to the surrounding steep hills. The plateau ends to the south-west, leading into the 

lowland area of the Goulburn Plains. The eastern section leads to Marulan Ramp, 

providing access to the broader uplands of the Southern Tableland, extending south 

along the Argyle boundary and the Shoalhaven River. 

Vegetation 

The northern area of the Cow Pastures changes from the open woodland of the lower 

plain, to a scrub and eucalypt forest (Perry 1963:96). Poorer vegetation is found within 

Bargo Brush, with twisted and stunted trees prominent on the plateau. The area also 

supports very little grass and contains a limited water supply. The lighter soils 

producing this poor vegetation is overcome in the sections of sandstone depressions, 

producing the heavier soils of Sutton Forest. Vegetation is replaced by open woodland 
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in the moister area, producing better grasses. Both the Goulburn and Southern Tables 

lands contain natural grasslands. 

Hydrology 

The Wollondilly River, a tributary to the Cox's River through Warragamba Reservoir 

into Lake Burragorang, extends along the southern extent of the district, past Goulburn. 

The Nepean also runs along the eastern extent of the area dividing the Camden county 

into Sutton Forest. The Wingecarribee River subsequently drains the Sutton Forest 

basin. The Shoalhaven River provides dra~nage for the southern extent of the Camden 

pl~teau and the upper region of the Southern Tableland. These main rivers support 

numerous tributaries which provide limited but larger water sources in the higher 

upland area of the plateau, then the lower Goulburn grasslands. 

South Coast District 

The coastal area of Camden, namely the lllawarra and Shoalhaven,. into north St. 

Vincent, forms the final extent of the study area. Division 'of the south west district of 

the Nepean down past the Shoalhaven River into St Vincent county provides the 

western limit. Extension over the river terminates, in line with Jervis Bay in the south. 

The Tasman Sea and Cumberland provide the eastern and northern limits respectively. 

Topography 

The Hawkesbury Plateau begins at the northern border of the Cumberland Plains, 

extending south along the coast past the Jervis Bay inlet. However, near Coal Cliff a 

small section reverts back to a lowland plain, lining the coast to the bottom of Jervis 

Bay. This plain steadily widens further south reaching a maximum width of 12 miles, 

with a small narrow section at Kiama. The lllawarra Plain is divided into the northern 

part of ridges and valleys, with sections of swamp. The middle section between 

Wollongong and Bass Point, forms the widest section of the plain containing volcanic 

rock, and hills and valleys with extensive drainage. The southern part of the plains 

covers the Minamurra River valley, comprised of extensive high ridges. A series of 

narrow valleys and ridge lines fill the area between here and Mount Coolangatta, a high 
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peak near Shoalhaven River and the coast. The Shoalhaven Plain extends south, into thE; 

low Nowra plateau, both of level hills and low swampy sections. 

Vegetation 

The area contains swampy areas of reedy or melaleuca shrubs, as well as drained 

sections of finer grasslands. Rain forest vegetation is also present along sections of river 

embankments and in moister areas of slopes and gullies. The plateau and on drier parts 

of hills consist of widespread grasslands with sparse or no trees. 

Hydrology 

The Illawarra area is generally well supplied with water, although summer months 

create a shortage in the upper reaches of the area (Bigge 1823:6). The main rivers 

include the Nepean from the north and the Shoalhaven River which drains the Southern 

Tablelands into the Tasman near Mount Coolangatta. South of this area also includes 

swamps, valley rivers and lagoons. The coastline within the mid Illawarra Plain consist~ 

of swampy areas and lagoons, with a series of headlands. Generally this area is well 

watered with drainage into Lakes Cataract, Cordeaux and A valon near Wollongong. 
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APPENDIX 9.4 

Results from environmental analysis of stockade proximities to open water sources, and 
elevation levels, within each Stage of Development from 1788 to 1857. 

Stage L' 1788 to 1822 

This era comprises the initial development of the sites of government convict labour, 

from first settlement to the end bf Macquarie's Governorship. Exploration and 

exploitation of the environment by the government was in its initial stages, with 

particular focus on securing food resources and construction materials. Settlements also 

began within this era, with gradual expansion outside the Cumberland region, although 

strictly enforced for greater control of the population. Although this stage spans 34 

years, representing the longest of the four periods, ·the establishment of convict labour 

sites within this era represented a total of 21 of the possible 108 sites in Figure 5.10, the 

majority of which were established within the Cumberland Region. Despite the early 

beginning of the stage, the sites established within this period lasted significantly longer 

then any other sites, with the longest spanning approximately 34 to 45 years, including 

the well-established sites of Newcastle47
, Hyde Park Barracks (1818-1849) and the 

Parramatta Female Factory (1821-1855). 

Environment 

Elevation 

The relative elevation of each area is characteristic of the type of interaction engaged 

with in the development of the acconlmodation sites. As the first area settled, the 

Cumberland region experienced a longer period of occupation of the work sites, 

comprising 65% of all stockade sites. Despite this region being predominantly flat, the 

total number of sites was dispersed evenly across the flat plain and the higher regions of 

the area. The first site within this area was Toongabbie (1791-1803) in the flat zone of 

the Cumberland Plain. However, this site finished two years after the placement of sites 

was restricted to the higher south western areas from the main settlement. The main 

movement into the level regions did not" occur until 1819, which ended the 

47 Although Newcastle experienced intermediate settlement, due to the inability of the Governor to locate 
a suitable superintendent. (years?) 
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establishment of sites in the Cumberland Plain for another 9 years. The sites which 

featured within these higher regions were a Government Farm48 and several timber 

establishments.
49 

The later sites in the low land areas were typically support sites for 

communal labour in central areas, and some. farming and stock establishments. The 

Hunter Valley, comprising of only one site at Newcastle during this period, was 

predominantly on flat ground. However, due to the intermittence of this site's initial 

occupation, the relative placement on lower ground is inadequate to compare with the 

trend of 1801 as preferential toward higher ground. This trend was unavoidable in the 

Western Regions due to the extent of the Blue Mountains and its proximity to the 

Cumberland Plain. Moreover the Bathurst Plain, although predominantly flat, still rests 

approximately 600mlasl. Excluding Emu Plains, which rests on the border between the 

Cumberland and Western Regions, the majority of sites were between 650 and 

800mlasl, with only the Bathurst Stock Station (1815-1828) not within the Dividing 

Range. These sites appear four years prior and one site a year later from the move 

within the Cumberland to higher ground. Predominantly these sites were stock stations, 

farms, and supported road works to the Bathurst region. The same year of the move into 

the higher regions of the west, two stock stations50 were also established in the higher 

tablelands of the south-western districts, both at 50mlasl. Overall, the movement of sites 

out of the lowland areas of the colony into higher regions, occurred between 1815 and 

1819, with an immediate return to flat regions within the Cumberland of more 

communally serviced work sites. 

Hydrology 

The placement of sites within the proximity of accessible and annual water resources is 

an important issue within the Australian environment, for not only nutritional but in 

some cases for industrial uses. Although the use of wells was a viable option or 

alternative for water procurement, the intended temporary nature of the convict work 

sites limited its implementation in the wider majority of sites. However, despite water 

being a necessary resource for all sites for human and bullock consumption, the 

establishment of sites near open water supplies varied within the early years of the 

convict system. Within the Cumberland area, Toongabbie, as the initial established site, 

48 Castle Hill Government Farm (1801-1811). 
49 Lane Cove (1809-1818), Pennant Hills (1831-1816), Epping (1891-1831) and Thornleigh (1819-1831). 
50 Cawdor Government Stock Station (1815-1826) and Brownlow Government Cattle Stock Station 
(I8I5-n/a) 
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was situated next to an accessible open wate~ source; however sites after 1801 were 

placed increasingly further away. The sites with the furthest distances from the water 

sources were timber sites, which illustrates the reliance on bullocks for the relocation of 

timber, rather than water movement. This trend ceased at the end of 1819 with later sites 

being established 400m from an open water area. The same issue of the Hunter Valley 

site at Newcastle is present here, as the site was placed next to a viable water resource, 

the variance in settlement dates inhibits cross district analysis. However, the general 

location of the site from the main settlement resulted in limited resource accessibility. 

The Western district although predominantly mountainous with a generally restrictive 

water access, the majority of site placement to water resources was 700 to 800m, with 

Bathurst Stock Station being 700m from the closest local water resource. However the 

two closest sites were the Glenroy Stock Station being placed closer to local water 

resources at 180m, and Molong at 80m. In this instance the type of site labour does not 

seem to indicate the need for specific distances from open water sites. This lack of 

reliance on close open water sources by stock stations was also present in the two south 

western sites, which were located 500 to 600m from open water. The general movement 

of cattle to food and water across large distances may account for this, although 

questionable due to the presence of convict workers at these accommodation sites. 

Typically the establishment of sites within the colony from 1788 to 1822, was at a 

significant distance from open water resources, with closer proximity placement 

occurring in the initial year of 1791, and later after 1819. 

Relationship to Settlement in the Cumberland Region 

The placement of sites relative to free settlement was a progressive process of political 

change in policy and of the independent growth of individual settlements within the 

New South Wales landscape. As discussed in Chapter 4, due to the large extent of the 

study area, and the general clustering of sites within the Cumberland, this region formed 

the representative sample of the settlement analysis. 

Initial development of sites within the Cumberland was within the same location of 

developing free settlements, namely Sydney, Rose Hill and near Castle Hill. The 

granting of land to emancipists and military 'personnel began within the former two 

settlements before the development of Toongabbie and Castle Hill Government Farm. 
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Despite the main settlement supporting the m~jority of early convict arrivals, the first 

established accommodation site for government works in north Sydney was Lane Cove 

Sawing Establishment (1809-1818), 15 years after the first land occupation within the 

immediate area. The first site not developed within the immediate vicinity of et 

settlement was Pennant Hills, situated 5.9km away from the town of Castle Hill which 

was occupied 14 years earlier by free settlers. Thornleigh (1819-1832) was also 

constructed a significant distance from free settlements, the closest being Castle Hill 

established 17 years prior. Rooty Hill also followed this trend 2 years later, with 5.45km 

between the site and Quakers Hill, whereby the latter was occupied by settlers 7 years 

earlier. The key sites which were established in the main towns of Sydney, Rose Hill 

and later Windsor developed within close proximity approximately 25 to 33 years after 

occupied land grants.51 The remainder of sites were specific use sites such as timber 

getting, sawing, lime, etc., established on average 2km and 17 years after the closest 

settlement. Overall, from 1788 to 1822 sites that were established in areas of larger 

numbers of settlers and emancipists were constructed a significant time after initial 

occupation. Earlier in the period, sites with specific uses were still constructed close to 

settler holdings and within a few years of each other. However, in contrast, during this 

era, sites which comprised of specific uses such as timber were placed further from 

main settlements typically 15 years after free occupation. 

Stage II: 1822 to 1826 

This stage covers the shortest period of analysis spanning only 4 years, representing a 

period of political change and use of convict labour within New South Wales. The 

phase includes the time where convict work was channelled towards clearing vast 

amounts of land for settlers, and accommodation was very temporary. Typically the 

bark huts constructed were rough and lasted only a few months, or less when left to 

disrepair. The type of labour performed allowed for greater growth in free and 

emancipated occupation of land beyond the Cumberland extent. Moreover, the era also 

saw the continuation and end of sites established within the first stage of the convict 

51 These include Hyde Park Barracks (1818-1849), Windsor Barracks (1819-1827), and Parramatta 
Female Factory (1821-1855) 
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system. However, although there was one new site developed within the New South 

Wales landscape (Figure 5.19), it is not within the scope of the thesis.52 

Environment 

Elevation 

As the sites within the second stage represent a continuation from the first stage, the sitE, 

elevation is predominantly the same. The closure of Castle Hill and Lane Cove reduced 

the total number of sites over 50mJasl to three within the Cumberland region, all timber 

establishments. Farms and government town labour sites remained dominant within the 

low lying area of the plain, except Toongabbie and later Qrose Farm (1819-1826). The 

Hunter Valley and the Southern Districts also remained the same, with the latter closing 

the last stock station.53 The Western District also closed Molong which had been 

established 800mJasl as a staging camp for men and stock to Wellington (Thorp 1987 

gazetteer) which had been established within this stage. On the whole, despite this 

period only seeing the construction of one new site, those which were closed tended to 

be within higher areas. However, as the sites which were present within the second 

stage were a continuation from Stage I the int~raction of stockade placement within the 

New South Wales landscape was normally minimal. 

Hydrology 

As with elevation, this stage was characterised by the closure of sites, rather then 

development of new sites. The sites closed were characteristically 500m away from an 

open water source, except Toongabbie which was relatively close to water at less than 

200m. During this period the site with the greatest distance from these sources were all 

within the Cumberland region, which includes the same timber sites of Pennant Hills, 

Epping and Thomleigh, also prevalent within the higher elevation of the area. 

Relationship to Setdement in the Cumberland Region 

As a result of the limited time frame there were no new settlements established within 

the Cumberland region that were within close proximity to stockade sites during this 

52 Wellington Valley (1823-1830), lack of environmental data warranted exclusion. 
53 Cawdor Government Stock Station (1815-1826) 
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period. The nearest neighbour to the sites which were in continued operation remained 

the same settlements within the first stage. As this era was a time of land clearance and 

settlement expansion it is likely that this trend would not have been present within other 

districts where convict accommodation was close to the land they were contracted to 

clear, and stockade sites were established closer to developing transportation routes. 

Despite the closure of Castle Hill Government Farm, the town closest to the most 

number of sites was the municipality of Castle Hill. These included Pennant Hills and 

Thornleigh, with Sydney serviced by Hyde Park Barracks and Grose Farm (1819-1826). 

Overall most sites continued an association with the three main settled areas of the 

Cumberland; Sydney, Parramatta and a barracks at Windsor. 

Stage III: 1827 to 1836 

The development of substantial infrastructure and settlement expansion was a key 

feature of this time period. This stage represented a total of 45% of all known stockade 

sites within the New South Wales Transportation period. An extra 34% are found within 

the -Road Gang Reports to be discussed in the next section. The construction of a 

network of Great Roads was well under way at the start of this stage leading into the 

north to Newcastle, west over the mountains to Bathurst, and south to Goulburn. The 

building of these extensive transport systems across the New South Wales landscape 

required a significant number of convict labourers to be housed and monitored within a 

significantly large area. Moreover this increased access to the wider areas of the colony 

allowed for the establishment of a number of specific resource procurement stockade 

sites. 

Formalisation of stockade sites came gradually into effect with standard plans of 

construction which emphasised greater surveillance of convicts, as discussed in Chapter 

3. The general accounts of the time reveal a push to remove government employed 

convicts from places of concentrated free settlement and into the rural areas, despite the 

need for communal labour to construct town infrastructure. It was also preferable that 

stockade sites were placed out of view from the roads, to ensure a more pleasant view 

for travellers. However it is unclear if the concern about the proximity of convict 

accommodation to towns and places of labour was even taken into consideration by the 

work gang superintendents and/or overseers. 
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Environment 

Elevation 

Of those sites which featured in the second stage only five sites continue operation into 

Stage Ill, with the remaining 14 gradually closing from 1827 to 1832, the majority 

being closed by 1831. The placement of sites within this period within the New South 

Wales environment varied considerably within each district. The Cumberland sites 

remained relatively the same from Stage I. However, new sites within the area reversed 

the previous trend. Sites with specific resource or industry focused labour were placed 

within the lowland Cumberland Plain, whilst specific forms of infrastructure 

development sites expanded into the higher ground of the north. The' only exclusion to 

this was the development of a stone quarry site at Pennant Hills (150mlasl), a stock 

station on the rise into the western mountains,54 and a bridge site at Lansdowne on the 

flat. Overall the average elevation of sites within the Cumberland during this time was 

45m1asl as 62% of sites were located on the plain area. Despite the trend of change 

previously mentioned of all sites within this region, all timber related sites, road 

construction sites, stock and quarry sites were located on higher ground. However, in 

every case there is at least one exception, which was found within the lowland plain. 

Consequently, work associated with government and military, government farms and 

some quarrying were all performed and housed in the flatter areas of the Cumberland. 

In light of this trend the Hunter Valley also shared similar characteristics of 

accommodation placement. Sites associated with resource procurement were situated 

within flatter areas of Newcastle and Maitland, although there was some road 

construction from these sites it did not occur until after initial construction and was not 

their primary function, However, the main site that was focused towards the erection of 

the Great North Road at Mount Manning (1830-1832) was placed 200mlasl and Laguna 

(1830-1831) at 100mlasl in the higher ranges between Windsor and Wollombi, north 

from Wiseman's Ferry. These sites are two of many road support sites discussed later 

directed towards the construction of the road over rough terrain, and were placed 

relatively close to the road. 

54 Mulgoa Stock Station (1834-1837), 50mlasl 
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The placement of road gang sites on high ground relative to the road was also prominent 

within the Western districts. Within this period all but three sites of road gang 

accommodatioJ;l were as high as llOOm/asl. On average these sites were approximately 

800m/asl and were located varying distances from the road. Cox's River stockade was 

first established on the intended line, and relocated at a later date, however the site 

generally stood at 850m/asl. In contrast, the Mt Victoria stockade was located within a 

lower ravine, yet still resided lOOm higher than the Cox's River site, and further from 

the road. These sites, whilst bound by the general altitude of the Great Western Road 

and its off roads, formed the main sources of convict accommodation within this region, 

as the general topography inhibited other sites. However, Glenroy (1815-1837) did for a 

short period support a stock station at the same altitude as Bathurst station, which 

formed the only stockades within the Blue Mountains not specifically for· road 

construction. Emu Plains and Green Swamp were both on flat regions of the area and 

under the lowest height at Springwood of 350m/asl. The establishment of these sites 

before and near the end of this period represent a progression from the eastern to 

western lowlands of Wellington, within Stage Ill. 

The movement into the southern regions of the colony was however more similar to the 

progression into the Hunter Valley. The south east sites of Wollongong, Dapto and 

Flagstaff Hill were located similar to Newcastle, on flat costal areas. Despite the limited 

low lying regions on the south east coast, due to the adjoining tableland, these sites were 

the key holdings of convict labourers engaged in construction of wharfs, roads and in 

timber getting. In contrast sites located within the south west were all associated with 

the construction of the Great South Road on the Sandstone Plateau into the Goulburn 

flatlands. Razorback aIJ.d Little Forest stockade sites were located on either end of a 

ravine area off the main plateau bordered by the dividing mountains to the west, 

forming the only two sites that were not 650m/asl. 

As with the Northern and Western roads these sites were also restricted by the 

placement of the Southern road across the landscape. However these sites were within 

greater proximity of the road than other areas being a relatively flat area. Overall, as a 

result of the general topography of all districts, the placement of industry specific sites 

from 1827 to 1836 were in lower regions than they had been earlier. Moreover, the 

location of accommodation sites in the service of road construction, although restricted 
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by road placement, was typically located in higher regions. Although the flatter regions 

of the Sandstone plateau could allow for greater viewing of convict accommodation and 

easier site access. 

Hydrology 

As the first nine sites within the Cumberland Were established in the first stages of the 

system, the location of these in Stage In, was somewhat mixed. Whilst earlier industry 

sites were further from open water sources than government labour sites, sites 

established within this period were significantly closer. The majority of sites were less 

than lOOm to the nearest open water supply, with sites generally located immediately 

next to a river course. Those which did not conform to this trend were established near 

pre-existing stockade sites, such as Pennant Hills and Parramatta, which serviced both 

road construction and resource procurement. The Maroota Forest sites also did not 

conform to the movement for close water access, being located 1020m from water, due 

to its location on the higher reaches of a hilled valley. Sites within the Hunter Valley 

remained the same, with the main stockades located on next to an accessible open 

source. However, the new site established at Mount Manning was located 860m from 

water, and Laguna at lOOm. 

This distance was similar to those within the western district with pre-existing and later 

sites located on average 600m from open supplies of water. Those sites that were less 

than lOOm were located near or next to a river source, such as Cox's River, Mount 

Victoria and Diamond Swamp. As all but three sites serviced road construction it is 

likely this trend was location specific, being influenced to some degree by the 

mountainous location of these sites. Within the southern extent of the colony, sites 

along the coastal regions were on average lkm away from available water sources all of 

which were industry sites. However the inland road gang sites were all on average 400 

to 500m away, with Towrang and Bong Bong less than lOOm from the local water 

supply. This relative proximity is likely due to the greater access to water by the Nepean 

and Wingecarribee River, in the northern extent of the region, whereby water access of 

the Goulburn Plains (Towrang Stockade) was more restrictive. Overall the general 

distance from water sources was 500m, although sites which were placed near 

previously established stockades were typically 700m to 1.6km. This is particularly 
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notable for sites developed later within the Cumberland area which were less than 

lOOm. 

Relationship to Settlement in the Cumberland Region 

As previously mentioned, of the sites which feature in the Cumberland region from 

1827 to 1836, nine stockades had been established in Stage I of the convict system. 

These sites were further away from free towns than those constructed within Stage Ill. 

The majority of the new sites were in or near settlements that had been established 

roughly 16 to 46 years prior. This concentration towards settlements follows the earlier 

trend of establishing new sites relatively close to granted areas, whilst those which had 

continued from the first to the third stage were more isolated. Moreover, sites which 

were established within the current time splice and within the same location of a 

previous stockade area also took on this attribute. However, these sites represent only 

two of the overall twelve sites, as the third site was the location of Lansdowne Bridge, 

which was at this time 5.9km from the closest town. The placement of sites within an 

isolated environment, although not as prevalent within this period, did occur to a certain 

degree with the establishment of sites on two islands within Port J ackson. Although 

close to Sydney and the mainland, Cockatoo Island (1830-1857) and Goat Island (1833-

1839) were 1.2km apart, bordered by Port Jackson. Despite there being a military 

presence on these islands they were not granted to free settlers for personal use and thus 

were restrictive of convict interaction with the public. Overall during this period 

stockade sites were on average 2km away from the closest settlement, which had been 

established on average about 20 years earlier. This trend of relative site location and 

difference of settlement establishment dates was typical of the earlier two periods of the 

convict system, central to the Cumberland region. 

Stage IV: 1836 to 1857 

Stage IV marked the conclusion of the use of stockades as convict accommodation, with 

the cessation of transportation to New South Wales in 1840 However, the use of stations 

surpassed this end date as the last of the convicts were serving the remainder of their 

sentences. The use of convicts on road works also slowly declined, with Governor 
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Bourke eventually withdrawing convicts into previously established penal settlementf> 

and the main settlements for better supervision. Despite this decline, four new sites were 

established in this period, although each stockade was only in operation for a year. One 

was created in the Hunter Valley at Harper's Hill (1840) for road works, and three 

within the Cumberland region, close to Sydney. The remaining 30 sites were 

progressively closed in every year from 1836 to 1849, with the last site at Cockatoo 

Island closed in 1857. The majority of sites which remained after the end of 

Transportation were those which had provided,continued maintenance to sections of the 

great roads, particularly the Great Western Road at Blackheath, and those providing 

specific services, such as Hyde Park Barracks and the Parramatta Female Factory. 

Environment 

Elevation 

The elevation of the remaining sites within this time, represents the slow decline of sites 

from the overall convict system. Stockades within the Cumberland, including those 

established during this era were all within the lower reaches of the plain, except the sites 

of Pennant Hills Stone Quarry, Mulgoa Stock ,Station, and Campbelltown. These sites 

were all industry focused sites, except the latter which was associated with the Great 

North Road. These sites represent a 12% reduction of sites from the higher latitudes of 

the Cumberland from the previous stage. 

Sites of the Hunter Valley also exhibited this trend with all pre-existing sites being on 

the low lying ground of the northern extent of the district. Harpers Hill which was 

occupied by 1840, although 50rnJasl was also established in this flatter region. This 

reduction of sites to the western line from Newcastle to Maitland further substantiates 

this trend for the Hunter. The decline of stockade sites within these districts marked the 

final stages of sites within the low lying regions of the Colony. Sites that were still in 

operation in the Western district were all confined within the Blue Mountains, most 

closing early in the stage. In general the elevation of the stockades within the region 

broadly marks their location over the divide, with the lower sites residing on the western 

and eastern rises into the mountains. Sites within the central area, tended to be 900 to 

1100 rnJasl which was not the case in the previous stages with sites established within 

valleys. Although the closure of sites was somewhat erratic, there was a general east to 
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west movement of site closures with the final sites at Blackheath in 1849 and Bull's 

Camp in 1848. 

In the Southern district, sites which remained during this period were typically 

associated with road/bridge construction and repair. The closure of sites represents an 

opposite movement from the other districts with sites within the mid high range 

Sandstone Plateau closing before the two remaining sites at either ends. of the Great 

South Road. The site on the lower ground closer to the Cumberland Plain at Razorback 

was subsequently closed before the higher ground si~e at Towrang. However, due to the 

general uniformity of this higher region, the general termination of sites within this 

region was similar to the general trend of all districts for the primary closure of higher 

altitude sites before those within low lying areas. 

Hydrology 

From 1836 to 1857 the three new sites established in the Cumberland region were all 

approximately lOm away from the closest open water source. The development of sites 

close to water sources follows on from the· previous stage whereby new sites not 

constructed in pre-existing stockade locations were all less than lOOm from the supplies. 

Typically those sites that remained within this stage and between 800m to 1.6km from 

the closest source, were all located within the main towns of Sydney, Parramatta and 

Campbelltown. This tendency was somewhat present for a site in the Hunter Valley at 

Green Hills with open water being 500m away. However, generally within this area, 

sites closer to a main settlement were also near or next to water at 10 to 70m. 

Furthermore, Harpers Hill, established during this time, was 600m from the closest 

source, and was not within any towns. In line with these sites, sites from both the 

western and southern districts were on average 500m from the closest water source. 

Stockades which neighboured water were directly involved in construction of either 

bridges or culverts, such as Cox's River and Towrang, or at Diamond Swamp. The 

restrictive nature of sites placed within the mountains, and the overall availability of 

open water are evident in site placement within this region, as shown in Figure 5.36. 

However within the southern regions of the colony where access was greater, the 

remaining sites during this period were further away than sites within the Cumberland 

and Hunter Valley regions. Although, as previously mentioned, Towrang was the 

exception as a bridge and culvert orientated site. Taken as a whole, new sites during this 
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time were within the vicinity of open water sources, whilst predominantly older sites 

averaged at 400m. 

Relationship to Settlement in the Cumberland Region 

The development of new sites within the Cumberland during the closing stages of the 

convict system, were all within the vicinity of Sydney. These sites were located in close 

proximity to the main settlements of central Sydney, Auburn and Millers Point 

established 43 to 50 years earlier. Within this stage all sites were less than 3km from the 

closest main settlements, with the majority within or next to their associative towns

However, on average settlements was 1km from stockades, resulting in the closest 

concentration of stockade sites to towns than in any other period. These stockades were 

also established on average 30 years after the local town was settled. Moreover, other 

than Pennant Hill Stone Quarry, Mulgoa Stock Station, and Campbelltown, all sites 

were situated in Sydney and Parramatta. 

Whilst the aforementioned sites were established either two years before or 6 to 20 

years after the closest town was settled. Although these sites form some of the earlies!

in the region, the stockades that had been established in the first stage included Hyde 

Park, Longbottom and Parramatta Female Factory. These sites which were constructed 

in 1818, 1819 and 1821 respectively, lasted until the final fifteen years of this period. 

Overall sites that were still in operation from 1836 to 1857 were closer to main 

settlements which had been established typically 30 years before the stockades. 

Case Study Subsection of Stage 111: the 1830 Road Gang Reports 

The Road Gang Reports from 1827 to 1832 provide detailed records of the number of 

men assigned to specific roads and stations, particularly during 1830. The formalisation 

of records into weekly and monthly reports within this particular year adequately 

accounted the movement of convict gangs and their accommodation, whilst providing 

labour for the development of road networks across the New South Wales landscape. 

Consequently, the Road Gang Reports for this year allow for a more accurate account of 

stockade sites and their relationship to the colony. Alone, the existence of these records 

revealed an additional 38 of the total 108 sites of known locations, and an extra 10 site8 
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of an unknown position. Overall this vital source of information provided 44% of 

additional stockade sites to those previously recorded. As a result, an analysis of a time 

and labour specific group has provided a unique representative sample of NSW 

stockade sites in 1830. 

Environment 

Elevation 

The establishment of stockade sites across the landscape is distinctly apparent within 

the specific time interim of 1830. Stockades established within the Cumberland Plain 

for the beginning sections of the great roads and connected to local towns included 9 

sites concentrated within the flat areas. The remaining five sites were concentrated on 

the rising north and south regions, at Baulkham Hills leading to Dural in the north, and 

Campbelltown with Bringelly in the south. These sites began in the north, with 

additional sites moving into the lower north-west, back into the mid western area and 

finally returning into the higher regions of the south. This general anticlockwise 

movement demonstrates the full use of the surrounding landscape of the Cumberland 

during this time, as stockades were integrated into various settings and conditions. 

Stockades were also developed temporarily within the Hunter Valley, making up 63% 

of all sites throughout the convict system within this region. Despite these sites being 

developed only months apart, they were initially constructed in the low areas of the 

north, close to regional roads. This included sites in the northern town of Maitland55
, 

and an earlier site in the south at Ten Mile Hollow past Wiseman's Ferry. Movement 

into the high southern region began at Wollombi and Laguna56 in the north and Mount 

Baxter in the south, altogether servicing construction of the Great North Road. Increase 

in latitude from these points resulted in a steady and level movement across the 

mountains from the north, with sites remaining at 200m/asl and meeting at Hungary Flat 

in September in the south. However two months earlier, additional sites were 

established on both roads to Warkworth at Cockfighters Creek and Jump Up Creek, 

with a movement from 50m/asl to Om/asl respectively. Overall, movement of site~ 

within the Hunter Valley region in 1830 represented a bell curve movement with the 

majority of sites established in the mid ranges of the southern mountains. 'The Western 

55 Stoney Creek, Parson's Hill, Patrick's Plains 
56 as discussed in Stage III 
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regions of the colony only established two additional sites during this time, at O'Connell 

Plains and Pulpit Hill, with the former at 600mlasl and lasting six months. Pulpit Hill 

was, however, established at 1000mlasl close to pre-existing sites of Blackheath and 

Bull's Camp. This site appears to have filled a gap in construction of the Great Western 

Road, lasting throughout the period of the road reports. 

The 1830 Reports also exposed additional sites within the South Western region of the 

colony, forming 50% of all sites of the district. Construction of these sites was 

intermittent as all but Menangle were established only weeks apart in January of 1830. 

Stockade sites began halfway on the Great South Road at Midway Creek, then moving 

progressively from the lower northern region at Stonequarry Creek (150mlasl) across 

the higher southern Plateau to the Goulburn Plains site (600mlasl). 

Following this, additional sites were established and concentrated back in the higher 

regions of the Sandstone Plateau from 600 to 700mlasl, and finally returning to the low 

regions of the Cumberland border at Menangle. Although the end date of these sites is 

unclear due to limited records, Black Bob's Creek and Razorback appeared to have 

lasted until 1836 and 1844 respectively. This indicates the possibility of all sites within 

this period to have been in operation longer than the dates provided in the Road Gang 

Reports. Ultimately, in light of the information from these reports, the general 

placement of sites within 1830 for road construction was in general concentrated within 

higher altitudes for all regions, with an average of 200mlasl. 

Hydrology 

The placement of sites relative to open water sources was considerably closer than 

previously, with all sites within this period averaging at 270m in distance. Despite all 

these areas having equal access to open water supplies within the Cumberland, three 

main sites did not conform to this lowered distance with Dog Trap at l.5km, Dural at 

760m and Campbelltown at 1.1km from the closest source. Moreover, sites that had 

been established first within the Cumberland were between 400 and 700m and typically 

resided north of the Great Western Road, past Parramatta. However, sites south of the 

road, and within the Sydney region were all under lOOm from neighbouring sources. 

The Hunter Valley also exhibited this trend towards closer water sources to sites with 

all new stockades situated under 400m. Overall, there was no apparent distinct in site 
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locality to water-site proximity in the northern expanse of the colony in 1830. The two 

sites established in the western district also exhibited this wholesale placement of sites 

closer to water sources despite overall site topography with both located 250m from the 

closest sources. In contrast, the 1830 stockades within the South western region steadily 

moved further from open water sources as they progressed along the road to Goulburn. 

Overall, the standard distance of sites to open water within the Hunter, was 200m, half 

that of those within the Cumberland, and 70m less than the study area average. 

Relationship to Settlement in the Cumberland Region 

Typically the majority of sites established during this time, as also over the entire period 

of the convict system, were contained within the Cumberland region. Throughout 1830, 

these sites were concentrated closely around Parramatta on roads which linked the 

various towns of the area, despite not being the closest settlement to any stockade. In 

particular were roads from Parramatta to Liverpool, Dural,57 Windsor and Richmond, as 

well as on Bringelly road past Liverpool. All of these sites were less than 5km from the 

closest settlement with 57% of sites under lkm. Notably, sites close to settlements also 

established in this year were a difference of 3.2, 1.8 and 1.4 kilometres. The former two 

distances were, respectively, Prospect Creek and the Orphan School Bridge sites both in 

proximity to Smithfield. The latter site of Iron Cove which was bordered by the coast 

was situated near Rodd Point, approximately 5km from central Sydney. 

However, in light of this the two sites furthest from settlements, were the significant 

sites of Auburn and Sydney, established 37 to 42 year prior. Overall, the standard 

period of occupation between settlements and the closest stockade sites was 18 years, 

with an average distance of 1.5km. As a result the placement of sites within this period 

formed the second closest concentration of sites to settlements within the Cumberland 

District, throughout the convict phase. 

57 This section was also in part a section of the Great North Road 
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APPENDIX 9.5 

Processes used for Nearest Neighbour Analysis of Stockade sites, and brief explanation 
of application of the model. 

Nearest Neighbour models measures the distance between each point and its closest 

neighbour and derives an Observed Mean Distance (fA) and is compared with an 

Expected Mean Distance (fE) to determine the nearest neighbour R statistic (R = fA! rE) 

(Hodder and Hassell 1971). The closer the R value is to 1 there is a greater chance the 

sample was randomly determined. NNA also supports a Z score that provides the 

average standard deviation of the total sample from the mean or R value. For both the Z 

score and the R values, if the overall total is less or more then the expected mean, then 

the respective patterns were clustered or dispersed (Ellis and Waters 1991). This 

statistical variance also informs the null hypothesis as; "the statistical probability of a 

greater difference between the observed mean distance to nearest neighbour and that 

expected in a random distribution of the same. density" (Hodder and Hassell 1971:393) 

is calculated through the R value. The production of the null hypothesis for a large study 

area, such as within this thesis, assists in revealing areas that were most likely to have 

an ordered structuring of settlements. This allows refinement of the study to isolate a 

sample area for closer analysis. 

As previously mentioned analysis of the clustering of stockade sites within New South 

Wales is an important step in investigating the likelihood of an overriding pattern in 

distribution. As shown in Figure 6.2, the R statistic of sites within the entire study area 

and in each district was less then 0.75, with a 1-5% chance of the overall distribution of 

sites to be random. Variances from the expected mean (Z value) also supported a degree 

of clustering of sites, with the Cumberland region having the lowest point disparity. 

Notably, the Hunter Valley region, followed closely by the Southern Districts contained 

a greater clustering of sites than those within the Western Districts and Cumberland. 

However, the location of Wellington Valley, and possibly Molong sites past Bathurst 

would have affected this result, whereby their absence would have brought the Western 

District in line with the northern and southern sites. 

New South Wales Convict Stockade Sites 
District R Z Score Distribution Possible L-__ ~ __________ ~ ________ L-________ ~ 
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Statistic (SD) Randomness 
All Districts 0.36 ·-12.7 Clustered <1% .. 

Hunter Valley 0.13 -7.3 Clustered <1% 
Southern Districts 0.18 -7.2 Clustered <1% 
Western Districts 0.27 -6.6 Clustered <1% 
Cumberland 0.74 -3.3· Clustered <5% 

Figure 6.2: Nearest Neighbour Analysis of Stockade sites within NSW study districts, 
over the entire study period from 1788 to 1857. 

As time was an important consideration within the study it was also necessary to 

examine stages of the work gang system and the 1830 time splice. The nearest 

neighbour was ca~culated for all sites within each stage to provide a general analysis of 

the temporal changes throughout the entire region, as shown in Figure 6.3. Excluding 

Stage n, all periods were less then 0.57 (R value) and -4.5 (Z value), which compared 

with Figure 6.2, indicates clustering of sites with a slight level of randomness. However, 

site locations within Stage n are arbitrary, similar to the expected distribution of the 

random Z sample. The large study area and the lower number of sites during this stage 

due to change of government policy away from centralised convict labour towards 

clearing gangs, would account for this inconsistency. 

Convict Stockade Stages of Development (SOD) 
Period R Statistic ZScore(SD) Distribution Possible Randomness 

SODI 0.52 -4.2 Clustered <1% 
SOD 11 0.87 -1 Random Neither clustered or dispersed 
SOD III 0.58 -6.9 Clustered <1% 
in1830 0.57 -8.7 Clustered <1% 
non1830 0.37 -10.8 Clustered <1% 
SOD IV 0.54 -4.5 Clustered <1% 

Figure 6.3: Nearest Neighbour Analysis of Stockade sites through each stage of 
development, within all NSW study districts from 1788 to 1857. 

A more specific analysis of distribution change over time was conducted on the 

Cumberland, due to the significant number of sites represented within the region58
, 

despite being slightly randomised. Sites within the area displayed extreme changes in 

site dispersal over each period, with greater instance of arbitrary placement with varying 

degrees of clustering. Despite an overriding trend of randomness of site placement, the 

comparative expected distribution (Z value) within each stage is less than 2.9 standard 

deviations. This indicates that in light of the number of sites and the size of the region, 

the overall distribution within each stage was a reasonable and expected outcome. As 

58 Refer to Figure 5.8 
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the Cumberland region encompassed the main settlement, it is expected that sites within 

this area experienced greater and more immediate changes in location than those in 

other districts. Although the dramatic changes of sites within a region that was in whole 

relatively clustered questions the likelihood of similar disparity within other districts. 

This issue would require greater analysis of sites, which is not available within the 

current study. 

Convict Stockade SOD, Cumberland Region 

R ZScore 
Period Statistic (SO) Distribution Possible Randomness 

SODI 1.08 0.5 Random Neither clustered or dispersed 

SOD 11 1.58 2.9 Dispersed <1% 

SOD III 0.81 -2.2 Clustered <5% 

in1830 1.24 1.5 Random 
Clustered, although possibly 

Random 

non1830 0.76 -2.5 Clustered <5% 

SOD IV 0.97 -0.2 Random Neither clustered or dispersed 

Figure 6.4: Nearest Neighbour Analysis of Stockade sites through each stage of 
development within the Cumberland Region from 1788 to 1857. 
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APPENDIX 9.6 
Table of assigned numbers to stockades and towns within Central Place Analysis, 
Chapter 6. Includes name, establishment date and end dates, the types of 
accommodation and the alternative name if applicable. Information for the Townships 
were derived from cross referencing various sources listed in Bibliography. 

Assigned 
NAME START_DATE END_DATE ACCOM_TYPE ALT_NAME Number 

1 WINDSOR 1794 1857 City Green Hills (org.) 
1 Windsor Barracks 1819 1827 Town Stockade 
2 PENRITH 1819 1857 City 
3 CASTLE HILL 1802 1857 Town 

Castle Hill 
3 Government Farm 1801 1811 Stockade 
4 Thronleigh 1819 1832 Stockade 

Pennant Hill 
5 Junction 1828 1835 Stockade 

Pennant Hill 
Sawing Parish of South 

5 Establishment 1816 1831 Stockade Coiah 
Pennant Hill Stone 

5 Quarry 1832 1840 Stockade 
6 Toongabbie 1791 1803 Stockade 
6 TOONGABBIE 1793 1857 Town 

Barren Hills 
Epping Sawing Sawing 

7 Establishment 1819 1831 Stockade Establishment 
8 Parramatta 1834 1842 Stockade 
8 PARRAMATTA 1788 1857 City Rose Hill 

Parramatta 
8 Female Factory 1821 1857 T own Stockade 
9 LANE COVE 1794 1857 Town 

Lane Cove Sawing 
9 Establishment 1809 1818 Stockade 

Hen and Chicken 
10 Longbottom 1819 1842 Stockade Bay 
11 Woodford Bay 1821 1830 Stockade 

Hyde Park 
12 Barracks 05/01/1818 1849 Town Stockade 
12 SYDNEY 1788 1857 City 
13 Grose Farm 1819 1826 Stockade 
14 LIVERPOOL 1810 1857 City 
14 Liverpool 1822 1822 Town Stockade 
15 CAMPBELL TOWN 1810 1857 City Airds 
16 Rooty Hill 1821 1828 Camp 

WISEMANS 
17 FERRY 1827 1857 Town 
17 Wiseman's Ferry 03/01/1827 07/01/1832 Stockade 
18 MAROOTA 1827 1857 Town 
18 Maroota Forest 1829 1832 Camp 
19 Pitt Town 02/01/1830 01/05/1830 Camp 
19 PITTTOWN 1810 1857 Town 
20 Box Hill 02/01/1830 12/10/1830 Camp 
21 Dural 09/01/1830 08/05/1830 Camp 
21 DURAL 1817 1857 Town Dooral 
22 Breakfast Creek 02/1/1830 12/10/1830 Camp 
23 Seven Hills 20/01/1830 23/07/1830 Camp 
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Ryde, Eastern 
24 KISSING POINT 1794 1857 Town Farms 

Kissing Point 
24 Road 02/01/1830 05/01/1830 Camp 

Mulgoa Stock 
25 Station 1834 1837 Stockade 

Orphan School 
26 Bridge 02/01/1830 06/03/1830 Camp 
27 Prospect Creek 02/01/1830 12/10/1830 Camp 
28 Dog Trap Road 02/01/1830 10/12/1830 Camp 
29 Baulkham Hills 01/04/1827 10/12/1830 Camp 

BAULKHAM 
29 HILLS 1823 1857 Town 
29 SEVEN HILLS 1796 18570101 Town Bella Vista 
30 Iron Cove 10/02/1830 10/12/1830 Stockade 

COCKATOO 
31 ISLAND 1800 1857 Town 
32 Cockatoo Island 1830 1857 Stockade 
32 Goat Island 1833 1839 Stockade 
33 South Head 02/01/1830 1836 Camp 
34 Lansdowne Bridge 1834 1836 Camp 
35 Cooks River 1832 1835 Camp 
35 COOKS RIVER 1793 1857 Town 
36 BrinQelly 07/01/1830 10/12/1830 Camp 
36 BRINGELLY 1809 1857 Town 
37 GEORGES RIVER 1798 1857 Town 

George's River 
37 Quarry 1834 1838 Stockade 

George's River 
37 Road Gang 1832 1837 Camp 
38 Duck River ·1838 1839 Camp 
39 Bradley's Head 1840 1841 Stockade 
40 Woolloomooloo 1836 1837 T own Stockade 
41 Campbelltown 01/02/1830 1840 Stockade Appin Road 

HAWKESBURY --
42 RIVER 1794 1857 Town 
43 CATTAI 1805 1857 Town 
45 GLENORIE 1820 1857 Town 
46 RICHMOND 1810 1857 Town 
47 CASTLEREAGH 1810 1857 Town 

LETHBRIDGE 
48 PARK 1806 1857 Town 
49 RIVERSTONE 1810 1857 Town Riverston 
50 ANNANGROVE 1823 1857 Town 
51 ROUSE HILL 1816 1857 Town 
52 GLENHAVEN 1819 1857 Town 
53 PYMBLE 1823 1857 Town 
54 HORNSBY 1838 -1857 Town 
55 KELLYVILLE 1802 1857 Town 
56 MARAYONG 1819 1857 Town 
57 QUAKERS HILL 1814 1857 Town 
58 WHALAN 1831 1857 Town 
59 ST MARYS 1840 1857 Town South Creek 
60 BLACKTOWN 1823 1857 Town Black Town 
61 PROSPECT 1791 1857 Town 
62 DENISTONE 1806 1857 Town 
63 EASTWOOD 1835 1857 Town 
64 ARTARMON 1794 1857 Town 
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65 FAIRLlGHT 1850 1857 Town 
66 MANLY 1853 1857 Town 
67 PORT JACKSON 1788 1857 Town --
68 CROWS NEST I 1819 1857 Town 
69 RYDE 1792 1857 Town 
70 WEST RYDE 1798 1857 Town 
71 MEADOWBANK 1794 1857 Town 
72 SMITHFIELD 1830 1857 Town 
73 AUBURN 1793 1857 Town 
74 GLADESVILLE 1802 1857 Town 
75 GREENWICH 1836 1857 Town 
76 MILLERS POINT 1790 1857 Town 
78 POINT PIPER 1816 1857 Town 

Table Cape, 
79 WYNYARD 1840 1857 Town Ramsay 
80 BALMAIN 1800 1857 Town 
80 BIRCHGROVE 1821 1857 Town 
80 ROZELLE 1800 1857 Town 
81 DRUMMOYNE 1854 1857 Town 
82 RODD POINT 1830 1857 Town 
83 FIVE DOCK 1806 1857 Town 
84 BURWOOD 1791 1857 Town 
85 ASHFIELD 1817 1857 Town 
86 LEICHHARDT 1811 1857 . Town 
87 ANNANDALE 1806 1857 Town Johnston's Bush 
88 WAVERLEY 1809 1857 Town 
89 WATERLOO 1815 1857 Town 
90 ENMORE 1835 1857 Town 
91 MARRICKVILLE 1789 1857 Town 
92 KINGSGROVE 1804 1857 Town 
93 BANKSTOWN 1797 1857 Town 
94 OATLEY 1833 1857 Town 
95 HURSTVILLE 1835 1857 Town 
96 KOGARAH 1808 1857 Town 
97 BOTANY 1815 1857 Town Botany Bay 
98 NARELLAN 1855 1857 Town 
99 RABY 1809 1857 Town 
100 LITTLE FOREST 1855 1857 Town 
101 LUCAS HEIGHTS 1823 1857 Town 
102 SUTHERLAND 1815 1857 Town 
103 DOLANS BAY 1856 1857 Town 
104 APPIN 1811 1857 Town 
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APPENDIX 9.7 

Time enable recreation of Stockade and Settlement locations through the TimeMap 
program, from 1788 to 1857, curtesy of the Archaeological Computing Lab01:atory 
(ACL). Refer to attached CD. . 
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